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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) has recently begun to experiment
with thin bonded overlays in an effort to protect their bridge decks from deterioration by
chemical attack and provide durable wearing surfaces with good skid resistance and antiicing properties.
This study is the evaluation of two thin bonded epoxy overlays: SafeLane (marketed by
Cargill), and Flexogrid (developed by PolyCarb). SafeLane is advertised as an antiskid/anti-icing overlay that stores deicing chemicals for release during winter events.
Flexogrid is an anti-skid overlay. These two products were compared on the basis of
physical properties, including mean texture depth, surface friction, bond strength, ability
to stop chloride intrusion, and anti-icing properties, as well as traffic safety and cost.
Both overlays worked as intended when they were initially applied on the bridge decks.
Mean texture depth and friction testing have shown that they both provide a durable
wearing surface with good traction. All the SafeLane bond tests exceeded 250 psi (1.72
MPa). Flexogrid had initial high bond strengths, but had varied failure modes. However,
the delamination of the Flexogrid overlay was identified on the bridge deck even after
this product was reapplied. Permeability and chloride testing of the underlying concrete
decks indicated that both overlays work well to protect bridge decks from chloride
ingress. Permeability was high, but the chloride counts did not increase with age. The
anti-icing property of SafeLane is effective when pre-charged with deicing chemicals.
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The three sites evaluated in this study indicate a reduction in crashes, but further study is
needed to monitor the long-term performance in crash reduction.

IMPLEMENTATION
CDOT should use the information contained within this report to develop construction
specifications for thin bonded overlays. Based on the findings of the study, SafeLane can
be considered for use on high crash rate bridges, where its high cost can be offset by an
increase in traffic safety. If SafeLane is to be used as an anti-icing overlay it should have
deicing chemicals applied more often, and in smaller amounts. Pre-charging should be
used when possible. Installation of Flexogrid should not be considered on bridges before
the reasons causing the delamination are investigated. Studies of both overlays should
continue so that their long-term impact on traffic safety can be analyzed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Colorado is a state that receives a wide range of weather, from blizzard snowstorms to
desert heat, and the roadways need to be able to handle everything from freezing ice
subjected to deicing salts, to high heat. Initial research by CDOT into overlays has been
sparse, with the majority being concentrated on different variations of whitetopping for
pavement, the process by which existing flexible or rigid pavements are overlaid with 2
to 8 inches (5.08 to 20.32 cm) of concrete. With the advances in polymer materials in the
last 40 years, many different options exist to protect bridge structures either through new
construction or rehabilitation.
The focus of this study was to evaluate the performance of two epoxy-based thin bonded
overlays on bridge decks. The overall goal was to further CDOT's expertise in the use of
thin bonded overlays in order to increase safety and reduce maintenance costs. This was
accomplished by two methods: conducting a survey of current literature on the subject,
and physical testing of three overlay installations.
A survey with regards to the current state of the art of thin bonded overlays was
completed and their use in Colorado was first examined. CDOT provides the majority of
their research reports online and these were checked for relevant information. A second
source of information on overlays was from the University of Colorado Denver. In order
to gain a better understanding, a literature review was conducted in which the types,
functions, materials, and costs of different epoxy-based thin bonded overlays in use by
other state DOTs was examined.
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This study seeks to determine real world performance of thin bonded overlays by
evaluating SafeLane and Flexogrid on three Colorado bridge decks. An experimental plan
developed to examine the performance of these overlays included five specific physical
and chemical tests: (1) mean texture depth, (2) friction, (3) bond strength, (4)
permeability, and (5) chloride. In addition, data was gathered through instrumentation,
crash reports, and installation bids to examine the overlays’ performance in regards to
anti-icing capabilities, traffic safety, and cost.
This report is broken down into several chapters. Chapter 2 discuses background research
with regards to thin bonded overlays in Colorado. Chapter 3 is a review of current
literature, focusing on different types of thin bonded overlays as well as methods to test
them. Chapter 4 is the problem statement. Chapter 5 is an overview of the three sites that
were studied. Chapter 6 focuses on the installation of SafeLane and Flexogrid. Chapter 7
is the physical testing results. Chapter 8 is an analysis of the crash data. Chapter 9 is the
breakdown of the installation costs. Chapter 10 contains the conclusions and
recommendations.

2

2.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Research on epoxy-based thin bonded overlays in the State of Colorado is fairly limited.
CDOT-funded research into overlays has mainly been in the area of pavement
whitetopping. Since 1998, two separate papers have been published on the topic of
whitetopping in Colorado. The first report, CDOT-DTD-R-98-1, formed the basis for the
design and usage of whitetopping by CDOT. The second report, CDOT-DTD-R-2004-12,
investigated the instrumentation of, revised the design of, and increased the predicted
performance of whitetopping from the 1998 report.
The University of Colorado Denver research into thin bonded overlays consisted of a
single thesis by Bindel (2010) on the effects of surface treatment of pavements with
respect to bond strength of overlays. The thesis title, "Effects of Concrete and Asphalt
Surface Treatment on Bond Strength of Thin Bonded Overlays" investigated the adhesive
properties of the binder used in the SafeLane system. In addition, Bindel’s thesis included
findings from a survey of Departments of Transportation (DOTs) which asked about
usage of anti-icing/anti-skid thin bonded overlays.
2.1

Summary of Previous Work

2.1.1

University of Colorado Denver

Bindel's research on how surface preparation affects bond strength was the only research
the University of Colorado Denver has performed on bonded overlays. Bindel performed
in-depth background and literature research prior to designing and conducting bond tests.
A DOT survey was sent to materials and bridge engineers, and yielded responses in
relation to which states are using and testing thin bonded overlays. In addition, it
3

provided insight into what their experiences have been with thin bonded overlays. Using
information from the background research, literature review, and DOT survey, a test plan
was created in which the bond between epoxy overlays and asphalt or concrete surfaces
was tested.
2.1.1.1 Departments of Transportation Survey
The DOT survey was developed by Bindle (2010) to investigate which states have used
anti-icing/anti-skid thin bonded overlays, and their levels of success with them. A webbased survey was created that asked a variety of questions which mainly focused on
performance, installation experience, and products in use. A copy of the survey is
provided in Appendix A.
The survey was targeted at materials engineers within each state DOT. Twenty-four out
of the fifty state DOTs responded to the survey. Some states sent multiple responses from
both bridge and materials engineers. A total of 30 responses were recorded. Figure
2.1.1.1.1 shows the states that responded.
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Question four examined typical skid numbers seen on thin bonded overlays by the DOTs.
Around half the respondents reported it was greater than 35, which was classified as
acceptable.
The fifth question was whether or not a reduction in the amount of deicing chemicals was
seen in association with the use of anti-icing overlays. Only one state reported a 20%
decrease in the amount used. The other states reported no change, or that they did not use
the anti-icing properties of the overlay.
The next question was regarding failures of anti-icing overlays. Wisconsin reported that
they had issues with mixing SafeLane prior to application and Minnesota reported that
they had a decrease in friction, with a corresponding increase in the number of accidents
after using SafeLane for several years.
Question seven asked whether any states created specifications for anti-icing overlays.
Only two responded that they did. The others stated that they are still in trial phases.
The eighth question asked which other products were in use by state DOTs. They
responded with Flexolith 216, Flexogrid, Degussa, and Transpo T-48.
The final question was if states had placed SafeLane on an asphalt surface. Only two
reported that they had.
From the DOT survey it was found states that had used epoxy-based thin bonded overlays
reported acceptable skid numbers, and a decrease in the amount of crashes. Some issues
were reported with durability, but they seem to be localized to specific installations. Most
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states had not run into any significant issues, barring installation problems (Bindel,
2010).
2.1.1.2 Bond Testing
Bond testing was conducted on both on asphalt and concrete surfaces. Two asphalt
samples were tested in which the surface was sand blasted or smooth. These samples
were acquired from older roadways with cooperation of the City and County of Denver.
The concrete samples were created specifically for testing and conformed to CDOT Class
H specifications. Concrete sample surfaces were hand troweled, sand blasted, tined, or
roughened. One set of tests that are of direct interest to this report was the testing of a full
layer of SafeLane. Two samples from each concrete surface preparation category
contained SafeLane, while the rest of the samples only had a layer of Unitex Pro-Poxy
Type III DOT, which is the binder that the SafeLane system uses. Altogether, 21 samples
were tested. The goal was to determine a correlation between surface preparation and
bond strength.
Since all testing was conducted in the University of Colorado Material Laboratory, a
unique test setup was devised to allow the samples to be precisely tested on the MTS 20kip (89 kN) hydraulic testing machine. The samples were specially prepared to allow
them to be tested in the machine. Since the concrete samples were created in-lab, they
were cast with threaded dowels inside them so they could be bolted to the test setup. The
asphalt samples were bolted with C-channel uni-struts.
Each sample was core drilled to a depth of 0.5 inches (1.27 cm) beneath the concrete
surface by a 2 inch (5.08 cm) diameter core barrel in the center of the 12 x 12 x 6 inch
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(30.48 x 30.48 x 15.24 cm) block. A 2 inch (5.08 cm) pipe cap was epoxied to the center
of the drilled area. For the concrete samples, the blocks were placed into the test setup,
bolted to the bottom plate, and then the top plate was bolted onto the block. A 2 inch
(5.08 cm) diameter pipe was threaded onto the pipe cap. The top end of the 2 inch (5.08
cm) pipe was connected to the MTS machine by another pipe cap and threaded rod. The
asphalt samples were bolted to the test stand by use of C-channel uni-strut.
The results from these bond tests were not encouraging and showed several problem
areas related to the test setup. Bindel (2010) reported several problems related to both the
sample preparation and test process. Of the 21 samples, 4 failed during preloading, a
process in which a small amount of force (~10 lbs./44.5 N) is placed on the sample prior
to running the full test. An additional sample had the pipe cap placed wrong and could
not be attached to the testing machine. Out of the 16 remaining samples, 14 showed
failures in the concrete or asphalt. Unfortunately, several of the results were below the
generally accepted minimum of 250 (1.72 MPa) psi bond strength for polymer bonded
overlays. Cargill uses the 250 psi (1.72 MPa) as its minimum bond strength for SafeLane.
Although the majority of the bond strengths were below 250 psi (1.72 MPa), the failure
mode of all the successful tests occurred in the asphalt or concrete layer, which shows
that the Unitex epoxy was at least as strong as the surface it was adhered too. Bindel
recommended additional testing with a larger sample size to get a true representative set
of data (Bindel, 2010).
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3.
3.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Why Thin Bonded Overlays?

In 2010, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) carried out an update of its
extensive National Bridge Inventory (NBI) which monitors the location and structural
condition of bridges across the United States. The FHWA has recorded over 604,493
bridges into the NBI and approximately 146,636 of those bridges are either structurally
deficit or obsolete (FHWA, 2011). In Colorado alone, 1,399 of its 8,506 bridges fall
under one of the categories above. Of particular concern are the 578 bridges in Colorado
that are deemed structurally deficit (FHWA, 2011). While the FHWA terms structurally
deficit as needing replacement, it does not necessarily mean that the bridge is unsafe, it
may only be highly deteriorated.
One of the largest problems facing transportation departments around the United States is
the deterioration of bridge decks and structural members (FHWA, 2011), especially in
colder climates where the use of harsh deicing chemicals causes rapid erosion of steel
reinforcement. Engineers have spent a considerable amount of time trying to determine
effective and economical ways to combat the deterioration of bridges (FHWA, 2011).
Bonded overlays allow engineers to place a wearing surface that not only provides antiskid properties, but prevents chloride intrusion into the bridge structure by effectively
sealing the bridge deck. With the mix of these properties, DOTs can be proactive in their
maintenance of bridges, thus saving costs and increasing safety in the long term.
It is the combination of properties that make thin bonded epoxy overlays an attractive
option for use on bridge decks. While other overlays may offer the same or better
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individual properties, very few offer the combination of properties that make thin bonded
epoxy overlays exceptional. Namely, the combinations of curing time, cost, anti-skid
properties, waterproofing, and deicing or anti-icing properties. Thin bonded epoxy
overlays can combine each of these properties into a unique wearing surface that not only
protects the bridge superstructure, but also increases safety.
An additional aspect, unique to some thin bonded epoxy overlays, is the reduced dead
load on a structure by replacing an older, heavier overlay system with a thinner system.
Thin bonded epoxy overlays also allow the roadway of a bridge to receive a new surface
without raising the deck height appreciably, an important consideration when clearances
on older overpasses are already close to specified limits. By far the majority of deck
overlays are geared towards either an anti-skid or waterproofing role. However, newer
overlays are starting to incorporate anti-icing roles into their functionality, all while
providing a multi-year wearing surface.
Thin bonded overlays generally fall into one of three major categories; polymer based,
concrete based, or asphalt based. There are many different types of overlays within each
of these categories and several of them will be examined here. In general, polymer
concrete overlays are classified as an overlay that uses a polymer as the binding agent.
Concrete and asphalt overlays are defined similarly; each uses their respective materials
as their binders.

3.2

Polymer Concrete Overlays

Polymer concrete overlays first appeared around the 1950s. These overlays were simply
coal tar spread on a roadway with a fine aggregate broadcast across them. These coal tar
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epoxies, as they were commonly called, performed poorly and had a fairly short lifespan.
Polymer concrete overlays received an upgrade in the 1960s with the development of
polyester resins, epoxy resins, and methyl methacrylate (ACI, 1994). These new
formulations allowed overlays to last longer and provided a much improved wearing
surface. However they suffered from being too brittle, especially when exposed to the
ultra-violet radiation of the sunlight. They also suffered de-bonding problems due to
thermal incompatibility with the underlying concrete (ACI, 1994). This leads to cracking
and eventual failure. Moisture tolerant polymers were introduced by the 1970s which
allowed the overlays to seal the bridge decks, thus creating a longer-term wearing
solution that also protected the bridge deck. Throughout the 1980s and 90s, much more
flexible polymers came into use which increased durability, leading to an even longer
lasting overlay. These are the same types of epoxies that are used in polymer concrete
today, and are generally characterized by their lower modulus of elasticity and higher
elongation tolerances (White et al., 1997).
Polymer overlays are uniquely different from the other two types since they add very
little material to the surface of the bridge deck. This is advantageous, since it reduces the
dead load on the bridge. This is ideal for older bridges, but even newer ones benefit from
the economy of lighter sections. Polymer overlays have the added advantage of sealing
the structural bridge deck from moisture and chemicals. Dinitz et al. (2010) compared
polysulfide epoxy overlays to asphalt and concrete thin bonded overlays and noted that
the air voids (up to 5%) in asphalt overlays contribute to freeze/thaw damage, while the
epoxy overlays seal the deck surface, preventing this phenomenon. This helps to prolong
bridge superstructure life as well as to provide a surface that can be removed and
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replaced if excessive wearing occurs. The biggest disadvantage to polymer overlays is
that surface preparation is extremely critical. Even the slightest moisture or debris on the
surface can cause de-bonding of the overlay (Dinitz et al.,2010).
The most common types of binding agents are epoxies, coal tar modified epoxy,
polyester, methyl methacrylate, and polyurethanes. Several factors affect polymer
overlays. Of utmost importance is surface preparation, followed by material selection.
Some polymers can react to alkalis in the concrete and saponify, becoming little more
than a soapy mixture (Scarpinato, 1996). Heating and cooling of the overlay can lead to
differential shrinkage between the binder and structural surface underneath. The stresses
induced by these temperature changes can lead to de-bonding of the overlay. Some of the
first epoxies suffered from age hardening under ultraviolet light. However, newer epoxies
based on specially modified polymers have a high strength and can resist UV age
hardening making them ideal for bridge decks (Dinitz et al., 2010).
Polymer overlays can be divided into two categories depending on how they are applied.
Stenko et al. (2001) describe the two methods as the broom and screed method, and the
slurry or premixed method. For most bridges, polymer overlays are installed on site,
however for new construction using pre-cast bridge deck panels, epoxy overlays can be
installed at the pre-cast plant.
3.2.1

Premixed Polymer Concrete Overlays

Premixed Polymer Concrete Overlays (PMPCO) include any type of overlay that is
installed using the slurry or premixed method (Maggenti, 2001). Typical installation
procedure for a slurry or premixed type polymer overlay is very similar to traditional
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concrete methods. Most PMPCOs are mixed onsite in a special mixer, then placed on the
deck surface by hand or using traditional slip form methods. Finishing is often performed
by trowel, float and vibrating screed, with final texturing performed by tining. Some
methyl methacrylate overlays use an aggregate broadcast as a final texturing step, while
most polyester overlays use tining.
A typical premixed polymer concrete mix consists of a binder, silica and basalt sand as
the fine aggregate, gravel as the coarse aggregate, and admixtures to improve various
resin properties. An initiator is added during mixing to start the curing process (Ozolin,
2007).
The premixed method is considered faster and less labor intensive since it combines all
the separate steps of the broom and screed into one step. Many different types of
polymer binders use the premixed placement, however, only two types are the most
commonly seen: polyester resin, and methyl methacrylate (MMA).
3.2.1.1 Polyester Polymer Concrete
Some of the first uses of polyester polymer concrete (PPC) was in the 1960s for use in
pipes since the low permeability and high resistance to chemical attack make it ideal to
transport liquids (Lang, 2005). Some of the first polyester concrete overlays were placed
in California around 1983. Initially these were lightly traveled alpine roads, but by 198486 PPC overlays were installed on high traffic roads with good results (Glauz, 1993).
Polyester polymer concrete has many desirable properties for use as a pavement. It has
very low permeability, excellent skid resistance depending on finish, and cures quickly
with rapid strength development. PPC overlays are generally designed to be between 1/2"
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to 1" (1.27 to 2.54 cm) thick, depending on underlying surface conditions and can also
have iron ore coke added to increase conductivity for cathodic protection or to act as a
heating element for deicing. It can also be installed in a single pass, similar to traditional
concrete. Expected life of PPC overlays ranges from 15 to 20 years and depends highly
on the mixture, as well as surface preparation, both of which are extremely critical.
(Sprinkel, 1990)
The cost for PPC varies greatly on who is placing it. Caltrans has extensive experience
with PPC overlays and can place them at very low cost, between $1 and $3 per square
foot ($10.76 to $32.29 per square meter), depending on project size (Caltrans, 2011).
Oregon DOT recently started experimenting with PPC overlays and placed one for $4.44
per square foot ($47.79 per square meter) (ODOT, 2011).
3.2.1.2 Methyl Methacrylate Concrete
The other type of premixed polymer concrete uses a methyl methacrylate (MMA) binder
instead of polyester. Early MMA overlays had excessively fast cure times that precluded
spreading aggregate as a finish. This was fixed with better formulations of the MMA
binders and initiators.
Methyl methacrylate overlays are very similar to polyester overlays, but are generally
harder and have a compressively stronger surface that has excellent long-term friction
characteristics. Due to the stronger characteristics, MMA overlays are sometimes
broadcast with additional aggregate as a finish instead of tining. Although MMA overlays
wear better, epoxy-based overlays tend to have superior bond characteristics, a feature
that is very important for polymer overlays. To increase adhesive properties, MMA
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overlays are preceded by a MMA sealer which acts as a tack coat for the overlay (Wilson,
1995).
Oregon DOT has placed two different experimental MMA overlays in 1982 for $8.70 per
square foot ($93.65 per square meter). However they estimated that larger overlays
placed on a regular basis would cost around $6.40 per square foot($69.89 per square
meter) (Quinn, 1984). WSDOT placed some larger overlays in 2007 for $7.20 per square
foot ($77.50 per square meter) (WSDOT, 2007). Montana DOT has also experimented
with MMA overlays and installed one in 1995 for $4.89 per square foot ($52.64 per
square meter) (Johnson, 1997).
3.2.2 Broom and Screed Overlays
The broom and screed method first applies the binder, and then applies the aggregate by
either manual or automatic broadcasting (Ozolin, 2007). Broom and screed typically has
two layers of binder and aggregate, although three is specified by some manufacturers.
The majority of epoxy-based overlays utilize the broom and screed method. This is
because epoxy overlays tend to use an aggregate as the traction surface instead of a filler
as polyester and MMA polymer concretes do. This allows the total overlay thickness to
be thinner, usually around 3/8" to 3/4" (0.9525 cm to 1.905 cm) versus 1/2" to 1" (1.27 to
2.54 cm) for the other polymer overlay types. Epoxy overlays offer the same benefits as
other polymer overlays, often in a thinner section.
3.2.2.1 SafeLane
SafeLane is an epoxy-based polymer concrete overlay that was specifically developed to
fill the role of an anti-icing/anti-skid overlay (Cargill, 2007). It utilizes a patented
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combination of aggregate and binder to obtain these properties, while providing
protection for bridge decks. The aggregate itself is a proprietary product that is specially
prepared to absorb deicing chemicals.
Cargill Incorporated is the licensed patent holder for both the SafeLane system and the
specialty aggregate. It is a private multinational corporation that mainly specializes in the
agricultural and food related business. They also have branches in industrial, energy and
pharmaceutical areas. SafeLane is an extension of their winter maintenance line of
products which mainly includes de-icing salts.
The original inventor of SafeLane is Dr. Russ Alger. Dr. Alger was the director of the
Institute of Snow Research at Michigan Technological University. The Institute of Snow
Research is part of the Keweenaw Research Center. Development of SafeLane occurred
over a period of 10 years until the right combination of aggregate and binder was found.
SafeLane technology was licensed to Cargill Incorporated in 2003 (Perischetti, 2007).
SafeLane is a two-part anti-icing polymer surface overlay. It utilizes a specialty aggregate
bonded to a pavement surface by an epoxy binder. Currently, there are two types of
SafeLane products available (Cargill, 2007). The first, and more commonplace is Cargill
SafeLane HDX Overlay, which is the main product used for roadways and bridges. The
other product, Cargill SafeLane CA-48 Overlay is used for parking lots, garages, and
sidewalks. Cargill is seeking approval for using SafeLane CA-48 on airport taxiways and
parking aprons as well. They both use the same aggregate material; however SafeLane
CA-48 uses a smaller aggregate size.
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installation costs, including North Dakota DOT which installed two experimental
overlays in 2002 for between $10.96 and $12.72 per square foot ($117.97 to $136.92 per
square meter) (Mastel, 2002). In addition, Virginia DOT installed two overlays for $6.00
per square foot ($64.58 per square meter) in 2005, however this was only material costs
and does not include traffic control or other associated costs (Izzepi, 2010).
3.2.2.2 Flexogrid
Flexogrid is a polymer concrete overlay system for use on bridge decks. It uses an
aggregate and two-part epoxy binder to create a thin bonded overlay and is developed and
marketed as a lightweight, anti-skid, durable wearing surface (PolyCarb, 2009). Flexogrid
was developed by PolyCarb, Inc. in the 1980s as a way to provide an anti-skid surface
that can protect bridge decks from chemical intrusion.
PolyCarb, Inc., the distributor of the Mark-163 Flexogrid system, is a branch of Dow
Formulated Systems, a business unit of Dow Chemical. Dow Chemical is a multinational
corporation whose main focus is the development and manufacturing of chemical based
products and systems. The specialty of PolyCarb, Inc. is the development and marketing
of epoxy-based pavement and flooring systems.
Flexogrid consists of the Mark-371 aggregate and Mark-163 epoxy. The Mark-163
urethane epoxy is a two part amber colored epoxy that is supplied by PolyCarb for the
Flexogrid system. It is 100% solids and is mixed in a 2:1 ratio of parts A and B. Urethane
epoxy provides a strong yet flexible binder that can resist cracks from flexing as well as
temperature changes in underlying materials. Table 3.2.2.2.1 below shows the properties
of the cured Mark-163 epoxy.
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Table 3.2.2.2.1: Cured properties of Mark-163 urethane epoxy (PolyCarb, 2009)
Adhesion of Concrete

100% Failure

ASTM D-4541/ACI-503R

Shore D Hardness

70 + 5

ASTM D2240-75

Compressive Strength

48.3 – 62.1 MPa (7,000 - 9,000 psi)

ASTM C-109

Tensile Strength

>17.2 MPa (>2,500 psi)

ASTM D638-82

Tensile Elongation

30 + 10

ASTM D638-82

Water Absorption - Max.
Abrasion Resistance - Wear
Index

0.20%

ASTM D-570

75-85 milligrams

ASTM C-501

CS-17 Wheel, 1,000 cycle, 1,000 gms
Flexural creep at low temperature

Flexural Yield Strength

0.165 mm, min.
Total movement in 7 days
(.0065 inches, min.)
> 5,000 psi

California Test 419

ASTM D-790

As with all epoxies, curing time varies with ambient and surface temperature. Flexogrid
should not be installed below 50ºF (10 °C) to prevent installation and durability
problems. Table 3.2.2.2.2 shows the approximate curing times, while Table 3.2.2.2.3
shows the maximum amount of time between epoxy application and broadcast of the
aggregate.
Table 3.2.2.2.2: Approximate gel and cure times (PolyCarb, 2009)
Gel Time 25ºC (75º + 2ºF)
Gel Time 25ºC (75º + 2ºF)
(with aggregate)
Initial Set 25ºC (75º + 2ºF)
Final Cure 25ºC (75º + 2ºF)
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22-31 minutes (100 gms.)
1.5 hours
6 hours
48 hours-7 days

Table 3.2.2.2.3: Set times for Mark-163 epoxy (PolyCarb, 2009)
90ºF (32ºC)
80ºF (27ºC)
70ºF (21ºC)
60ºF (16ºC)
50ºF (10ºC)

10 minutes
15 minutes
20 minutes
25 minutes
35 minutes

The aggregate used with the Mark-163 epoxy can vary, but the recommended Mark-371
aggregate is basalt quartzite granite. Table 3.2.2.2.4 shows the following breakdown of
Mark-371 by weight. Gradation of the aggregate is shown in Table 3.2.2.2.5.
Table 3.2.2.2.4: Breakdown of Mark-371 by weight (PolyCarb, 2009)
Component
Percent by weight
SiO2
75.03
Al2O3
11.49
Fe2O3
3.57
CaO
2.84
MgO
1.59
Na2O
2.58
K2O
0.99
Combined alkali
1.11
Ignition loss
0.72

Table 3.2.2.2.5: Gradation of Mark-371 aggregate (PolyCarb, 2009)
US Standard Sieve Size Percent passing by Weight
No. 6
100%
No. 10
10-35%
No. 20
0-3%
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Due to the amount of time it has been around and the number of installations of
Flexogrid, it is a relatively inexpensive epoxy overlay to install. Several DOTs around the
United States have had experiences with Flexogrid. Alabama installed Flexogrid on an I20 bridge in 1993 for $5.33 per square foot ($57.37 per square meter) (Ramey, 2003).
Iowa DOT installed Flexogrid in 1986 for approximately $5.12 per square foot ($55.11
per square meter) (Adam, 2001). More recently, North Dakota installed Flexogrid in
2008 for an estimated $5.27 per square foot ($56.73 per square meter) (Mastel, 2009).

3.3

Hydraulic Concrete Overlays

The first documented use of any overlay dates back to 1918 when the city of Terra Haute,
IN, used a layer of concrete on top of their existing asphalt road. This was relatively
unheard of at the time, today it is commonly known as whitetopping. Through the 1950s
and 1960s whitetopping was used rather sparingly and almost always in a rehabilitation
or capacity upgrade role. It was relatively unheard of to use whitetopping as a
preventative measure for bridge decks. It was not until the 1980s that overlays started to
become common place. By the early 1990s whitetopping had become much more
widespread and had evolved into ultra-thin whitetopping (UTW), a 2" to 4" (5.08 to
10.16 cm) overlay and thin-whitetopping (TWT) a 4" to 8" (10.16 to 20.32 cm) overlay
(United States, 2011).
Thin bonded concrete overlays are typically defined as an overlay that is a 1" to 4" (2.54
to 10.16 cm) concrete wearing surface on top of a structural deck. Several different types
of concrete are used in thin bonded overlays including: low-slump dense concrete
(LSDC), silica fume concrete (SFC) also known as a micro silica modified concrete (MS
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or MSC), and latex-modified concrete (LMC). Shahrooz, et al. (2000) mentions a superdense plasticized concrete (SDC) that is used in overlays (Ramey et al., 2003).
The goal of any of these concrete mixtures is to provide a concrete that resists chloride
penetration while providing a durable wearing surface for traffic. By increasing density,
you decrease the porosity of the concrete thus reducing the amount of moisture and
chemicals able to penetrate the bridge deck. In addition to variations in concrete
mixtures, some concrete overlays utilize an internally sealed layer that combines the
wearing and strength of concrete with the water resistance of wax polymers. Although
these concrete mixtures are effective at stopping chlorides leaching through, they still
present problems with freeze/thaw. Conductive concrete overlays have been examined in
which the concrete itself becomes a resistive heating element to prevent icing.
3.3.1

Low-Slump Dense Concrete

Low-slump dense concrete was first seen in the 1960s in Iowa and Kansas. Early LSDC
overlays were approximately 1.25" (3.175 cm) thick, although now 2" (5.08 cm) overlays
are the standard and can be used either as a new overlay, or as a rehabilitation overlay.
While LSDC overlays use a relatively old technology, it has been highly effective for its
cost. Some of the original overlays were in service for 20 to 25 years before needing
replacement. Typical design life is around 25 years.
Typical LSDC overlays utilize a water to cement ratio of around 0.32. This creates a
strong concrete with low permeability to resist chloride penetration. Surface roughness is
gained by tining or texturing the concrete. De-icing is provided by chemical methods,
although other methods could be utilized.
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New York DOT conducted a study on 50 different LSDC overlays and found that 0.84%
of the total deck area had any damage due to corrosion, delamination, spalling, or
patching. Half of that area was around joints indicating that the overlays themselves were
showing adequate performance. A survey of 153 LSDC overlays in 1991 by the Strategic
Highway Research Program found that service life performance depends highly on the
deck preparation. Sandblasting combined with removal of chloride saturated concrete
was deemed the most effective method at prolonging service life (Russell, 2004).
Minnesota DOT performed an extensive review of LSDC overlays, particularly for bridge
decks, and has found that they are able to place LSDC overlays for approximately $5 per
square foot ($53.82 per square meter). For newer overlays going to bid, the engineers
cost is typically around $4 per square foot ($43.06 per square meter). These costs are
attributed to the fact that Mn/DOT places a fairly large volume of overlays, and that
materials are fairly plentiful in the region. They also note that their bridge construction
costs are cheaper than other states. The cost of $5 per square foot ($53.82 per square
meter) is a good base for installing a LSDC overlay (Rowekamp, 2004).
3.3.2 Silica Fume Concrete
Silica fume concrete (SFC) was originally developed around the 1950s; however it was
not until the development of high-range water reducing admixtures (HRWA) that
placement of silica fume concrete became practical (Whiting et al., 1998). Ohio and New
York were the first US states to experiment with silica fume concrete in overlays and full
depth bridge decks. Ohio installed their first full depth bridge deck in 1987 while New
York only placed an overlay on I-90.
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Silica fume concretes have become a popular choice due to the increase in density,
strength, and durability provided to concrete. Early placements of SFC overlays had
problems with finishing and autogenous shrinking, or rapid drying of the concrete. The
curing and finishing of silica fume concrete is especially important because of the lower
water / cement ratio. In the plastic state before the concrete has fully hardened lack of
water leads to desiccation and cracking, especially on the surface where moisture can
evaporate quickly. The increased density of the concrete reduces pores found in normal
concrete, making the evaporated water harder to replace. Cracking can also occur in
cured concrete, since the increased density prevents water from being absorbed by the gel
matrix. In normal concrete, this water helps to offset the effects of autogenous shrinkage,
but in silica fume concrete this effect becomes greater due to less water. Overlays placed
today rarely have this problem due to the understanding of how density affects the
hydration of concrete.
Typically, silica fume replaces cement at rates between 5% and 12% in the concrete
mixture. Whiting et al. (1998) found that between 6% and 8% is the optimal replacement
range for bridge decks. Past this range, a plateau effect was seen on permeability. Greater
strengths from increased silica fume content are not necessarily useful for a bridge deck
overlay, nor economical. They also recommended immediate wet curing for at least 7
days; however, this is generally standard industry practice today.
Silica fume overlays tend to be slightly more expensive than normal concrete overlays
due to the additional admixture costs. In 1994, Virginia DOT placed two silica fume
concrete overlays; one regular, and one high early strength for $2.68, and $3.30 per
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square foot,($28.85 and $35.52 per square meter) respectively (Sprinkel, 2000). Montana
DOT installed a trial silica fume overlay in 1996 for only $2.44 per square foot ($26.26
per square meter) (Johnson, 1997).
3.3.3 Latex Modified Concrete
While traditional concrete methods have been around for almost a century it was not until
1956 that Dow Chemical Company started experimenting with latex-modified concrete.
Michigan Highway Department in cooperation with Dow Chemical placed the first latexmodified concrete overlay in 1958. Since about the 1960s, the majority of latex concretes
utilize one of three types of latex; styrene-butadiene rubber, polyacrylic ester, or
polyvinylidene chloride-vinyl chloride (Ramakrishnan, 1992). The typical polymer
compound used is styrene butadiene latex, a mixture that separates in water to leave
behind latex solids in the concrete matrix after curing.
Latex-modified concrete (LMC) is a concrete mixture that utilizes a latex polymer in the
mixture. Ramakrishnan (1992) defines latex as, "a stable dispersion of organic polymer
particles in an aqueous surfactant solution...” All latexes used in concretes are classified
as nonionic since they carry no extra positive or negative electron charges in their
molecular configuration. This is necessary, since negative or positively charged latex
would adversely affect concrete and embedded reinforcing steel. During the production
of latex, surfactants are added to the latex mixture to modify the surface tension and
stability of the latex. These surfactants also provide key benefits to concrete including
acting as water reducing admixtures which allows higher strengths to be achieved without
significant losses in workability (Ramakrishnan, 1992).
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Latex-modified concretes have higher than normal tensile, flexure, and bond strengths as
well as increased freeze/thaw durability with a low permeability (Kuhlman, 1985).
Research performed by Ramakrishnan (1992) shows that adding a latex polymer to
concrete increase the flexure strength by as much as 150 to 200%. This is due to the latex
film that forms in the concrete mixture during curing. The latex bonds the two sides of
the micro cracks together thus helping to prevent crack propagation and applying a
portion of its own tensile strength to the concrete. These same principals help increase the
impact resistance, toughness, and abrasive resistance of the concrete all of which are
valuable properties for a bridge deck overlay.
The latex in the voids helps to seal the concrete to moisture. Testing of LMC bridge deck
overlays throughout the US have shown that LMC overlays all exhibit very low (less than
1000 coulombs) chloride permeability, even after multiple years. Freeze-thaw resistance
also increases, as does resistance to scaling. The Indiana State Highway Commission
tested LMC overlays for resistance to scaling and found that even after 50 freeze/thaw
cycles, no scaling had occurred (Ramakrishnan, 1992).
In terms of workability, LMCs behave like normal concretes that have had water
reducing admixtures added. Due to this effect, the compressive strength of LMCs is
usually higher due to a reduced water cement ratio.
Typical LMC overlays are 1.25" to 2" (3.175 cm to 5.08 cm) thick and can be found on
every type of project from new construction to major rehabilitations. The higher adhesive
properties of LMC make it an ideal material to be used for rehabilitation projects.
Anecdotal evidence from several state DOTs show that LMC overlays last upwards of 20
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years or more. Several of these overlays were placed with high and very-high early
strength concretes and allowed traffic on the overlay within 24 hours instead of the
standard 4-7 days. Testing after one year showed these overlays were still providing
excellent wear resistance.
LMC overlays are a relatively cheap overlay to install due to the fact that it is mainly
concrete with a latex admixture. VDOT has extensive experience with LMC overlays,
and placed two in 1994. One was a standard styrene-butadiene LMC that was placed for
$3.00 per square foot ($32.29 per square meter), while another was a LMC modified for
high early strength that was placed for $3.70 per square foot ($39.83 per square meter)
(Sprinkel, 2000). In addition, North Carolina DOT has placed many LMC overlays.
Several placed in 2010 cost $4.20 per square foot ($45.21 per square meter) (NCDOT,
2010).
3.3.4

Internally Sealed Concrete Overlay

Internally sealed concrete overlays are a fairly simple concept in which wax beads placed
in the concrete during mixing are later melted using an external heat source. The theory is
that the melted wax will flow into the pores of the concrete, sealing it. The concept of
adding wax beads to concrete is credited to the Monsanto Research Corporation under a
contract with the FHWA. Original development took place in the 1970s, and several
states through the FHWA Demonstration Project 49 participated in field testing this new
type of overlay (Toney, 1987). The majority of state DOTs that participated in the FHWA
study used their normal bridge deck overlay concrete with the wax replacing a portion of
the fine aggregate in a 1:1 ratio. The wax itself is a 25%/75% blend of montan and
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paraffin waxes. Montan wax has a melting point of 180 °F (82 °C), while paraffin is
closer to 147 °F (64 °C). It was reported by several DOTs that the wax modified
concrete does have lower compressive strength, but still above the 4000 psi (27.6 MPa)
required by some states. Air entrainment is recommended for additional freeze/thaw
resistance. Thorough mixing of the concrete is required to ensure even dispersal of the
wax beads. Typical thickness of the concrete overlays is approximately 2" (5.1 cm)
(Tyson, 1978).
The most important aspect of internally sealed concrete overlays is the curing and
heating. Sufficient heat has to be put into the concrete to allow the bottom layer to reach
the approximately 185 °F (85 °C) to melt the wax all the way through the overlay.
However, heat cannot be applied too quickly, otherwise excessive spalling and cracking
in the concrete due to rapid evaporation of moisture and shrinkage will occur.
Washington State DOT evaluated four different methods of curing including hot air,
electric fired infrared, electric infrared, and electric blanket. The first three methods
caused spalling and cracking. Electric blankets provided enough control and power to
properly heat the concrete, and are the recommended heating method. Heating is usually
conducted over 7 to 10 hours depending on weather and overlay thickness. This process
is repeated for several days to ensure that all the wax has melted and filled the pores
(Tyson, 1978).
Results from several DOT studies all show similar trends. The first is that internally
sealed concrete overlays are effective at stopping chloride penetration of concrete.
Second is that cracking of the concrete overlay during the heating procedure is
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commonplace. Varied methods can be used to reduce and prevent this cracking, but it is
unlikely to completely eliminate the cracks that develop.
Internally sealed concrete overlays can cost a bit more than regular concrete overlays to
install. Oklahoma DOT mentioned that they were paying an extra $1.03 per square foot
($11.09 per square meter) for internally sealed concrete overlays versus normal concrete
overlays. Idaho DOT reported that it cost them twice as much to place versus normal
overlays (Toney, 1987).
Internally sealed concrete overlays are effective at stopping chloride penetration and
protecting bridge structures, but their higher cost and their installation-critical
performance make them a less popular option than other overlay types. No recent
internally sealed concrete overlays have been placed, and it is likely this trend will
continue until further research or newer heating methods are developed (Tyson, 1978).
3.3.5

Conductive Concrete Overlays

Deicing a roadway surface by using heat is not a new idea, but it does have a new twist in
the form of conductive concrete. Two general methods are known for deicing a bridge
deck using heat. The first is to embed resistive heating elements into the concrete and
generate heat by running current though the elements. The second is to turn the concrete
into the resistive element. Yehia et al. (2000) defined conductive concrete as, "...a
cementitious admixture containing electrically conductive components to attain a high
and stable electrical conductivity." They also mention that conductive concrete has also
been used as anti-static flooring, electromagnetic shielding, and cathodic protection of
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steel. The power provided to the concrete can be either AC or DC with results being
similar.
Conductive concrete is fairly simple in its composition. Generally, a standard concrete
mix is used, and then steel fibers and shavings are added to provide the conductivity.
Yehia et al. (1998) have also found that conductive concrete can be made with
conductive aggregate such as black carbon or furnace coke; however less strength is
developed due to a higher amount of water needed for the aggregates.
Yehia et al. (2000) developed a concrete mix that used 20% steel shavings and 1.5% steel
fibers by volume, which met ASTM and AASHTO specifications. They cast a 3.5" (8.89
cm) slab using this mix and tested the de-icing, and anti-icing properties. It was found
that the conductive concrete overlay performs both rolls adequately. Their results show
that the cost to run the conductive overlay per hour was approximately $0.056 to $0.074
per square foot ($0.60 to $0.80 per square meter). On larger bridges, this could be
prohibitively expensive.
3.4

Asphalt Concrete

Asphalt concrete, or bituminous pavement, is a bridge deck overlay and roadway material
that is in widespread use. Asphalt is typically made of a petroleum binder and aggregate,
although different materials have been added to improve certain qualities. Although
asphalt pavement is not a thin bonded overlay, they are often installed on top of
waterproofing membranes, which are very effective at sealing bridge decks. These
membranes will be examined here.
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Asphalt has been in use as a pavement and sealer since ancient times, when natural
deposits were found and used for paving with bricks, or to seal water basins. It was not
until the 1860s that it started to see use in the United States, originally as sidewalks, then
as roadways. Most of these early asphalts were from natural sources, although just after
the turn of the century refined petroleum binders became more common. Around the
1940s-50s is when the more modern types of asphalt started to become widespread,
primarily with investment from the war effort as well as the state highway system
(National Asphalt Pavement Association, 2011).
While asphalt is a very economical overlay due to economies of scale, it lacks the
moisture sealing capabilities and resistance to certain chemicals that other overlays have.
Several methods have been developed to deal with these deficiencies. The simplest
method is to add a water resistant membrane between the asphalt overlay and the bridge
deck.
The concept of protecting a bridge deck by applying a new overlay is relatively old; it
was not until 1972 when the FHWA introduced polices requiring the protection of bridge
superstructures from deicing chemicals. As a result of these polices many state DOTs
looked for the fastest solutions to protect their bridge decks. Many had few to choose
from, and the waterproofing membrane became commonplace. Today, the use of these
membranes with concrete overlays is somewhat declining, mostly due to newer
technologies. However, waterproofing membranes are still used extensively on bridges
that have any sort of asphalt wearing surfaces.
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4.1: Membrrane Layerss (Manning, 1995)
Figure 3.4
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Due to its widespread use, asphalt concrete is cheap to place. Typical DOT costs are
listed between $1.00 and $3.00 per square foot ($10.76 and $32.29 per square meter)
depending on binder properties and desired thickness. In some ways the costs can be even
lower since the equipment and personnel with experience are common enough that
special training is not required. Waterproofing membranes cost an additional $1.00 to
$2.00 per square foot ($10.76 to $21.53 per square meter) (CDOT, 2011).
3.5

Testing of Overlays

The primary way to determine the performance of any roadway surface is through testing.
Over time, numerous test methods to determine different roadway properties have been
developed. The majority of the physical properties tested are: texture depth, surface
friction, bond strength, permeability, and chloride content. Each one of these properties
has several different tests that can be conducted, each with different accuracies and
precisions. The most common methods and the theory behind them are examined and
discussed.
3.5.1

Texture Depth

The primary influence on pavement-tire surface interaction is pavement texture. The
surface texture affects among other things; friction, noise, rolling resistance, and tire
wear. The texture itself is the result of aggregate texture and gradation, pavement finish,
and surface wearing. Surface texture is defined by two different characteristics, the
amplitude, and wavelength (ACPA, 2007). The amplitude is the vertical measurement
from the highest texture point, to the lowest. The wavelength is how often amplitude is
repeated. Each has an effect on tire-pavement interaction. The size of the amplitude and
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Figure 3.5.1.1: Surfacee Texture an
nd Surface Characterisstics (ACPA
A, 2007)
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presence of water or ice on the roadway. This is because the larger peaks of the texture in
this range sit above the water or ice level, and still provide traction.
Megatexture is between 2" and 20" (5.08 cm to 50.8 cm), with an amplitude between
0.004" and 2" (0.102 mm to 5.08 cm). Megatexture has no real effect on traction, but
does affect vehicle wear. Texture variations in this range are typically the results of
certain construction methods and practices. Unevenness is simply anything larger than
megatexture and affects vehicles in the same way.
There are two broad methods for measuring surface texture. The first is used to find the
mean texture depth (MTD) and is roughly used to measure macrotexture. The second is
to find the mean profile depth (MPD), and is used to measure macrotexture through
unevenness.
The mean texture depth is measured using a volumetric method commonly referred to as
the sand patch test, which is described in detail in ASTM E965. It uses a known volume
of sand spread on the roadway surface to determine the mean depth. The known volume
of sand is spread in a circle on the roadway until the peaks in the texture are level with
the sand. The diameter of the circle is measured multiple times, and an average is used to
calculate the mean texture depth based on the known volume of sand.
The methods to find the mean profile depth differ depending on the type of equipment
being used. To measure longitudinal road profiles, the oldest systems used physical
displacements of multiple wheels to generate a profile graph of the roadway surface. The
newest systems use lasers to directly measure the surface profile. (ACPA 2007)
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Measuring texture depth is important for two reasons. The first is that for larger
wavelengths, the surface ride can be determined, as well as problem spots in underlying
roadbeds. The second is that comparing the mean texture depth over time helps to
determine the durability of the road surface. Many thin bonded overlays use an aggregate
wearing course that wears down over time. An overlay that sees a constant decrease in its
mean texture depth will most often need replacing sooner than an overlay that is
maintaining its mean texture depth. The mean texture depth depends highly on the type of
overlay; the change in mean texture depth is what is important, not the magnitude.
3.5.2

Surface Friction

Surface friction (or skid resistance) is the force that develops at the pavement-tire
interface to resist movements of the tire due to acceleration, deceleration (braking), and
lateral forces (sliding). The higher the surface friction, the more resistance to slipping and
sliding a vehicle has, and the safer a pavement surface is. By measuring surface friction
over time, the performance of a roadway can be tracked. It is expected that a pavement
surface friction will decrease over time, primarily due to wearing. Pavements that have a
surface friction that decreases too quickly become unsafe and uneconomical, since they
require replacement faster.
Several different factors determine the surface friction of a pavement. The two key ones
are texture, and moisture. During dry weather, the microtexture provides the primary
surface resistance. However, when the roadway becomes wet or icy, the microtexture is
typically flooded and the macrotexture becomes the primary resistance surface (ACPA,
2007).
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surface. The measured friction numbers should ideally be above 35 (Caltrans, 2008).
Less than 35 usually mean the roadway becomes dangerous under wet conditions.
Two newer variations of the locked-wheel friction test exist. The fixed and variable slip
systems attempt to simulate the use of anti-lock brakes. For the fixed slip system, this is
performed by allowing the test wheel to experience limited slip, or slight movement on
the order of 10-20%. The variable slip system automatically changes the slip percentage
through a pre-defined set of levels during the test process. Neither system is in
widespread use, most likely due to cost.
A variation of the locked-wheel test system is the side force tester. Side force testers are
used to determine the ability of a vehicle to maintain control in curve and conform to
ASTM E670. The test wheel is free to rotate, but is fixed in a plane, at a yaw angle to the
direction of motion. The side force that is imparted on the tire perpendicular to its
rotation is measured. These systems take continuous measurements instead of spot
measurements at certain time intervals (Caltrans, 2008).
3.5.2.2 British Pendulum Tester
The British Pendulum Tester (BPT) is another method of measuring the friction of a
roadway surface. It was originally developed to measure pavement friction in a
laboratory setting, but has been finding use in the field due to its compact size and ability
to measure smaller roadway lengths. Because the pendulum arm moves slowly, about 6
mph, the BPT is a good indicator of pavement microtexture, and thus dry weather
performance (Caltrans, 2008). Figure 3.5.2.2 shows a pendulum tester.
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lowerred onto the roadway surrface (Caltraans, 2008). W
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5.2.3 shows a typical DF
FT.

Fiigure 3.5.2.3
3: Dynamic Friction Teester (Caltraans, 2008)
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Figure 3.5
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Table 3.5.2.4.1: Skid results from
m VDOT trrial overlayss (Sprinkel, 2000)

he overlays tested
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All th
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own below inn Figures 3.55.2.4.2 and 33.5.2.4.3.
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Figure
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Figure
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2.4.3: Skid Results
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m
in line with
w what traaditional liteerature says. The epoxy ooverlays fairred equal to
but more
the MMA
M
overlay
ys in the beg
ginning, but quickly lostt surface friction over tim
me. It shouldd
be no
oted that thesse overlays were
w installeed in the 80s and WSDO
OT revised thheir aggregatte
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gradaation specificcations in 19
991 to provid
de increasedd lifespan of their polymeer overlays
(Wilsson, 1995).
VDO
OT has two different
d
stud
dies involvin
ng SafeLane.. The first is a study of hhigh friction
surfaces that com
mpares severaal different products.
p
Unnfortunately,, their test m
methods in
that report
r
do nott correspond
d well to the methods
m
tradditionally ussed, and whiich are
preseented here. A second report, solely on
n SafeLane w
was publishhed in 2009. F
For the that
study
y, VDOT useed a standard
d SafeLane mix,
m a 75% S
SafeLane / 225% silica agggregate mixx,
and tw
wo VDOT modified
m
EP--5 overlays. Table 3.5.2..4.2 shows thhe results off the skid
resisttance tests.
Table 3.5.2.4.2:
3
VD
DOT skid nu
umbers for SafeLane (S
Sprinkel, 20009)

While the period between tessts is fairly sh
hort, the VD
DOT study shhows that SaafeLane
nt skid numb
bers after insstallation. Evven during w
wet conditionns, the skid
proviides excellen
numb
bers remain very
v
good.
Minn
nesota DOT installed SaffeLane on fo
our different sites in 2006 and 2007. Their data
has sh
hown mixed
d results. Thee skid resistaance results from their sttudy are shoown in Figuree
3.5.2.4.4.
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Figure 3.5.2.4.4:
3
Mn
n/DOT Skid
d Numbers for SafeLan
ne (Evans, 22010)
Mn/D
DOT reports a fairly steeep decrease in
i skid numbbers over thee course of thhree years.
While initial num
mbers were very
v
good, th
hey dropped to barely beeing acceptabble. In the
reporrt, Evans (20
010) notes th
hat SafeLanee, while not ssuffering de--bonding failures, tendedd
to hav
ve the aggreegate shear off.
o Figure 3.5.4.2.5 docuuments this eeffect.
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Figure 3.5.2.4.5: Weearing of Sa
afeLane Aft er 26 Month
hs (Evans, 22010)
One of
o the largesst culprits of this effect was
w down forrce from snoowplow bladdes. It shouldd
be no
oted that Carrgill recomm
mends not app
plying additiional down fforce on ploow blades forr
this exact
e
reason.. It is possiblle that betterr traction num
mbers may hhave been reeported if lesss
aggreessive plowin
ng was used
d (Evans, 201
10).
3.5.3 Bond Strrength
d testing is co
onducted to determine th
he bond strenngth of the aaggregate to the polymerr
Bond
overllay, as well as
a the strengtth of the oveerlay to the bbridge deck. The typical test used
follow
ws ASTM C1583
C
or AC
CI 503R. Alm
most all test ssystems usedd in bond tessting have
somee sort of steell disk adhereed to a scoreed circle on tthe roadway surface, andd to which a
hydraaulic or threaaded pull dev
vice is attach
hed. Force iss applied to the disk untiil the
substtrate, substraate/overlay in
nterface, or overlay
o
fail iin tension acccording to A
ASTM
C158
83. Thin bonded overlayss rely on thee underlying bridge deckk for structurral support,
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and iff that bond fails,
f
the oveerlay will spaall off. As suuch, bond tessting of thinn bonded
overllays is highly
y critical. Fiigure 3.5.3.1
1 shows a staandard test setup based uupon ASTM
M
C158
83. Figure 3.5.3.2 shows the differen
nt failure moddes from AS
STM C1583.

Figure 3.5.3.1:
3
Typ
pical Bond Test
T Setup A
According too ASTM C11583
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Figure 3.5.3.2:
3
Bond Test Failu
ure Modes A
According tto ASTM C1583
AASH
HTO Task Force
F
34 fou
und that 250 psi (1.72 MP
Pa) should bbe the minim
mum
accep
ptable bond strength
s
for a polymer overlay.
o
Thiss value refleccts a properly mixed andd
applied polymer concrete thaat will develo
op good adh esion. An exxamination oof different
mer concretee systems sho
ows that their manufactuurers either sspecify 250 psi (1.72
polym
MPa)) or that the bond
b
failuree should occu
ur in the subbstrate. SafeL
Lane requirees at least 250
psi (1
1.72 MPa), based
b
upon ACI
A 503R att 24 hours. T
The T-48 epooxy overlay ssystem by
Transspo, Inc. req
quires the sam
me. Based up
pon this exam
amination, 2550 psi (1.72 MPa) seemss
like a reasonable number to expect
e
for a polymer
p
bassed overlay ((WSDOT, 19995).
3.5.3.1 Bond Strrength of Th
hin Bonded Overlays
Sprin
nkel's (2003)) report on diifferent poly
ymer overlayys over the laast 25 years included a
tensille rupture tesst of thin bon
nded overlay
ys. The bondd tests were conducted uusing the
Virgiinia Test Meethod 92, wh
hich is equivaalent to ACII 503R. Figuure 3.5.3.1.1 shows the
resultts from the report.
r
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Fiigure 3.5.3.1
1.1: Bond Sttrength of Different
D
Poolymer Overrlays (Sprin
nkel, 2003)
Sprin
nkel's (2003)) results show
w that bond strength for the majorityy of polymerr overlay
typess slightly deccreases with age. The tw
wo epoxy oveerlays show excellent boond strength,,
well above
a
the reecommended
d 250 psi (1.7
72 MPa). In addition, it is noteworthhy that the
multiilayer epoxy urethanes, similar
s
to wh
hat Flexogridd uses, has hhigher bond strength thann
straig
ght epoxies, which SafeL
Lane utilizess.
VDO
OT's 1994 tessting on SF and
a LMC ov
verlays also iincluded bonnd testing. T
The original
data was
w given in
n SI units, an
nd for the sak
ke of convennience; thesee numbers w
were
conveerted before being presented below in
i Table 3.5 .3.1.1.
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Table 3.5.3.1.1: Bond strength of hydraulic concrete overlays (Sprinkel, 2000)
Property
Date
Overlay Type
SF
MMLMC
ML
LMCHE
SFHE
ML
LMC

Thickness
1994
1999
inch cm inch cm
1.34 3.4 1.22 3.1
1.46 3.7 1.34 3.4
1.3 3.3 1.26 3.2
1.65 4.2 1.57 4.0
1.57 4.0 1.54 3.9
1.3 3.3 1.18 3.0
1.5 3.8 1.38 3.5

Bond Strength
1994
1999
psi MPa psi MPa
145 1.0 145 1.0
102 0.7 145 1.0
58 0.4 189 1.3
87 0.6 189 1.3
116 0.8 160 1.1
131 0.9 131 0.9
116 0.8 203 1.4

Hydraulic cement based overlays seem to have lower adhesive bond strengths than
polymer based overlays. None of the overlays tested by VDOT exceed the 250 psi (1.72
MPa) recommendation for polymer overlays. Sprinkel (2000) noted that all the failures
were below the bond interface of the overlays. It was hypothesized that the low failure
strengths of the underlying concrete decks was due to damage from the milling machine,
and that the results may not be representative of the actual bond strength of the overlays.
The bond tests from the WSDOT report are shown in Table 3.5.3.1.2 for epoxy overlays
and Table 3.5.3.1.3 for MMA overlays. They show several interesting results.
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Table 3.5..3.1.2: Bond
d tests for WSDOT
W
epooxy overlayss (WSDOT, 1995)

Table 3.5..3.1.3: Bond
d tests for WSDOT
W
MM
MA overlayss (WSDOT,, 1995)

W
study shows seeveral things. The first iss that initial bbond strengtths are
The WSDOT
usuallly the highest, and that the
t bond streength of epooxy overlays decreases w
with time.
Flexo
ogrid in this study perforrmed fairly well;
w
2 of thee 8 averagess failed to meeet the 250
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psi (1
1.72 MPa) reequirement. It should be noted that F
Flexogrid dooes not have a 250 psi
(1.72
2 MPa) bond
d requiremen
nt in their speecifications, it is only sppecified that bond failurees
shoulld occur in th
he concrete. However, th
he report fails to mentionn the locatioon of bond
failurres. Also of interest
i
is th
hat epoxy oveerlays seem to have bettter long-term
m bond
charaacteristics thaan MMA ov
verlays. The MMA overllays had veryy low bond sstrengths in
generral, less than
n the recomm
mended 250 psi
p (1.72 MP
Pa).
The bond
b
strength
h of SafeLan
ne is expecteed to be com
mparative to oother thin boonded
overllay systems. Several diffferent DOT reports
r
condducted on SaffeLane also included
bond tests, and th
hese results are
a examined
d here.
VDO
OT's 2009 stu
udy conducteed bond testiing on two ddifferent SaffeLane overlays.
Altho
ough they ussed their own
n VDOT Tesst Method 922, it is compparable to AC
CI 503R.
Tablee 3.5.3.1.4 sh
hows the ressults from the VDOT repport.
Table 3.5
5.3.1.4: VDO
OT bond tesst results for SafeLane (Sprinkel, 22009)

VDO
OT's results show
s
that both SafeLane overlays faiiled at less thhan the recoommended
250 psi
p (1.72 MP
Pa). Howeverr, the resultss show that, w
with the excception of the mixed
aggreegate deck, all
a failures were
w within th
he concrete. The bond sttrength was a limitation
of thee tensile streength of the concrete,
c
and
d not the oveerlay.
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3.5.4

Permeability

Permeability is the ability of a material to allow a fluid or gas to move through it. It is an
important aspect of bridge structural decks and wearing surfaces since it determines how
well protected embedded reinforcing steel and underlying structural steel are protected
from chloride attack. It is desirable for bridge deck materials to be as close to
impermeable as possible to offer the best protection for structural steel.
Measuring the direct permeability of concrete is difficult since it is determined by the
size, amount, and arrangement of the three-dimensional pore structure within the
concrete. Because of this, several different methods have been developed to measure the
permeability of concrete over time.
3.5.4.1 Ninety-Day Ponding Test
The first method developed was AASHTO T 259 (ASTM C1543), commonly known as
the 90-day ponding test. As its name implies, the permeability of the concrete is
measured indirectly through the amount of chloride that has penetrated the sample. A
sample slab is obtained and moist cured for a period of either 14 days, with 28 days of
drying (AASHTO T 259) or 14 days of each (ASTM C1543). The slab is then prepared
by attaching dikes on the top, and waterproofing the sides. The top dikes are filled with a
3% saline solution which is maintained at a test level for 90 days. At the end of 90 days,
the sample is cored and the chloride content is determined at different depths using
ASTM C1152, or a similar method. Based upon the amount of chlorides measured, and
the amount of time that they accumulated, the permeability can be determined.
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The main
m advantaage to this method
m
is thaat it simulatees the same m
mechanisms in which
chlorrides penetraate bridge decks. The dissadvantage iss that test takkes 90 days at minimum
m,
not in
ncluding moist curing an
nd drying tim
mes. For veryy low permeeable concrettes, the 90
days is often not enough timee to allow su
ufficient ingrress of chloriide ions.
3.5.4.2 Rapid Ch
hloride Perm
meability Test
The rapid
r
chlorid
de permeabillity test (RCP
PT) is an eleectrical methhod used to ddetermine thhe
appro
oximate perm
meability of concrete bassed upon thee flow of electrons throuugh a samplee
saturaated with sodium chlorid
de on one sid
de and sodiuum hydroxidde on the othher. The
stand
dard governin
ng this test is the AASH
HTO T 277 orr the similarr ASTM C12202. Figure
3.5.4.2 shows thee layout of th
he RCPT.

Figure 3.5.4.2.1: RCPT
R
Basic Setup (Gerrmann Instrruments, 20010)
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The RCPT
R
does not
n directly measure
m
the depth or pennetration of the concretee sample by
chlorride ions. Insstead, it appllies a known
n voltage to tthe specimenn and determ
mines the
current, based up
pon the resisttance of the concrete. Thhe chlorides are driven innto the
concrrete by the voltage
v
poten
ntial, which comes
c
in conntact with thhe NaOH sollution and
createe an electric circuit. Thee number of coulombs
c
is a function oof the currennt and the
time the test is ru
un. The speciifications call for 6 hourrs of voltage applied to thhe specimenn;
r
have been reporteed for runninng the test foor 3 hours annd doubling
howeever similar results
the reecorded valu
ue. Table 3.5
5.4.2.1 below
w shows typiical permeabbility levels w
with each
type of
o concrete, as well as which
w
coulom
mb range bellongs to eachh classificatiion.
Ta
able 3.5.4.2..1: Permeab
bility classiffication (Grace, 2006)

The advantage
a
off the RCPT is
i the speed at which thee test can be run. Including sample
prepaaration time, the test can be run in 24
4 hours. Som
me test instruuments allow
w up to 8
samp
ples to be tested at once.
The biggest
b
disad
dvantage of the
t RCPT iss the signific ant variationn of results. The same
samp
ples run twice will produ
uce quite diffferent resultss. Accordingg to ASTM C
C1202, the
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coefficient of variation for a single operator is 12.2%, which translates to up to a 42%
difference between the same concrete samples, prepared the same way, from the same
batch. Between different laboratories, the C.O.V. jumps to 18%, which leads to a
difference of 51% between similar samples.
Many DOTs are starting to specify the RCPT coulomb value for a given concrete mix at
certain days of age. This can lead to problems with mixes that specify certain admixtures.
Depending on the type of admixture, the permeability of the concrete can be lower or
higher than expected at a given age. Mixes that incorporate fly ash and/or blast furnace
slag in particular, tend to take longer than 28 days to reach their final permeability level.
While mixes that incorporate any type ionic salt including; calcium nitrite, calcium
nitrate, calcium chloride, or sodium thiocyanate, tend to facilitate the transfer of chlorides
and thus show higher coulomb counts than would otherwise be reported. Because of this,
ASTM C1202 specifies that permeability should be based upon the qualitative terms in
Table 3.5.4.2.1. (Grace, 2006)
3.5.4.3 Permeability of Thin Bonded Overlays
Many different reports exist on thin bonded overlays used by different states. Similar to
other sections, VDOT and WSDOT have published extensive reports on their use of thin
bonded overlays, and the results of their trials are examined here.
Sprinkel (2003) also tested permeability of polymer concrete overlays. His results are
shown in Figure 3.5.4.3.1.
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Fiigure 3.5.4.3
3.1: Permea
ability of Pollymer Overrlays Over T
Time (Sprin
nkel, 2003)
Sprin
nkel (2003) confirms
c
what has been known;
k
that polymer based overlayss provide
very low to negligible permeability. The multi-layer ppolyester ovverlays do noot fare as
well as
a the otherss, but still prrovide very low permeabbility for 6-88 years.
VDO
OT overlay teests from 199
94 show thatt hydraulic cconcrete oveerlays can haave low to
very low permeab
bility as welll. Table 3.5.4.3.1 showss the results aand differennces betweenn
SF an
nd LMC oveerlays over 5 years.
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Table 3.5.4.3.1: RCPT results for hy
ydraulic con
ncrete overrlays (Sprink
kel, 2000)
Date
Overlay Type
T
SF
MMLMC
ML
LMCHE
SFHE
ML
LMC

1994 1999
Couloombs
1081 911
2533 795
327 670
1665 513
815 780
1211 696
1296 454

Both LMC and SF
S overlays show
s
excelleent permeabiility results iin the low too very low
rangee. This is likeely due to th
he increased density of bboth overlay types from tthe latex in
the LMCs
L
and thee silica fumee in the SF concretes.
c
Thhe results alsso validated that
perm
meability decrreases with age
a for hydraulic concreete overlays.
WSD
DOT also meeasured perm
meability for their overlayys. Table 3.55.4.3.2 show
ws each
overllay type they
y have installled, as well as
a measuredd permeabilitty values.
Table 3..5.4.3.2: WS
SDOT overllay permeab
bility resultss (Wilson, 11995)

Simillar to the VD
DOT results, Polymer ov
verlays exhibbit negligiblee permeabiliity while thee
LMC
C and SF con
ncrete overlaays show low
w to very low
w permeabiliity (Wilson, 1995).
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VDO
OT's 2009 stu
udy conducteed RCPT on
n two differennt SafeLane Overlays. T
Table
3.5.4.3.3 shows th
he results fro
om the VDO
OT report.
Table 3.5.4.3.3: VDO
OT permeability values of SafeLane (Sprinkel,, 2009)

As ty
ypically seen
n for polymerr based overrlays, and esppecially epooxy overlays, the
perm
meability of th
he SafeLanee overlay is negligible.
n
T
The hybrid SaafeLane oveerlay tested
still recorded
r
very
y low permeeability, even
n though it uuses a mix off aggregatess.
3.5.5 Chloride Content
i done to deetermine the amount of cchlorides in a given sampple of
Chlorride testing is
concrrete. This tesst differs from the RCPT
T in that it dooes not meassure the perm
meability of a
given
n sample, but rather the total
t
amountt of chloridess in the sampple. This couuld be
consiidered a com
mponent of th
he 90-day peermeability ttest. Chloridee testing is important forr
two reasons.
r
It in
ndirectly meaasures the peermeability oof concrete, and also letss engineers
know
w at which po
oint they can
n expect corrrosion to occcur.
In thee absence off protection, steel rusts frrom exposurre to moisturre, the chemiical process
of corrosion. In normal
n
concrrete, the steeel develops itts own proteection in form
m of a thin
oxidaation layer frrom the high
h alkalinity of
o concrete. W
When chloriides are pressent, the
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corrosion process is accelerated through an autocatalytic process in which the chlorides
attack and destroy this layer (Kosmatka, 2002).
The main test methods to determine the chloride content of concrete are ASTM C1152
and AASHTO T 260. ASTM C1152 references ASTM C114 for the actual laboratory
procedure, which finds the PPM of chloride in a concrete sample by titration of the
chlorides using Silver Nitrate (AgNO3). In some cases, chloride content can be
calculated to pounds per cubic yard. The test is a laboratory intensive procedure that
requires significant preparation. Some of the variations put out by DOTs use newer
methods in which several of the ASTM C114 steps are condensed.
Testing is typically performed using 2" (5.08 cm) core samples in which three sections at
different depths are tested for their chloride content. Usually the first depth is at or just
below the surface, with additional sections every 1/2" (1.27 cm) thereafter to provide
adequate space for saw cutting. Figure 3.5.5.1 shows possible test locations.

2 in.

Sample 1 (0 in.)

Sample 2 (1 in.)

Sample 3 (2 in.)

Figure 3.5.5.1: Typical Core Test Locations
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Somee newer mecchanical meth
hods can tak
ke much smaaller cuts andd thus take m
more sectionns
per co
ore. The corres are prepaared by oven drying, andd then groundd into powdeer. The
powd
der is placed into distilled water, boilled and filterred. This filttered solutioon is then
titrateed to producce the resultss. ASTM C114 requires silver nitratee to be addedd till 60
milliv
volts is read on a volt meeter. Newer methods titrrate the sampple based uppon color.
At the very least, chloride con
ntent is show
wn as a funcction of depthh of the sam
mple. The firsst
slice,, closest to th
he wearing surface
s
shoulld have the hhighest conccentration; w
with each
subseequent sample have less chlorides prresent. The m
most importaant sample iss the one
closest to the rein
nforcing steeel, since this determines if corrosion will be occuurring,
termeed critical ch
hloride conteent threshold
d.
Criticcal chloride content threshold is the point
p
at whiich there is sufficient chlloride ions
preseent around reeinforcing steeel to breach
h the protecttive film andd cause corroosion. With
somee controversy
y, ACI 318 Build
B
Code limits
l
chloriddes by perceent by weighht of concretee
depen
nding on thee service con
nditions of th
he structural member. Thhese values aare shown inn
Tablee 3.5.5.1.
Table 3.5
5.5.1: ACI 318
3 Chloride Limits of Concrete (K
Kosmatka, 22002)
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If the ACI 318 standards are followed, it is ideal for a bridge deck that the chloride
content closest to the rebar does not exceed 0.15% chlorides by weight of concrete. Past
this point it is likely that the chlorides will be in a high enough concentration to penetrate
the protective coating of the steel reinforcement and start the corrosion process.
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4.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

One of the largest problems facing transportation departments within the United States is
the deterioration of bridge decks and structural members. Specifically in cold weather
climates where the use of harsh deicing chemicals results in rapid corrosion of steel
reinforcement, engineers have spent a considerable amount of time trying to determine
effective and economical ways to combat the deterioration of bridges. Beginning in the
early 1960s engineers began to experiment by applying a thin layer of concrete or
polymers onto bridge decks as a wearing surface. The thin bonded overlay was born.
The overall goal of this study is twofold. First, is to determine the viability of using the
SafeLane system as an anti-skid/anti-icing and protective bridge deck overlay for
concrete and asphalt bridge decks. Second, is to determine the effectiveness of Flexogrid
as an anti-skid and protective overlay. Several different factors have been examined to
make this determination including the application process and protection of the bridge
deck, as well as durability, cost, and its effectiveness as an anti-skid/anti-icing surface.
Extensive research and testing has been put into thin bonded bridge deck overlays, with
SafeLane and Flexogrid being evaluated with regards to those lessons.
Durability and low weight are key advantages of thin bonded overlays. In general, thin
bonded overlays are effective at stopping chemicals from reaching the underlying bridge
superstructure and reinforcing steel. This study took a closer look at the effectiveness of
thin bonded overlays, and more specifically at how effective SafeLane and Flexogrid are.
Permeability and chloride tests were conducted to determine if SafeLane and Flexogrid
were effective barriers against chemical attack.
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Two locations were selected in Colorado for the installation of SafeLane, and one for
Flexogrid. The first SafeLane location is the overpass of Interstate-76 and Weld County
Road 53. This site was selected because of its asphalt bridge deck and the proximity of a
weather station for instrumentation. The second site is the Parker Road, Interstate-225
southbound flyover on-ramp in Aurora, CO. This site was selected for its concrete bridge
deck, high traffic volume, and moderate crash rate. The final site selected was for the
Flexogrid installations the flyover ramp from southbound Interstate-25 to northbound
Interstate-225. This ramp was selected because of its traffic volume, but also because of
the automated spray system that was installed along with Flexogrid.
A large concern for thin bonded overlays is the high installation costs associated with
them. The installation costs of thin bonded overlays were examined and due to their
inherent high initial cost, it is important that thin bonded overlays have a high
preventative maintenance value.
SafeLane and Flexogrid have been evaluated in several other states with mixed results.
Since weather, methods, and organizations vary from state to state, this study looked at
both systems in regards to Colorado. If they are found to be successful at prolonging
bridge deck life, as well as increasing the safety of bridges during winter conditions, it is
likely CDOT will recommend the use of thin bonded overlays for future bridge decks.
This has the twofold effect of decreasing lifecycle maintenance costs through prolonging
the service life of the bridge structures as well as increasing the safety of bridges through
decreased weather related accidents.
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5.

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

A major goal of this study is measuring the performance of the SafeLane and Flexogrid
overlays installed on Colorado highways. Prior to installation and testing, a suitable
location for each overlay needed to be found. Several different sites were evaluated based
mainly on: traffic volume, location of nearby weather station, bridge deck type and size,
nearby control bridge, and weather. With the locations selected, a study plan was drafted
to determine how the overlays were to be tested. Five different tests were conducted
before and at different times after installation as a partial determination of performance of
the overlays.

5.1

Project Locations

5.1.1

I-76 and Weld County Road 53

Of the suitable candidates, the set of bridges numbered D-18-BK (west bound) and D-18BJ (east bound) were selected. They are located approximately 4.5 miles (7.2 km) east of
the town of Hudson, CO and approximately 2.5 miles (4.0 km) west of the town of
Keenesburg, CO on Interstate-76. Both bridges serve as a grade crossings for I-76 over
Weld County Road 53. The bridges are located approximately 40 miles (64.6 km)
northeast of Denver, CO. Average annual daily traffic at the bridge is around 13,000.
Figure 5.1.1.1 shows the site location with relation to Denver, CO. Figure 5.1.1.2 shows
the site location in relation to Keenesburg, CO. Figure 5.1.1.3 shows an aerial view of the
bridges along with the location of the weather station and deck sensors.
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Figure 5.1
1.1.1: I-76 / WCR-53 in
n Relation too Denver, C
CO (Google,, 2011)

Figure
F
5.1.1.2: I-76 / WCR-53
W
in Relation
R
to K
Keenesburg, CO (Googgle, 2011)
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Figu
ure 5.1.1.3: Aerial View
w of I-76 / W
WCR-53 (Gooogle, 2011))
The site
s has exten
nsive instrum
mentation in
ncluding a weeather statioon which meaasures wind
speed
d and direction, as well as
a a Road Weather
W
Inforrmation Systtem (RWIS) which
includes temperature, humidiity, and baro
ometric sensoors. Figure 55.1.1.4 show
ws the weatheer
on mast and wind
w
sensor.
statio
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Figure 5.1
1.1.4: Weath
her Station at I-76 / WC
CR-53
In ad
ddition, the sy
ystem includ
des a Weatheer Identifier and Visibiliity Sensor (W
WIVIS) that
determ
mines the ty
ype of weather present, from
fr
fog to ssnow. A cam
mera is locateed on the
mast to provide real
r time trafffic and weatther picturess. The road ddecks are wirred with
000 deck sen
nsors which measure
m
surfface temperaature, type of chemical ppresent,
FP20
perceent of chemiccal present, and
a depth off chemical ssolution. Figgure 5.1.1.5 sshows the
FP20
000 deck sen
nsors (a) prio
or to installattion, and (b) installed buut not sealed.
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(a)

(b)

Fig
gure 5.1.1.5: FP2000 Deck Sensor (a) prior too being instaalled, and (b
b) installed
The instrumentat
i
tion data is acquired
a
overr the interneet through a w
web browserr. The data
itselff is stored on
n CDOT serv
vers and all sensor
s
data iis recorded eevery 20 minnutes. The
y 3 minutes. The servers store all thee data which can be
cameera takes stilll shots every
retrieeved via the web
w interfacce. A samplee of the data is presentedd in Appendiix B.

5.1.2 Parker Road
R
and I-2
225
In ad
ddition to thee bridge in Weld
W County
y, CDOT deccided to test SafeLane inn the
Denv
ver/Aurora metropolitan
m
area. Structu
ure F-17-KK
K is the top llevel, two lanne, flyover
ramp going from northbound
d S. Parker Road
R
to southhbound Interrstate 225. Itt was built inn
2002 as part of th
he T-REX (T
TRansportatiion EXpansiion) project tto improve ccapacity andd
modeernize the Intterstate 25 corridor.
c
Thiis structure ccrosses overr north and soouthbound II225, an RTD ligh
ht rail line, an
nd S. Parkerr Road. Dataa shows thatt this structuure is prone tto
icing and thus it would
w
be an ideal structu
ure for testinng SafeLane. Its averagee annual dailly
traffic (AADT) iss around 123
3,000. Figuree 5.1.2.1 shoows the projeect location relative to
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Denv
ver and Auro
ora main dow
wntown areaas. Figure 5.11.2.2 shows the structuree itself alongg
with in-place and
d future instrrumentation. This site haas no instrum
mentation at present.

Figure 5.1.2.1: Parkeer Rd. / I-22
25 in Relati on to Denveer (Google, 2011)

A
View of
o Parker R
Rd. / I-225 (G
Google, 20111)
Figurre 5.1.2.2: Aerial
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5.1.3 I-25 and I-225
The Interstate
I
25 and Interstaate 225 intercchange was selected as tthe location to install
PolyC
Carb's Flexo
ogrid overlay
y. Since Flex
xogrid has noo inherent annti-icing properties, this
locatiion was used
d to test its properties
p
beecause of thee anti-icing sspray system
m also
installled. Structurre F-17-OD was installeed as part of the T-REX pproject. As ssuch, it is a
relatiively new strructure havin
ng been built in 2003. Thhe average aannual daily traffic
(AAD
DT) is aroun
nd 125,000. Figure
F
5.1.3..1 shows thee project locaation relativee to the mainn
down
ntown area. Figure
F
5.1.3..2 shows thee structure itsself along w
with in-place and future
instru
umentation.

Figure 5.1.3.1:
5
I-25
5 / I-225 in Relation
R
to D
Denver, CO
O (Google, 22011)
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Fiigure 5.1.3.2
2: Aerial View of I-25 / I-225 (Gooogle, 2011)
The I-25
I
/ I-225 site
s is equipp
ped with an ESI spray syystem manuffactured by E
EnviroTech
Serviices, Inc. The system is automated,
a
and
a releases deicing chem
micals basedd upon deck
temperature whicch is measureed using an infrared therrmometer. F
Figure 5.1.3.33 shows the
nfrared senso
or and (b) spray head.
(a) in

(b)

(a)

Fig
gure 5.1.3.3:: I-25 / I-225
5 Spray Sysstem (a) Infrrared Sensoor and (b) S
Spray Head
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The spray
s
system
m was installeed at the sam
me time as thhe Flexogridd overlay. Thhis site
consiists of a cam
mera that takees still photo
os of traffic oon the bridgee. Figure 5.11.3.4 shows
both the (a) infrarred sensor mast,
m
and (b) camera masst.

(b))

(a)

Figure 5.1.3.4: Sensorr Masts on I-25
I
/ I-225 (a) Infrared
d, and (b) C
Camera

5.2

Testing of
o Thin Bond
ded Overlay
ys

The physical
p
charracteristics of
o the overlaays were evaaluated on fivve different pproperties:
frictio
on, texture depth,
d
bond, permeability
y, and chloriide content ttesting. Six ddifferent testt
methods were useed. For the friction
f
testin
ng on I-25 / II-225 and Paarker Rd. / I-225, a
lockeed-wheel testt system con
nforming to ASTM
A
E2744 was used. F
Friction testing on I-76 /
WCR
R-53 was perrformed usin
ng a British Pendulum
P
Skkid Tester baased upon A
ASTM E303..
Textu
ure depth waas measured using the saand patch tesst which follows ASTM E965 76

Standard Test Method for Measuring Pavement Macrotexture Depth Using a Volumetric
Technique, while bond testing was conducted using a NDT James Bond Test System
which conforms to ASTM C1583 Standard Test Method for Tensile Strength of Concrete
Surfaces and the Bond Strength or Tensile Strength of Concrete Repair and Overlay
Materials by Direct Tension, and ACI 503R Use of Epoxy Compounds with Concrete.
Permeability was measured using ASTM C1202 Rapid Ion Chloride Permeability
method. Chloride content was measured using CDOT's in-house Laboratory 2104, which
is a water soluble method based on AASHTO T291 - Standard Method of Test for
Determining Water-Soluble Chloride Ion Content in Soil.
5.2.1 Sand Patch Test Method
The texture depth of the roadway was measured using the sand patch test. The test
utilizes a known volume of sand then spreads it about the roadway surface in an
approximate circle. When the diameter of the circle is measured, the texture depth of the
roadway can be determined. This test follows the provisions of ASTM E965. The sand
patch test works well on relatively flat roadways, but has difficulty on some roadways
with super elevations, or in windy conditions.
The first step in conducting the sand patch test is to clean the designated area with
compressed air. Next the known volume of sand is placed on the roadway surface. The
sand is then spread using a flat object moved in a circular fashion. This is repeated until
the tips of the surface texture match the top layer of sand. Figure 5.2.1.1 (a) shows the
sand being smoothed out in a circular motion, (b) the patch ready for measuring, and (c)
shows the test patch being measure on SafeLane.
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(a)

(b))

(c)
ure 5.2.1.1: Sand Patch
h Test Proceess (a) Sand Being Spreead on Test Surface, (b))
Figu
Read
dy to Be Meeasured, and
d (c) Being Measured oon SafeLanee
The sand
s
patch sh
hould be as close
c
to a cirrcle as possiible. At leastt three diameeter
measurements aree taken and then
t
averageed to find a ssingle value for a given test patch.
d
is used
u
to find the
t surface area
a of the saand patch, w
which is thenn divided intoo
The diameter
the kn
nown volum
me to determiine the averaage roadwayy surface deppth.
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5.2.2 Friction Skid
S
Test Method
M
5.2.2.1 Locked-W
Wheel Fricttion Test
The locked-whee
l
el friction tesst was used to
t determinee the frictionn numbers off the Parker
Rd. / I-225 and I--25 / I-225 bridges.
b
The system usedd was manuffactured by IInternationall
Cybeernetics. Figu
ure 5.2.2.1 sh
hows a simillar test systeem from ICC
C.

Figuree 5.2.2.1.1: Locked-Wh
L
eel Friction
n Test System
m (ICC, 20006)
The locked-whee
l
el friction tesster is a traileer that is tow
wed behind a truck. An ooperator in
the veehicle signalls one of thee computers on
o board thee trailer to beegin the test, at which
pointt one of the wheels
w
on traailer locks th
he test tire att certain inteervals, usuallly 1 second
apart to simulate an emergency braking force.
f
Water is sprayed in-front of thhe tire to
simullate a worst--case scenariio. The resisttive force off the tire agaainst the roaddway is
measured and an equivalent friction
f
num
mber is recordded based uppon speed off the trailer,
weigh
ht of the traiiler, and resistive force being
b
measurred. A ribbed tire was ussed for the
bare concrete
c
deccks as well as
a for the oveerlays. A sm
mooth tire waas only used on the
overllays examineed in this stu
udy.
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5.2.2.2 British Pendulum
P
Tester
T
xed wheel method
m
was attempted
a
at I-76/WCR-53. Howeveer accurate
Origiinally, the fix
resultts were not able
a to be ob
btained due to
t the short llength of thee spans. A diifferent
method called thee British Pen
ndulum Testt (BPT) was utilized insttead. The tesst apparatus
was manufacture
m
d by Munro Instrumentss and conform
ms to ASTM
M E303 standdards. Figure
5.2.2.2.1 shows th
he British Peendulum Tester.

Figuree 5.2.2.2.1: British
B
Pen
ndulum Testter
f
step in using
u
the porrtable skid teester is to levvel the apparratus from thhe 3 set
The first
screw
ws. A bull's eye
e bubble leevel is moun
nted on the aapparatus to assist with tthis. Next thee
measurement sticck is placed next
n to the device
d
and thhe swing arm
m is lowered to determinne
n the pavem
ment. The swiing arm is raaised or loweered so that it contacts
the sttrike point on
the paavement at the
t first mark
k on the meaasurement sttick and breaaks contact aat the secondd
mark
k. The swing arm is set to
o the locked position andd the indicattor arm is resset to the
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same position as the swing arrm. The paveement surfacce is wetted to provide a worst case
on value. Fig
gure 5.2.2.2..2 (a) shows the swing aarm being adj
djusted, (b) thhe pavementt
frictio
being
g wetted, (c) the arm in motion
m
aboutt to make coontact, and (dd) the result with the
swing
g arm reset.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure
F
5.2.2.2.2: British
h Pendulum
m Test Proceess (a) Arm Being Adju
usted, (b)
Wetting
W
of the Test Surrface, (c) Sw
wing Arm After Releasee, (d) Indicaator Arm
Show
wing Resultt
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When
n the swing arm
a is releassed it movess the indicatoor arm with iit. The foot oof the swingg
arm contains
c
a ru
ubber pad thaat contacts th
he pavementt surface at ttwo measureed points.
Depeending on thee friction of the surface, the swing arrm will onlyy raise so farr, pushing the
indicator arm to a certain valu
ue. Generallly, the test iss repeated 3--5 times in seeveral
differrent spots to get an accurrate averagee value.
5.2.3 Bond Tesst Method
The bond
b
test waas conducted
d using a han
ndheld testingg apparatus that is manuufactured by
James Instrumentts called the 007 James Bond
B
Testerr. The tester uses a hand screw to pulll
a platte attached to
o the testing
g surface. Mo
ounted on thhe side of thee device is a force gaugee
so thaat the pull sttrength at faiilure can be recorded.
r
Fiigure 5.2.3.1 below show
ws the Jamess
Bond
d Tester.

mes Bond 007
0 Tester (JJames Instrruments, 2011)
Figuree 5.2.3.1: Jam
The method
m
of teesting is fairlly straight fo
orward. Firstt the site of tthe test is dettermined,
and a core drill iss used to nottch the desireed test area tto a depth off approximattely 1/4"
(0.635 cm) into th
he pavementt surface. Fo
or the notchiing, the coree drill is run without
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waterr to prevent moisture
m
fro
om causing an
a early failuure during thhe test. The ddepth of the
overllay must be accounted
a
fo
or when deteermining the depth the coore drill is att. If the
overllay adds an additional
a
1/2" (1.27 cm)), then the coore drill musst penetrate ffrom the topp
of thee overlay down to 3/4" (1.91 cm). After notchingg, the surfacce is cleaned with
comp
pressed air an
nd prepared to receive ep
poxy. Figuree 5.2.3.2 (a) shows the eepoxy being
mixed and applieed to the test surface and
d, (b) shows tthe steel platte receiving epoxy.

(a)

(b)

2: Bond Tesst Epoxy Ap
pplication (aa) On Test S
Surface, and
d (b) Disk
Fiigure 5.2.3.2
A steeel plate eitheer 2 inches (5.08
(
cm) (A
ASTM Standdard) or 3 incches (7.62 cm
m) in
diameter is attach
hed to the ceenter of the notched
n
test aarea by usinng a high streength, quick
curin
ng epoxy. Th
he 3 inch (7.6
62 cm) diam
meter disks prrovide a greaater bondingg area for thee
epoxy
y which decrreases the ch
hance of the disk pullingg from the eppoxy withouut an overlayy
failurre. The test disks
d
have a smooth sidee with a threaaded screw, and groovedd side. The
epoxy
y is applied to the groov
ved side then
n pressed on the test surfface that has had epoxy
applied previouslly. With thee disk applied
d to the test surface, anyy excess epoxxy is
removed. A smalll wire or sticck is used to
o remove anyy epoxy that has been forced into thee
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notch
h around the test area. Ep
poxy that harrdens in thiss location wiill provide exxtra strengthh
to thee overlay and
d invalidate the results. Optionally,
O
a torch is useed to heat thhe disk to
appro
oximately 10
00 °F (37.8 °C)
° to speed up the epoxxy curing in ccolder weathher. The
temperature is ch
hecked using
g a hand held
d infrared theermometer, tthis step cann be omitted
if thee deck and am
mbient temp
peratures are sufficiently high enoughh to providee rapid curingg
on their own. Fig
gure 5.2.3.3 (a)
( shows the disk placedd on the testt surface andd excess
epoxy
y being remo
oved, and (b
b) shows the disk temperrature being checked.

(b)

(a)

Figu
ure 5.2.3.3: Bond
B
Test Disk
D Application (a)Exccess Epoxy Removed, aand (b) Disk
k
Temperatu
ure Being C
Checked
A tesst alignment plate (the bllack ring witth attached sset screws inn Figure 5.2.33.1) is placed
over the test area after the epoxy has cureed. The platee is leveled bby three screews until it iss
flush with the surrface of the test
t disk. Fig
gure 5.2.3.4 (a) shows thhe test plate bbeing leveleed
with respect to th
he test disk, and
a (b) the pulling
p
devicce attached too the disk annd the screw
w
handlle being turn
ned. The pullling bolt is threaded ontoo the test dissk until handd tight. The
pullin
ng machine slides
s
onto th
he pulling bolt.
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(a)

(b)

Figurre 5.2.3.4: Bond
B
Test in
n Progress (a)
( Test Platte Being Ch
hecked Agaiinst the Disk
k,
and (b) Pulling Deevice Attach
hed and Scrrew Handle Being Turn
ned
The screw
s
handlee is twisted until
u
failure of
o the testingg surface occurs. The foorce that is
requiired for this failure
f
is ind
dicated on th
he gauge. Thhis force diviided by the aarea of the
failurre plane yields the failure in force peer square areea. The failurre of the aspphalt under
the ov
verlay is sho
own in Figurre 5.2.3.8. Th
he holes are patched witth additionall overlay
materrial after the test area is cleaned (Jam
mes Instrumeents, 2011).
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Figurre 5.2.3.5: Failure
F
of th
he Asphalt U
Under SafeL
Lane Overlaay

5.2.4 Rapid Ch
hloride Perm
meability Test Method
The rapid
r
chlorid
de permeabillity test (RCP
PT) was useed due it is faast testing tim
me and could
be ussed to measu
ure how well the thin bon
nded epoxy ooverlay can protect bridgge decks
from corrosion by
y chloride io
ons. The proccedure followed ASTM C1202. Whhen testing a
a
in plaace, a core saample must be taken to conduct the rapid ion
structture that is already
perm
meability test.. Typically a 4" (10.16 cm)
c diameterr sample is ccore drilled ffrom the decck
surface. A 2" (5.0
08 cm) slice of the core sample
s
is reqquired for thhe test. Sincee the
perm
meability of th
he overlay iss assumed to
o be zero, thee sample is ccut approxim
mately 0.75”
(1.91 cm) below the top of th
he overlay in
nto the concrrete. The 2" ((5.08 cm) m
measurement
begin
ns at this point. Any extrra core after 2" (5.08 cm)) is cut off aand discardedd.
To en
nsure that eleectrical cond
ductivity willl be present,, the samples must be prrepared by
placin
ng them into
o a saturated surface dry (SSD) state . This is donne through thhe use of a
vacuu
um pump an
nd desiccatio
on chamber. A number o f samples arre put into thhe desiccatioon
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cham
mber and placced under vaacuum for th
hree hours. A
At the end off 3 hours, thee chamber is
flood
ded with water by being drawn
d
up thee fill hose frrom the vacuuum. Figure 5.2.4.1
show
ws the concreete samples in
i a flooded desiccation chamber whhile still undeer vacuum.

Figure 5.2.4.1: Samplles in Floodeed Desiccatiion Chambeer Under V
Vacuum
With the water leevel slightly above the to
op of the sam
mples, the vaacuum is reappplied. The
samp
ples sit underr vacuum in water for 1 hour
h
at whicch time the vvacuum is reeleased and
the saamples are leeft for a min
nimum of 18 hours. The samples are initially plaaced under
vacuu
um without water
w
so thatt the pores develop
d
a neggative pressuure and any moisture in
the co
oncrete is pu
ulled out of the
t voids. Th
his negative pressure pullls water intoo pores whenn
the deesiccation ch
hamber is fillled and help
ps to reduce air trapped iinside the water. The
samp
ples sit for att least 18 hou
urs so they reach SSD coonditions whhen removedd from the
cham
mber.
The SSD
S
sample is then placeed into the teest apparatuus. The apparratus consistts of two
acrylic plastic halves that hav
ve sockets fo
or each end oof the samplle. Each halff has a plug
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for th
he electrodess as well as a fill hole forr the solutionn on each sidde. The conccrete samplee
is fittted with a ru
ubber gasket then sealed using siliconn caulking. F
Figure 5.2.4..2 (a) shows
the saample being caulked witth silicon, wh
hile (b) show
ws the silicon being spreead around
the ru
ubber gaskett ring.

(a)

(b)

ure 5.2.4.2: RCPT Prep
paration (a)) Silicone Caaulk Being Applied to the Gasket,,
Figu
and (b) Silicon Being Spre ad by Hand
d
Each half of the test
t apparatu
us is fitted on
nto the rubbeer gaskets annd then bolteed together tto
nit. The unit is filled with
h water to teest for leaks. Once it is ddetermined
createe a single un
that no
n leaks are present,
p
onee side of the apparatus
a
is filled with a 3% NaCl ssolution,
whilee the other iss filled with a 0.3M NaO
OH solution. Figure 5.2.44.3 (a) shows the
apparratus being filled
f
with water
w
to find leaks,
l
and (bb) shows thee units filled with solutioon
and hooked
h
to thee test machin
ne. The test units are connnected to thhe power suppply and 60
volts is run through the unit for
f 3 or 6 hou
urs.
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(a)

(b)

Figu
ure 5.2.4.3: RCPT
R
Leak
k Testing (a) Unit Beingg Filled Witth Water, and (b) Units
t Power Su
upply
Hooked to
If thee unit is run for
f 3 hours, then the 3 ho
our coulombb value is dooubled to obttain a 6 hourr
total. The lower the
t amount coulombs
c
meeasured, meaans a higherr permeabilitty through a
higheer resistivity.
5.2.5 Chloride Content Teest Method
The method
m
that was used to determine th
he chloride ccontent of thhe concrete w
was derived
in-ho
ouse by CDO
OT and is callled Colorad
do Proceduree - Laboratorry 2104. It iss similar in
method to AASH
HTO T291 - Determining
D
g Water-Soluuble Chloridde Ion Conteent in Soil annd
is fou
und in Appen
ndix B.
Typiccally the testt is conducteed using 2” (5.08
(
cm) coores taken froom a deck orr roadway.
The core
c
is cut in
nto 3 sections each ¼” (0
0.635 cm) thhick and abouut ½” (1.27 ccm) apart.
The top
t of first seection is locaated about ¾”
¾ (1.91 cm)) from the toop of the oveerlay, with thhe
top of each subseequent sectio
on located an
n additional 1/2" (1.27 cm
m) down. Thhis is to
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ensure adequate room for the cutting blade width and to obtain a series of values for a
given core. Figure 5.2.5.1 (a) shows the samples measured and ready to be cut. The ¼”
(0.635 cm) sample discs are placed into a sample pan and then placed into an oven to dry
overnight. Figured 5.2.5.1 (b) shows the samples in the tray in order of depth. After the
samples are completely dry, they are ground into a fine powder. The sample is then sifted
through a No. 4 sieve.
Ten grams of sample are weighed into a beaker and filled with 50 mL (1.69 oz) of
distilled water. Figure 5.2.5.1 (c) shows the samples with the 50 mL (1.69 oz) of water
added. The contents of the beaker are brought to a boil and kept there for 5 minutes to
help breakdown the sample particles and release the chlorides. The sample beaker is set
aside and allowed to stand undisturbed for 24 hours so that it can reach room. Figure
5.2.5.1 (d) shows the samples after being boiled for 5 minutes.
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(a)

((b)

(c)

(d)

ure 5.2.5.1: Chloride
C
Teest Sample Preparation
P
n (a) Marked
dy to Cut, (b
b)
Figu
d and Read
Cutt and in Tra
ay Accordin
ng to Depth, (c) Ready tto be Boiled
d, and (d) After Boilingg
The sample
s
soluttion is filtereed through a 45 micron ppaper to rem
move the larger particles.
The amount
a
of saample solutio
on titrated deepends on thhe expected chloride resuults. For the
I-25 / I-225 and Parker
P
Rd. / I-225 bridgees, the chloriide content w
was expectedd to be high,,
so 5 mL
m (0.169 oz)
o of solutio
on was used. For I-76 / W
WCR-53 it w
was expectedd to be low,
so 50
0 mL (1.69 oz)
o of solutio
on was used. Table 5.2.5 .1 shows thee amount of solution andd
titratiion cartridgee for the expected amoun
nt of chlorid e.
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Table 5.2.5.1: Sample size corresponding to Cl- range
Range
Sample Volume Titration Cartridge
Digital Multiplier
(mg/L as Cl )
(mL)
(N AgNO3)
10-40
25-100
100-400
250-1000
1000-4000
2500-10000

100
40
50
20
5
2

0.2256
0.2256
1.128
1.128
1.128
1.128

0.1
0.25
1
2.5
10
25

The sample solution is transferred to a graduated cylinder and diluted with an additional
amount of distilled water so that the total solution is 100 mL (3.38 oz). The contents of
the graduated cylinder are then poured into a flask and a Chloride 2 Indicator Powder
Pillow is swirled into the solution. The solution is titrated with silver nitrate until it turns
from yellow to a reddish-brown color. Figure 5.2.5.4 (a) shows a sample being titrated,
and (b) shows the flasks from left to right; before the indicator is added, with indicator, at
the correct titrated color, and an over titrated sample. The small white device in front of
the flasks is a magnetic wand that is placed into the flask for mixing the contents.
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(a)
(

(b)

Figure
F
5.2.5..2: Chloridee Content Titration (a) Sample on stand, and (b) Flask
Tiitration Step
ps from Lefft to Right
The number
n
of drrops required
d to make th
he color channge multiplieed by a digittal factor andd
dilutiion multiplieer determines the parts-p
per-million oof chloride prresent in thee sample.
Divid
ding the PPM
M by 10000 yields
y
the peercent of chlloride, by maass of samplle (CDOT,
2011).
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6.
6.1

OVERLAY APPLICATION PROCESS

SafeLane Application

As with any bridge deck overlay, the application is of critical importance and is one of
the primary factors in determining the longevity of the overlay. It is also highly desirable
that an overlay has a quick application process to minimized costs and traffic disruption.
The procedure for applying SafeLane is detailed using a flow chart in Figure 6.1.1. Each
step of the procedure is discussed in detail as well.
6.1.1

Surface Preparation for SafeLane

Due to the nature of epoxy overlays, there are several preparations that must occur before
the epoxy can be applied to a bridge deck. First the roadway striping must be removed to
allow the epoxy to bind to asphalt/concrete deck. The decking must then be thoroughly
cleaned using an abrasive blasting method. Final preparation included cleaning the bridge
deck with a vacuum truck and compressed air. Figure 6.1.1.1 (a) shows the striping
grinder and (b) the abrasive blasting equipment. Initial skid resistance and sand patch
tests were performed on the bridge deck to determine their baseline values before
SafeLane was applied. The sand patch test was performed to determine the average
texture depth of the roadway. The skid test is used to determine the friction number of a
simulated patterned tire on a wet roadway, a higher number is better. Figure 6.1.1.1 (c)
shows the boundary of the overlay being taped and (d) shows the future location of a new
in-deck sensor.
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Figure 6.1.1: SafeLa
ane Applicaation Flow Chart
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(a)
(

(b)

(c)
(

(d)

1: SafeLane Surface Preparation (aa) Removall of Deck Strriping, (b)
Figure 6.1.1.1
Abrasiv
ve Blasting,((c) Taping Boundaries,
B
and (d) Coovering Feattures

A
n
6.1.2 Overlay Application
With the surface prepared to receive the overlay,
o
the first step in the applicattion process
b
batchiing the epoxy
y. Generally
y, the aggreggate should bbe spread onlly a couple
is to begin
feet behind
b
the wet
w edge of th
he epoxy. Th
his is to maxximize aggreegate distribuution within
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the curing time of the epoxy while allowing the aggregate to absorb the epoxy for a better
bond.
The epoxy used in the SafeLane system is SmartBond manufactured by Unitex, Inc. It is
a low viscosity, low modulus, two-part bonding agent that is mixed in a 1:1 ratio.
Generally, SmartBond requires between 3 hours at 85+ °F (29.4+ °C) and 6 hours at 60
°F (15.6 °C) to cure depending on application surface temperature. SmartBond is
required to be mixed for a minimum of 3 minutes by a Jiffy-type drill attachment before
being spread on the bridge deck surface (Unitex, 2004). Spreading of the epoxy is
accomplished by using a V- notched squeegee for the 1st layer application, and a straight
edge squeegee for the 2nd layer. Figure 6.1.2.1 (a) shows the Jiffy-type mixer, (b)
SmartBond being mixed, (c) a V-notched squeegee blade, and (d) the epoxy being spread
on the bridge deck.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure
F
6.1.2..1: Epoxy Mixing
M
and Spreading
S
D
Devices (a) JJiffy-type M
Mixer, (b)
Mixing Ba
arrel, (c) V-N
Notched Sq
queegee, and
d (d) Epoxy Deck Appllication
Each batch of epo
oxy should have
h
a samplle taken so tthat the setupp and cure tiimes can be
monitored. Samp
ples should be
b numbered
d in accordannce with eachh batch. In aaddition, each
batch
h of epoxy sh
hould be finiished at a strraight demarrcation line m
marked on thhe bridge
deck so that it is easier
e
to dettermine wherre one batchh ends and annother beginns.
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With the first battch of epoxy spread even
nly on the deeck, the aggrregate appliccation can
begin
n. The standaard way of applying
a
the aggregate iss to use a shoovel and dispperse an eveen
layer down. It is possible
p
to use
u an auto-sspreader to ddisperse aggrregate for laarger bridge
deckss. Aggregatee should be placed
p
until a few feet frrom the mostt freshly spreead epoxy inn
a unifform manner. Figure 6.1.2.2 shows the epoxy leeading the agggregate layyer.

Fig
gure 6.1.2.2:: SafeLane Aggregate
A
B
Being Placeed by Hand
The curing
c
time of
o the epoxy
y depends on
n the deck tem
mperature. O
Once the epooxy has
cured
d, the overlay
y can be sweept, and then
n blown off w
with compreessed air to cclear any
loosee aggregate. When
W
the firrst applicatio
on of SafeLaane is cleaneed, the seconnd layer can
be ap
pplied. Generrally, the seccond layer taakes more eppoxy and moore aggregate due to the
deepeer texture off the SafeLan
ne aggregatee. Figure 6.1..2.3 (a) show
ws the vacuuum truck
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pickin
ng cleaning the cured ov
verlay, and (b) the overlaay being bloown off with compressedd
air.

(b)

(a)

Figure
F
6.1.2..3: SafeLane Overlay Cleaning
C
(a)) Swept and
d Vacuumed
d, and (b)
Com
mpressed Airr
With the first oveerlay cleaned
d, the application of the second overrlay can begiin. The
proceess is the sam
me as the plaacing the firsst overlay wiith two exceeptions. The first is that
straig
ght bladed sq
queegees aree used insteaad of the V-nnotched type, the secondd is that due tto
the in
ncrease surfaace area from
m the first ov
verlay, moree epoxy and aaggregate arre used whicch
resultts in increasee application
n time. Oncee the second layer is cureed, it is cleanned the samee
as thee first layer, by compressed air and sweeping/va
s
acuuming. A
After cleaningg, the overlaay
is reaady for traffic. The skid resistance
r
an
nd sand patc h tests were performed oon the
SafeL
Lane overlay
y to get baseline values for
f future refference and tto compare tto a nonSafeL
Lane overlay
y or regular bridge
b
deck.
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6.2

Flexogrid Application

Installation of Flexogrid is similar to any epoxy-based overlay. The surface is first
prepared and cleaned, important roadway features are taped off, the epoxy is sprayed
onto the roadway surface, and aggregate is broadcast onto the epoxy. Like SafeLane,
PolyCarb requires Flexogrid to be installed in two layers. A unique aspect to the
installation is that PolyCarb has specialty machines that they supply to job sites just for
the application of Flexogrid. Figure 6.2.1 shows the flow chart for the application of
Flexogrid.
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Figure 6..2.1: Flexog
grid Applicaation Flow Chart
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6.2.1 Surface Preparation
P
n
The bridge
b
deck surface is prrepared simillar to any othher overlay. The road sttriping is
removed and the deck surfacee is scoured with an abraasive air-blaasting method. After
blastiing, small paarticles on th
he deck are swept
s
and vaacuumed to eensure that nno particle
residee remains beehind. Imporrtant road feaatures such aas expansionn joints, draiinage grates,,
and in
n the case off the I-25 / I--225 bridge, spray headss are taped ooff. Figure 6..2.1.1 showss
the taaping of a drrainage gratee on the I-25 / I-225 struccture.

(a)

(b)

ure 6.2.1.1: Flexogrid Installation Preparation
n (a) Tapingg of drainagge inlet, and
d
Figu
(b) Machiine Being Reeadied
Poly
yCarb recomm
mends that any
a cracks be
b repaired uusing their M
Mark-135 Saffe-T-Seal
produ
uct prior to overlay
o
appliication. Instaallation can commence oonce the decck is cleanedd
and any
a roadway
y cracks are sealed.
s
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6.2.3

Flexogrid Installation

PolyCarb Inc. has developed a unique machine for the installation of Flexogrid. While
there are provisions for installing Flexogrid by traditional broom and screed methods, the
majority of installations in the United States utilize the Flexogrid machines supplied by
PolyCarb Inc. The I-25 / I-225 overlay was installed using the Flexogrid machines. The
Flexogrid machines are tractor-trailer units that combine the epoxy mixing and aggregate
spreading into a single platform. The epoxy is mixed in the first half of the trailer and
pumped to hand held spray units. Workers apply the epoxy in front of the tractor-trailer
unit, while the aggregate is spread from the back. The aggregate is loaded through the top
of the unit and then conveyed by belt to the aggregate spreader which hangs off a boom
about 20 feet (6.1 m) from the end of the trailer. The whole unit moves forward at a slow
rate to ensure even distribution of epoxy and aggregate. Figure 6.2.3.1 (a) shows the
Flexogrid machine in operation, while (b) shows the epoxy being sprayed on the deck by
a crew. Figure 6.2.3.2 shows the whole Flexogrid machine with aggregate spreader off
the back.
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(a)

(b))

Figure 6.2.3.1: Flexogrid
F
Machine
M
(a) Spreading
S
A
Aggregate, aand (b) Sprraying Epoxxy

Figure 6.2
2.3.2: Flexog
grid Machin
ne Aggregatte Spreaderr (PolyCarb, 2010)
While the aggreg
gate spreadin
ng units are efficient
e
andd allow a highh rate of appplication witth
little downtime, they
t
can misss some spots. To make uup for this, aaggregate is usually
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manu
ually spread on the spots that have beeen missed, or require a little extra m
material.
Figurre 6.2.3.3 sho
ows the aggrregate being
g spread by a hand crew.

Fig
gure 6.2.3.3: Flexogrid Aggregate
A
B
Being Spreaad by Hand
Afterr the first lay
yer of aggreg
gate has been
n applied, thhe overlay is allowed to ccure before
being
g swept and vacuumed.
v
With
W the firsst layer curedd and cleaneed, the seconnd layer can
be ap
pplied. Accorrding to Poly
yCarb's speccifications, thhe first layerr requires ann applicationn
rate of
o approximaately 35 squaare feet of ep
poxy per galllon (0.86 sqquare meterss per L). Duee
to thee extra texturre from the first
f
layer, th
he second layyer applicatiion rate shrinnks to 15-200
squarre feet per gaallon (0.37-0
0.49 square meters
m
per L
L). Aggregatee is spread aat a constant
rate for
f both layeers, about 15 pounds per square yardd (79.8 N perr square meteer).
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Once the second overlay is cured, it is cleaned the same as the first overlay, by
sweeping/vacuuming and compressed air. After cleaning, the overlay is ready for traffic.
The skid resistance and sand patch tests were performed on the Flexogrid overlay to get
baseline values for future reference and to compare to a non-Flexogrid overlay or regular
bridge deck.
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7.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The primary objective of this study was to determine the effectiveness of thin bonded
overlays placed on asphalt and concrete surfaces. As such, there were five different tests
that were conducted to determine different performance characteristics: (1) bond strength,
(2) friction, (3) texture depth, (4) chloride content, and (5) permeability. Sections from
the permeability cores were measured to determine the thickness of the overlays at each
bridge site. In addition to the physical characteristics being tested, the anti-icing
properties of the overlays were evaluated from the instrumentation data to determine their
effectiveness in preventing bonded ice from forming on the bridge decks.
7.0.1

I-76 / WCR-53

The I-76 / WCR-53 overlay was originally scheduled to be installed in October 2009.
Due to this, pre-installation testing was conducted to establish baseline values and
included taking, two 4" (10.16 cm) permeability cores and two 2" (5.08 cm) chloride
cores. Additional testing was conducted when the overlay was installed during June 7th
to 9th, 2010, and included before and after texture depth and friction tests. Concrete
permeability was tested at this location in October 2009. Since it is unlikely that the
permeability would change within this time, and with the permeability classification from
2009 being “Low”, this test was omitted for this location at the time of the overlay
installation. There was a timing issue with the second round of testing, and thus the sand
patch, skid test, and coring were performed on the day of March 22, 2011, while the bond
testing was conducted the morning of March 23, 2011.
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By March 2011, the overlay had been in good shape and visual inspection showed a welldefined texture with almost no loose material. There were some plow blade marks on the
shoulder, but these were inconsequential. Core measurements were based off cores taken
during October 2009, when the overlay was originally scheduled to be installed. These
measurements are shown in Table 7.0.1.1.
Table 7.0.1.1: I-76 physical core dimensions
West
East
in
cm
in
cm
Asphalt Layer
2.286 5.81 1.85 4.70
Top of Rebar
1.99 5.05 1.482 3.76
Entire Core Height 5.67 14.40 5.54 14.07
However, subsequent inspection during the second round of testing in March, 2011
revealed the abutment cracks came back. Deck reflection cracks are also visible coming
through the overlay. This is important since cracks in the overlay essentially negate its
effect as bridge deck protection. Therefore, the study team decided to perform the visual
inspection only in 2012. The visual inspection was completed in May 2012.
7.0.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

The SafeLane system installed on the Parker Rd. / I-225 bridge was installed at two
different times. The older overlay was installed in the right-hand lane from October 7 10, 2009, while the left-hand lane was installed during May 21 – 23, 2010. Rapid
chloride ion permeability and chloride content tests were performed in October 2009,
when the first lane of the overlay was installed. Weather delayed the installation of the
second lane to June 2010, which is when the skid and texture depth tests were performed.
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Originally, the plan was to take 2" (5.08 cm) and 4" (10.16 cm) cores, and test the bond
strength and texture depth on both lanes. However due to limitations in the amount of
work that could be performed within the timeframe, it was decided that the older overlay
in the right-hand lane would be tested. Testing was conducted the night of March 23,
2011. Friction testing was conducted in May 2011 using a fixed wheel tester. Both lanes
were in good condition with no major cracking, spalling, or chipping. Another round of
inspection and sampling was completed the night of October 1st, 2012. Visual inspection
revealed a good condition of the SafeLane system at this site. A weather data puck was
installed by Sturgeon at the same time. Eight 2” and eight 4” cores were collected on the
left wheel path of the left-hand lane for chloride contents and permeability tests
respectively. The two tests were completed in December, 2012. The last round of sample
collection and testing was completed in June, 2013.
The overlay thickness was measured from the permeability cores taken in March 2011.
Table 7.0.2.1 shows the measurements. Each was measured four times; once from each
quadrant. The measurements were taken to the nearest 1/16th of an inch (0.15875 cm).
Table 7.0.2.1: Average thickness of Parker Rd. / I-225 SafeLane overlay
Sample No. Quadrant 1 Quadrant 2 Quadrant 3 Quadrant 4 Average (in.)
1
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
2
0.5000
0.5000
0.4375
0.5000
0.4844
3
0.5000
0.5000
0.5625
0.4375
0.5000
4
0.3750
0.5000
0.4375
0.4375
0.4375
5
0.5000
0.5625
0.5000
0.5000
0.5156
6
0.6250
0.5625
0.6250
0.6250
0.6094
Total Average (in.):
0.5078
Total Average (cm):
1.290
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SafeLane is typically described as being 3/8" (0.9525 cm) thick. The overlay measured
on Parker Rd. / I-225 consistently exceeds this, and is on the high side of 1/2" (1.27 cm)
thick. This is consistent with other DOT installations. While this is not expected to
decrease the durability of the overlay, it does slightly increase the expected dead load
contributed to the structure by the overlay. The aggregate on the overlay at this site was
spread by an automatic feeder, while it is possible that this contributed to increasing the
thickness of the overlay, it is unlikely since standard installation instructions is to
broadcast excess aggregate until all epoxy on the surface is covered.

7.0.3

I-25 / I-225

The first tests on Flexogrid at this location were conducted when the overlay was
installed during October 16 - 17, 2009. The second round of testing at this location was
conducted the night of March 24, 2011 with traffic control beginning at approximately
9:00 p.m. and ending around 4:30 a.m. on March 24, 2011. Similar to the Parker Rd. / I225 site, time limitations meant that only one lane could be tested. The left-hand lane was
chosen since it was expected that higher chloride values would be found on the lower
side of the bridge. All tests were conducted on the overlay including, bond, and texture
depth. Cores were taken for chloride and permeability testing. Friction testing occurred in
May 2011, since the length of the bridge allowed the use of a fixed wheel tester. Both
Flexogrid lanes were in good condition with no major cracking, spalling, or chipping.
However, the delamination of the Flexogrid product was reported to Region 6 in 2012.
Region 6 contacted the product supplier - Dow POLY-CARB to replace the delaminated
Flexogrid layer. The supplier was responsible for all the costs except the traffic control.
The replacement happened from Friday night, October 19, 2012 to Sunday, October 21,
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2012. The contractor performed the sound test to establish the removal limits for
defective materials. Then the deck was sandblasted for the overlay. The thin bonded
overlay was applied on the deck with two stages. Finally, an additional overlay coat was
applied to the materials left in place. Similar to Park Rd./I225 site, the study team
collected eight 2” and eight 4” cores at left wheel path of the left-hand lane for chloride
contents and permeability tests respectively. The two tests were completed in December,
2012. The last round of sample collection and testing was completed in June, 2013. The
visual inspection during the sampling indicated the replaced overlay was intact. But it
was found the overlay delaminated in the right lane approximately 800 feet from the
north expansion joint.
Measurement of the overlay thickness was done using the permeability cores. Table
7.0.3.1 shows the results from the measurements. Measurements were taken similar to
Parker Rd. / I-225, four per core, one in each quadrant of the sample, to the nearest 1/16th
of an inch (0.15875 cm).
Table 7.0.3.1: Average thickness of I-25 / I-225 Flexogrid overlay
Sample No. Quadrant 1 Quadrant 2 Quadrant 3 Quadrant 4 Average (in.)
1
0.5625
0.5000
0.5000
0.5625
0.5313
2
0.3125
0.4375
0.5000
0.3750
0.4063
3
0.5000
0.5625
0.5625
0.5625
0.5469
4
0.3125
0.4375
0.3750
0.3750
0.3750
5
0.2500
0.4375
0.3125
0.3750
0.3438
6
0.3750
0.4375
0.3750
0.3750
0.3906
7
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5625
0.5156
8
0.4375
0.5625
0.5000
0.6250
0.5313
Total Average (in.)
0.4551
Total Average (cm):
1.1559
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Flexogrid is typically reported as being 0.25" (0.635 cm) thick. Measurements from the I25 / I-225 installation show an overlay that is much thicker. In addition, the overlay was
installed by mechanical means using specialized equipment. The Flexogrid overlay is
thinner than the SafeLane overlay, but this is expected due to the smaller nominal
aggregate size. The above measurements match other DOTs installations.

7.1

Problems During Installation and Testing

7.1.1

I-76 / WCR-53

Some specific preparations were needed due to the unique nature of the bridge deck on
which the I-76 / WCR-53 SafeLane overlay was applied. Cracking of the asphalt bridge
deck occurred at the approximate location of the bridge abutments and needed to be
remediated prior to the overlay installation. The size of the cracks ranged from 0.5" to
1.0" (1.27 to 2.54 cm) wide to 1.0" (2.54 cm) deep, meaning that they had to be filled
prior to the epoxy being placed. A solution devised by the Cargill representatives was to
fill the cracks with SafeLane aggregate beforehand, thus providing filler for the epoxy to
bind to. Figure 7.1.1.1 (a) shows the crack being filled and (b) shows the excess
aggregate being swept off.
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(a)

(b))

Figure
F
7.1.1.1: Crack Fiilling with SafeLane
S
(a)) Filling of D
Deck Crack
ks and (b)
Sweeping of Excess Agggregate
Subseequent inspeection during
g the second round of tessting revealeed the abutm
ment cracks
camee back. Deck
k reflection cracks
c
are vissibly comingg through the overlay. T
This is
important since cracks
c
in the overlay esseentially negaate its effect as bridge deeck
m
crackss over the abuutment and ((b) the deck
protection. Figuree 7.1.1.2 (a) shows the major
reflecction crackin
ng. The visuaal inspection
n in 2012 revvealed the deevelopment of the
abutm
ment cracks and deck refflection cracks.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1.1.2:
7
SafeeLane Cracking (a) Ab
butment, and
d (b) Reflecction
r
tessting on the I-76 / WCR
R-53 bridge w
was attempteed in
Origiinally, skid resistance
Septeember 2009. However itt was discov
vered that thee I-76 and W
WCR 53 briddge deck wass
too sh
hort to obtain quality datta using the traditional fi
fixed wheel sskid tester. F
Figure
7.1.1.3 shows thee skid resistaance testing being
b
perforrmed. In Appril 2010 CD
DOT
purch
hased a portaable skid testter. This insstrument was used to meeasure the skkid resistancee
of thee bridge deck
k prior to, an
nd after overrlay applicattion betweenn June 7 – 9, 2010.
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Fig
gure 7.1.1.3
3: Skid Resisstance Testiing on I-76 / WCR-53
While the I-76/W
WCR-53 brid
dge was too short,
s
the Parrker Rd. /I-2225 and I-255/I-225 were
of suffficient leng
gth that the fiixed wheel skid
s
tester was used on thhese bridgess.
7.1.2 Parker Rd.
R / I-225
Weatther related delays
d
causeed the SafeLaane overlay at this locatiion to have eeach lane
installled at differrent times. The right lanee was install ed on Octobber 7, 2009, w
while the lefft
lane was
w installed
d on May 22
2, 2010.
When
n the right laane was instaalled in Octo
ober 2009, thhe final epoxxy batch wass not mixed
propeerly and did not cure corrrectly. That section of thhe overlay w
was stripped off and
replaced by the contractor.
ng the left laane installatio
on in May 2010, the autoomated spreeader broke w
with about
Durin
33% of the secon
nd aggregate course com
mplete. The reest of the lanne was finishhed using
hand methods.
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Durin
ng testing the night of March
M
23, 201
11, the core drill broke w
while permeability core
numb
ber 6 was being drilled. This
T meant that
t 4" (10.16 cm) permeeability corees 1 and 2,
and th
he 2" (5.08 cm)
c chloridee cores numb
ber 1 throughh 4 were nott taken. The data results
and analysis
a
refleect the lesserr number of cores.
Durin
ng testing the night of Ju
une 4, 2013, it rained. Thhe bonding ttest was not successfullyy
perfo
ormed in the field.
7.1.3 I-25 / I-22
25
No prroblems during installatiion or testing
g of the I-255 / I-225 overlay were reecorded. All
coress were taken,, and inspecttion of the ov
verlay show
ws that it wass in good conndition in
2011. The delamiination of th
he Flexogrid product wass reported inn 2012. Figuure 7.1.1.4
ws the delamiinated area on
o the bridgee. The overllay was replaaced in Octoober 2012.
show
Howeever, it delam
minated agaiin in July, 20
013.

Figure 7.1.1.4
7
Delam
minated Fleexogrid Oveerlay
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7.2

Sand Patch Test

7.2.1

I-76 / WCR-53

The sand patch test is used to determine the mean texture depth of the overlay and
provides additional data regarding how the overlay wears over time. Initial measurements
taken before and after installation of the overlay in June 2010 are shown in Table 7.2.1.1
and 7.2.1.2.
Table 7.2.1.1: June 2010 asphalt sand patch results
Sand Patch, I-76, Asphalt, June 2010
Test Number
1
2
3
4
5.250 7.000 6.500 7.500
5.500 6.250 6.500 8.000
Sand Diameter (in.)
5.188 6.375 6.750 7.875
6.000 7.000 6.250 8.000
Average Diameter (in.) 5.484 6.656 6.500 7.844
23.623 34.798 33.183 48.321
Area (sq. in.)
0.063 0.043 0.045 0.031
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
0.046
Test Average (cm)
0.116
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Table 7.2.1.2: June 2010 SafeLane sand patch results
Sand Patch, I-76, Safe Lane, June 2010
Test Number
1
2
3
3.375 3.500 3.500
3.500 3.750 3.500
3.625 3.750 3.500
3.375 3.500 3.375
Sand Diameter (in.)
2.500 2.750 3.000
3.000 3.250 2.875
2.875 3.125 2.875
2.750 2.875 3.000
Average Diameter (in.) 3.469 3.625 3.469
9.450 10.321 9.450
Area (sq. in.)
0.159 0.145 0.159
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
0.157
Test Average (cm)
0.398

4
3.375
3.500
3.375
3.375
2.750
3.000
2.875
2.750
3.406
9.113
0.165

The mean texture depth (MTD) measurements taken after installation show that SafeLane
initially has a fairly rough texture. This can be compared to the asphalt test by looking at
the area the sand patches covered. For the asphalt test, the average circle size was 6.0
inches (15.24 cm). This drops to about 3.3 inches (8.382 cm) when the first
measurements of SafeLane were taken. The larger the circle, the smaller the mean texture
depth.
The initial measurements are compared to the second measurements taken in March 2011
to determine how quickly the surface of the overlay is wearing. The March 2011 results
are shown in Table 7.2.1.3.
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Table 7.2.1.3: March 2011 SafeLane sand patch
Sand Patch, I-76, SafeLane, March 2011
Test Number
1
2
3
4
5
4.250 4.375 4.750 4.375 4.500
4.500 4.500 5.000 4.675 4.675
Sand Diameter (in.)
4.675 4.000 4.675 4.750 5.000
4.250 4.675 4.500 4.500 4.500
Average Diameter (in.) 4.419 4.388 4.731 4.575 4.669
15.335 15.119 17.581 16.439 17.119
Area (sq. in.)
0.098 0.099 0.085 0.091 0.088
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
0.092
Test Average (cm)
0.234
The results from the March 2011 tests show that on average, 0.065 inches (0.1651 cm) of
texture depth was lost since the installation of SafeLane; this was expected due to several
factors.
The first measurement was taken directly after installation before any traffic had passed
over the overlay. Thus any lightly bonded aggregate had not yet been worn off.
Considering the total overlay depth is about 0.5 inches (1.27 cm), the reduction in the
depth of the overlay is about 13% over the first year. While this seems like a large
amount, the mean texture depth is still over double what the asphalt surface was prior to
SafeLane being installed. Figure 7.2.1.1 shows a comparison of all texture depth
measurements taken on I-76 / WCR-53.
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I-76 / WCR-53 Texture Depth
Avg. Texture Depth (inch)

0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000
1

2

3
Test Number

Asphalt June 2010
SafeLane March 2011

4

5

SafeLane June 2010

Figure 7.2.1.1: Mean Texture Depth of I-76 / WCR-53
The results show that even with one year's worth of wearing, the overlay still has a higher
mean texture depth than the original asphalt surface. It is expected that over time, the rate
of MTD loss will decrease to a steady state. Unlike the Parker Rd. / I-225 site, there is no
difference in the installation dates of each lane, so a long-term comparison cannot be
made at this point.
7.2.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

The first round of sand patch testing was performed on May 21, 2010, when the left-hand
lane received the SafeLane overlay. At that time, the sand patch test was conducted on
the bare concrete in the left lane, on the older SafeLane overlay in the right-hand lane,
and another test in the left-hand lane after the installation of the new SafeLane overlay.
Tables 7.2.2.1, 7.2.2.2 and 7.2.2.3 show the results obtained in June 2010 from the
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original concrete surface, 2009 SafeLane installation, and 2010 SafeLane Installation,
respectively.
Table 7.2.2.1: June 2010 concrete sand patch results
Parker Rd. / I-225, Concrete Deck, May 21, 2010
Test Number
1
2
3
4
5
7.500 8.000 5.500 9.500 6.500
7.000 8.500 6.500 10.500 8.000
Sand Diameter (in.)
8.500 8.000 6.250 10.500 8.000
8.000 7.500 5.500 10.500 8.000
Average Diameter (in.) 7.750 8.000 5.938 10.250 7.625
47.173 50.265 27.688 82.516 45.664
Area (sq. in.)
0.032 0.030 0.054 0.018 0.033
Average Depth (in.)
Test Average (in.)
0.033
Test Average (cm)
0.085

Table 7.2.2.2: May 2010 right lane SafeLane sand patch results
Parker Rd. / I-225, RH SafeLane, May 21, 2010
Test Number
1
2
3
5.250 4.000 4.500
5.000 4.750 5.000
Sand Diameter (in.)
5.250 4.000 4.750
5.500 4.000 4.750
Average Diameter (in.) 5.250 4.188 4.750
21.648 13.772 17.721
Area (sq. in.)
0.069 0.109 0.085
Average Depth (in.)
Test Average (in.)
0.088
Test Average (cm)
0.223
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Table 7.2.2.3: May 2010 left lane SafeLane sand patch results
Parker Rd. / I-225, LH SafeLane, May 21, 2010
Test Number
1
2
3
3.250 3.500 3.000
3.250 3.250 3.250
Sand Diameter (in.)
3.250 3.250 3.250
3.000 3.500 3.000
Average Diameter (in.) 3.188 3.375 3.125
7.980 8.946 7.670
Area (sq. in.)
0.188 0.168 0.196
Average Depth (in.)
Test Average (in.)
0.184
Test Average (cm)
0.467

The new SafeLane overlay tested in May 2010 (left lane) had a MTD greater than the
new installation on I-76 / WCR-53. Each site is comparable in wearing. Of particular
interest is the right lane which had been in place approximately half a year prior to when
the measurements were taken. The MTD of the right lane is slightly higher than I-76 /
WCR-53 March 2011 tests, which had been in service three months longer.
The right-hand lane was again tested in March 2011. Due to time constraints with testing,
the left-hand lane was not tested. The time since the last test was approximately 10
months, which should give another indication of wearing over time. The results from the
March test are shown in Table 7.2.2.4.
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Table 7.2.2.4: March 2011 right lane SafeLane sand patch results
Parker Rd. / I-225
March 2011
Test Number
1
2
3
4
5
5.125 4.750 5.250 4.500 4.500
5.000 4.875 4.750 4.500 4.500
Sand Diameter (in.)
5.000 4.750 5.250 4.375 4.625
4.875 5.000 4.500 4.500 4.750
Average Diameter (in.) 5.000 4.844 4.938 4.469 4.594
19.635 18.427 19.147 15.684 16.574
Area (sq. in.)
0.076 0.081 0.078 0.096 0.091
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
0.084
Test Average (cm)
0.215
The March 2011 results are surprising in that they show very little additional wearing
since the last test period. It makes sense that after the initial wearing period, the decrease
in MTD would level off. Unfortunately MTD was not measured on the left-hand lane, but
it is likely that it would have similar results to the right lane, and I-76 / WCR-53. It seems
that no significant wearing occurs on SafeLane after one year.
The right-hand lane was tested in October, 2012. The results from the October test are
shown in Table 7.2.2.5.
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Table 7.2.2.5: October 2012 right lane SafeLane sand patch results
Parker Rd. / I-225
Left Wheel Path October 2012
Test Number
1
2
3
4
4.00
4.88
4.50
4.88
5.50
5.00
5.00
5.50
Sand Diameter (in.)
3.88
4.75
4.25
5.00
4.31
4.50
3.75
4.88
Average Diameter (in.)
4.42
4.78
4.38
5.07
Area (sq. in.)
15.35
17.95
15.03
20.14
Average Depth (in)
0.098
0.084
0.100
0.074
0.087
Test Average (in.)
0.220
Test Average (cm)

5
5.00
4.75
5.25
4.75
4.94
19.14
0.078

Comparing to the May, 2010 immediately after the installation of the SafeLane, the MTD
was reduced 0.097 in over a period of 29 months. The majority wearing occurs in the
initial wearing period.
In June 2013, the right-hand lane was tested again. The MTD at the right wheel path,
center of lane, and left wheel path were measured. The results from the June 2013 test are
shown in Table 7.2.2.6-7.2.2.8.
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Table 7.2.2.6: June 2013 right lane SafeLane sand patch results (right wheel path)
Parker Rd. / I-225
Test Number
Sand Diameter (in.)
Average Diameter (in.)
Area (sq. in.)
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
Test Average (cm)

Right Wheel Path June 2013
1
2
3
4
5.15
5.29
5.12
5.49
5.34
5.55
4.69
6.74
4.82
5.81
5.43
5.02
6.00
5.16
4.87
5.49
5.33
5.45
5.03
5.69
22.27
23.35
19.84
25.38
0.067
0.064
0.076
0.059
0.067
0.169

Table 7.2.2.6: June 2013 right lane SafeLane sand patch results (center of lane)
Parker Rd. / I-225
Test Number
Sand Diameter (in.)
Average Diameter (in.)
Area (sq. in.)
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
Test Average (cm)

Center of Lane June 2013
1
2
3
4
5.60
6.30
5.58
5.92
5.81
6.24
6.65
4.78
6.47
5.35
5.05
5.44
6.04
6.54
5.79
5.05
5.98
6.11
5.77
5.30
28.07
29.28
26.11
22.03
0.053
0.051
0.057
0.068
0.058
0.146
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Table 7.2.2.7: June 2013 right lane SafeLane sand patch results (left wheel path)
Parker Rd. / I-225
Test Number
Sand Diameter (in.)
Average Diameter (in.)
Area (sq. in.)
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
Test Average (cm)

Left Wheel Path June 2013
1
2
3
4
6.93
5.19
4.69
6.29
5.36
5.94
5.29
6.16
5.56
5.05
5.39
6.38
5.99
4.88
5.20
5.90
5.96
5.26
5.14
6.18
27.90
21.73
20.77
30.00
0.054
0.069
0.072
0.050
0.061
0.156

The data in the three tables show there is little additional wearing since the last test
period, which confirms that after the initial wearing period, the decrease in MTD would
level off. In addition, the MTDs at different locations in the left lane are very close to
each other.
Comparing all the surfaces on Parker Rd. / I-225 to each other confirm what was found
on I-76 / WCR-53, that after the initial wearing period of approximately one year, the
SafeLane surface reaches a MTD that changes very little. The high initial losses were a
cause for concern, but being able to see the right-hand lane of Parker Rd. / I-225 in
service for about 1.5 years, show that the initial wearing was simply a breaking in period.
7.2.3

I-25 / I-225

The measurements taken in March 2011 for I-25 / I-225 are considered baseline
measurements for the overlay at this location since no other texture depth testing was
performed. Table 7.2.3.1 shows the results obtained in March 2011. The results show
how the smaller aggregate size on I-25 / I-225 produces a smaller MTD.
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Table 7.2.3.1: March 2011 Flexogrid sand patch test results
I-25 / I-225
March 2011
Test Number
1
2
3
4
5
7.500 6.250 6.250 6.500 7.250
6.000 6.250 6.250 6.375 7.000
Sand Diameter (in.)
6.750 6.375 6.250 6.375 6.675
6.750 6.375 6.625 6.250 7.000
Average Diameter (in.) 6.750 6.313 6.344 6.375 6.981
35.785 31.296 31.607 31.919 38.279
Area (sq. in.)
0.042 0.048 0.047 0.047 0.039
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
0.045
Test Average (cm)
0.114
Because the Flexogrid was replaced in October 2012, the sand patch test was not
performed until June 2013. The MTDs at the right wheel path, center of lane, and left
wheel path in the right lane was measured, which are summarized in Table 7.2.3.27.2.3.4.
Table 7.2.3.2: June 2013 Flexogrid sand patch test results (right wheel path)
I-25 / I-225
Test Number
Sand Diameter (in.)
Average Diameter (in.)
Area (sq. in.)
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
Test Average (cm)

Right Wheel Path June 2013
1
2
3
5.76
5.36
5.14
6.18
5.18
4.52
5.09
5.02
4.93
5.90
5.10
5.40
5.73
5.16
5.00
25.80
20.94
19.61
0.058
0.072
0.077
0.068
0.173
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4
5.12
5.33
5.59
5.52
5.39
22.79
0.066

Table 7.2.3.3: June 2013 Flexogrid sand patch test results (center of lane)
I-25 / I-225
Test Number
Sand Diameter (in.)
Average Diameter (in.)
Area (sq. in.)
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
Test Average (cm)

Center of Lane June 2013
1
2
3
4.87
5.21
4.92
4.94
5.92
4.98
4.76
5.51
5.50
4.58
6.03
4.54
4.79
5.67
4.98
17.98
25.20
19.50
0.083
0.060
0.077
0.074
0.187

4
4.77
5.56
4.69
5.25
5.07
20.15
0.074

Table 7.2.3.3: June 2013 Flexogrid sand patch test results (left wheel path)
I-25 / I-225
Test Number
Sand Diameter (in.)
Average Diameter (in.)
Area (sq. in.)
Average Depth (in)
Test Average (in.)
Test Average (cm)

Left Wheel Path June 2013
1
2
3
4
5.42
4.19
4.73
4.70
5.01
5.12
5.94
5.17
5.13
4.66
4.54
5.09
5.02
4.68
5.77
5.38
5.14
4.66
5.24
5.09
20.77
17.06
21.58
20.30
0.072
0.088
0.069
0.074
0.076
0.193

Smaller MTDs are due to smaller aggregates. No conclusions of long-term performance
of Flexogrid can be drawn without additional points of data.
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7.3

Friction Tests

7.3.1

I-76 / WCR-53

Skid testing using the British Pendulum Test was performed to see how the friction value
of the overlay changed since its installation in June 2010. Unfortunately, the British
Pendulum Numbers (BPN) cannot be correlated to the locked-wheel test, so these results
can only be compared to other British Pendulum Tests. Table and Figure 7.3.1.1 shows
the skid test values that were obtained using the BPT.
Table 7.3.1.1: June 2010 portable skid test results on I-76 / WCR-53
Surface
Test Date
Test Number
Skid
Resistance
Number
Average
Test Average

1
82
81
81
81
80
81

Asphalt
June 2010
2 3
78 78
77 78
77 78
77 79
77 79
77 78
79

4
79
79
79
79
79
79

1
79
94
86
85
84
86

SafeLane
June 2010
2 3 4
79 79 72
73 77 79
83 77 79
83 78 81
82 78 80
80 78 78
80
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1
77
77
78
79
81
78

SafeLane
March 2011
2 3 4
80 70 70
81 70 71
82 71 72
86 74 72
86 75 72
83 72 71
75

5
68
70
74
73
72
71

British Pendulum Number

90
85
80
75
70
65
60
1
Asphalt June 2010

2

3
Test Number
SafeLane June 2010

4

5

SafeLane March 2011

Figure 7.3.1.1: I-76 / WCR-53 Skid Resistance Numbers Over Time
The results indicate that the I-76 / WCR-53 overlay has held its traction capability over
time. After 9 months in service, the BPN has dropped by 5, which is relatively small.
7.3.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

Parker Rd. / I-225 was measured with both a smooth and ribbed tire. The original
concrete surface was only measured with a ribbed tire. The ribbed fixed-wheel results are
shown in Table 7.3.2.1, with the smooth fixed-wheel results in Table 7.3.2.2. Figure
7.3.2.1 compares both wheel tests to all surfaces.
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Table 7.3.2.1: Ribbed fixed wheel skid numbers on Parker Rd. / I-225
Surface
Date
Lane

Concrete
SafeLane
SafeLane
October 2009
July 2010
May 2011
Left Right Left Right Left Right
56.1 58.2
83.5 66.2 69.8
55
53.8 61.4
70.4 61.7 54.6 54.9
71.5 60.7 54.9 48.9
Ribbed Tire 53.5 58.6
Skid Number 52.7 62.9
79.1 52.6 50.9 51.8
57.9 62.3
65.4 55.9 53.8
54.7
Average
54.8 60.68 76.13 61.32 57.22 52.88
Test Average
57.74
68.72
55.05

Table 7.3.2.2: Smooth fixed wheel skid numbers on Parker Rd. / I-225
Surface
Date
Lane

SafeLane
July 2010
May 2011
Left Right Left Right
83.5
61
64.3 55.5
71.2 54.1 50.7 50.7
Smooth Tire
Skid Number 68.6 54.2 53.2 47.7
76.4 51.8 48.1
51
75
55.1 55.9 50.4
Average
74.94 55.24 54.44 51.06
Test Average
65.09
52.75
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80
70

Skid Number

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Left Lane

Right Lane

Ribbed Tire Concrete July 2010
Ribbed Tire SafeLane May 2011
Smooth Tire SafeLane May 2011

Ribbed Tire SafeLane July 2010
Smooth Tire SafeLane July 2010

Figure 7.3.2.1: Parker Rd. / I-225 Skid Resistance Numbers Over Time
The data shows very good skid numbers. Traditionally, any skid number over 35 is
deemed acceptable. In this case, the skid numbers easily exceed this baseline value. in
addition, the concrete surface on Parker Rd. / I-225 had a high skid number. The latest
SafeLane skid numbers are slightly below the concrete skid numbers, but still well above
35. The ribbed and smooth fixed-wheel results are very close to one another, showing
good micro- and macrotexture traction. This indicates that dry and wet weather
performance should be ideal.
Loss of skid number does not seem to be an issue as well. The older right lane SafeLane
installation shows smaller decreases in skid numbers over time. The left lane seems to be
matching the rate of decrease; within statistical variation as well.
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The SafeLane installation on Parker Rd. / I-225 is performing very well by maintaining
high friction numbers over its study period. However, any skid resistance increase
achieved by the SafeLane was lost after the first year of service. Naturally, the overlays
should continue to be monitored so that long-term performance can be determined.
7.3.3

I-25 / I-225

The same ribbed and smooth fixed-wheel tests were performed on Flexogrid. Since both
lanes of Flexogrid were installed at the same time, it is expected that each lane should
produce similar skid numbers. Table 7.3.3.1 and 7.3.3.2 show the ribbed and smooth
wheel skid numbers, respectively. Figure 7.3.3.1 shows a comparison of all the results
over time.
Table 7.3.3.1: Ribbed fixed wheel skid numbers on I-25 / I-225
Surface
Date
Lane

Concrete
Flexogrid
Flexogrid
October 2009
July 2010
May 2011
Left Right Left Right Left Right
50.3 49.7 65.8 67.3 59.3 55.3
46
50
69.3 66.3 53.9 57.1
Ribbed Tire
Skid Number 45.1 51.7 61.9 59.7 59.7 57.5
51.2 49.8 64.4 61.9 53.6 57.5
49.7
65.8 63.4 57.1 60.6
Average
48.46 50.3 65.44 63.72 56.72 57.6
Test Average
49.38
64.58
57.16
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Table 7.3.3.2: Smooth fixed wheel skid numbers on I-25 / I-225
Surface
Date
Lane

Flexogrid
July 2010
May 2011
Left Right Left Right
54.3 57.70 46.5
46
59.5 50.80 43.3 46.8
Smooth Tire
45
44.6
Skid Number 48.5 51.40
60.1 50.60 41.8 43.8
58.5 52.50 50.2
44
Average
56.18 52.6 45.36 45.04
Test Average
54.39
45.20

80
70

Skid Number

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Left Lane

Right Lane

Ribbed Tire Concrete Oct 2009
Ribbed Tire Flexogrid May 2011
Smooth Tire Flexogrid May 2011

Ribbed Tire Flexogrid July 2010
Smooth Tire Flexogrid July 2010

Figure 7.3.3.1: I-25 / I-225 Skid Resistance Numbers Over Time
The data shows that Flexogrid maintains good skid numbers over time as well. As with
SafeLane, a high skid number was initially seen, which slightly decreased over time.
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Both lanes are decreasing at the same rate, which indicates that they are both wearing
evenly.
The ribbed vs. smooth locked wheel results are particularly interesting. The ribbed wheel
results are quite high, higher than any other surface tested. This indicates a very good dry
weather performance, since ribbed tires are primarily affected by the microtexture. The
smooth tire results show worse, although still good, wet weather performance since the
smooth tires are more affected by the overlay macrotexture. Flexogrid is showing good
skid numbers and is performing at least as well as the concrete surface it replaced with
regards to surface friction.
7.4

Bond Tests

Bond testing was conducted in March 2011 at the three sites using 3 in. steel disks, and
performed again in June 2013 at I25/I225 in the field only using 2 in. steel disks. The
James Bond Tester was borrowed from Cargill. Due to the rain on 6/4/2013, the bonding
test was not successful at the Parker Rd./I225. According to Cargill's specifications, the
ideal results for SafeLane should show bond strengths above 250psi (1.72 MPa), with all
failures within the bridge deck surface, and none in the overlay or overlay/bridge deck
interface. PolyCarb only specifies that Flexogrid should have 100% failure in the
concrete substrate.
7.4.1

I-76 / WCR-53

While bond testing asphalt is usually not performed due to low failure strength, the
author deemed it important to verify that the SafeLane overlay was meeting strength
specifications. In addition, it provided a comparison for the SafeLane system in use on
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Parker Rd. / I-225. Four bond tests were conducted in 2 pairs approximately 15 feet
(4.572 m) from the center of the bridge in both the west and east directions inside the
shoulder. The results from the bond test are shown in Table 7.4.1.1. Figure 7.4.1.1 shows
the results of the bond testing with respect to the 250 psi (1.72 MPa) specified by Cargill.
Patching of the holes was done with epoxy and extra SafeLane aggregate.
Table 7.4.1.1: I-76 / WCR-53 bond strength results

Location Test No.
1
2
3
4

E1
E2

Failure Strength Bond Strength
Failure Type
lbs
kN
psi
MPa
800
3.56
118
0.18
Asphalt
750
3.34
111
0.77
Asphalt
800
3.56
118
0.18
Asphalt
725
3.23
107
0.74
Asphalt

I-76 / WCR-53 Bond Test Results
Bond Strength (psi)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
E1-1

E1-2

E2-1

E2-2

Test Location

Figure 7.4.1.1: I-76 / WCR-53 Bond Strengths Compared to 250 PSI
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Table 7.4.2.1: Parker Rd. / I-225 bond strength results
Failure Strength (lbs.) Bond Strength (PSI)
Failure Type
lbs
kN
psi
MPa
R1 - 150 ft.
2800
12.5
432
2.98
Concrete
R2 - 300 ft.
2200
9.8
339
2.34
Concrete
R3 - 450 ft.
2400
10.7
370
2.55
Concrete
R4 - 600 ft.
2500
11.1
385
2.66
Concrete
R5 - 750 ft.
2300
10.2
354
2.44
Concrete
R6 - 900 ft.
2600
11.6
401
2.76
Concrete
R7 - 1050 ft.
2400
10.7
370
2.55
Concrete
R8 - 1200 ft.
2000
8.9
308
2.13
Concrete
Core ID

600

Bond Strength (psi)

500

400

300

200

100

0
R1 - 150 ft. R2 - 300 ft. R3 - 450 ft. R4 - 600 ft. R5 - 750 ft. R6 - 900 ft. R7 - 1050 ft. R8 - 1200 ft.

Test Location

Figure 7.4.2.1: Parker Rd. / I-225 Bond Strengths Compared to 250 PSI
All 8 tests were successful, causing failures in the concrete deck. The lowest bond
strength was 308 psi (2.13 MPa), which exceeds the 250 psi (1.72 MPa) minimum
adhesive requirement for the SafeLane system. The first sample, R1 fell on the high side
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Table 7.4.3.1: March 2011 Bond test results from I-25 / I-225
Failure Strength (lbs.) Bond Strength (PSI)
Failure Type
lbs
kN
psi
MPa
L1 - 150 ft.
3400
15.1
524
3.61
Overlay / Concrete
L2 - 300 ft.
2400
10.7
370
2.55
Overlay / Concrete
L3 - 450 ft.
3000
13.3
462
3.19
Overlay
L4 - 600 ft.
1200
5.3
185
1.28
Epoxy
L5 - 750 ft.
2200
9.8
339
2.34
Overlay
L6 - 900 ft.
2600
11.6
401
2.76
Concrete
L7 - 1050 ft.
2800
12.5
432
2.98
Concrete
L8 - 1200 ft.
3400
15.1
524
3.61
Concrete
Core ID

Bond Strength (psi)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
L1 - 150 ft.

L2 - 300 ft.

L3 - 450 ft.

L4 - 600 ft.

L5 - 750 ft.

L6 - 900 ft. L7 - 1050 ft. L8 - 1200 ft.

Test Location

Figure 7.4.3.1: I-25 / I-225 Bond Strengths Compared to 250 PSI
Only 7 of the tests yielded useful data. Tests L1 and L2 reached acceptable strengths, but
failure was partially between the overlay and bridge deck interface. Test L3 pulled some
of the overlay off with it, but still managed to yield results. Test L4 suffered de-bonding
failure of the bond test epoxy before the overlay failed, thus negating any results for this
test spot. Test L5 also reached acceptable strengths, but was a complete overlay / bridge
deck interface failure. Tests L6, L7, L8 were successful since they all failed in the
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If L4 is removed from the sample data, 5 of the samples fall within a standard deviation
of the mean. The two outside the standard deviation, L1 and L8, fall on the high side,
which shows exceptional bond strength at these locations, even though L1 was a partial
overlay failure.
Overall the results are mixed. On one hand, the highest failure strengths out of all the
bond tests were seen on I-25 /I-225. On the other hand, failures occurred where they
should not have; in the overlay and in the overlay/substrate bond. While these failures
indicate poor overlay adhesion, the strength they failed at does not.
In June 2013, bond testing on the I-25 / I-225 was performed again for the Flexgrid
overlay replaced in October 2012. Eight samples were located every 150 feet (45.72 m)
at the left wheel path of the left lane from the beginning of the bridge (expansion joint in
the north). Adhesion of the 2 in. disks to the deck occurred between 9:30 p.m. and 11:30
p.m.. Final pull off was conducted starting at 1:00 a.m. to allow the epoxy enough time to
cure. Table 7.4.3.2 and Figure 7.4.3.2 shows the results of the test.
Table 7.4.3.2: June 2013 Bond test results from I-25 / I-225

Core ID
L1 - 150 ft.
L2 - 300 ft.
L3 - 450 ft.
L4 - 600 ft.
L5 - 750 ft.
L6 - 900 ft.
L7 - 1050 ft.
R8 - 1200 ft.

Failure Strength
lbs
kN
1450
6.45
2000
8.90
600
2.67
630
2.80
1200
5.34
1000
4.45

Bond Strength
psi
MPa
462
3.18
637
4.39
191
1.32
201
1.38
382
2.63
318
2.20
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Failure Type
Concrete
Overlay/Concrete
Epoxy
Overlay/Concrete
Overlay/Concrete
Concrete
Epoxy
Overlay/Concrete

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
L1 - 150 ft.

L2 - 300 ft.
f

L3 - 450 ft.

L4 - 600 ft.

L5 - 750 ft.

L6 - 9000 ft. L7 - 1050 ftt. L8 - 1200 ft.

Teest Locationn
Fig
gure 7.4.3.3: I-25 / I-22
25 Bond Streengths Com
mpared to 2550 PSI
Theree are two tessts below 250
0 psi, which
h indicate aree a poor adheesion of the overlay withh
the co
oncrete deck
k. But four out
o of six succcessful testss have the saame failure tyype, which
occurrs at the interface of the overlay and concrete. Thhis may expplain the delaamination off
the ov
verlay obserrved again in
n July 2013.

7.5

Rapid Ch
hloride Perm
meability Test

7.5.1 I-76 / WC
CR-53
The most
m recent permeability
p
y testing con
nducted at I-776 and WCR
R-53 was in O
October
2009 with the firsst set of chlo
oride testing.. Due to how
w recent the last permeabbility test
resultts are, and th
he expectatio
on that perm
meability of ssuch an old bbridge deck w
will not
chang
ge significan
ntly, they weere not condu
ucted again iin March 20011 and the ssubsequent
inspeections. The results from
m the Octoberr 2009 test aare show beloow in Figuree 7.5.1.1 andd
Tablee 7.5.1.1.
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Tablee 7.5.1.1: Occtober 2009 I-76 / WCR
R-53 permeaability resullts
Permeability
P
y, I-76, Octobber 2009
Cllassification
Reaading
Sam
mple
ID
(Cou
ulombs) (A
ASTM 1202)
East 1
833
8
V
Very Low
Weest 1
10
044
Low

8000

I-776 / WCR
R-53 Perm
meabilityy

Permeability
Passing)
i i (Coulombs
(C
i )

7000

ASTM C1202
meability
Perm

6000
H
High

5000
4000

Moderate

3000
2000

Low
1000
Very Low
0
East 1

West 1
Sample Identification
n

Fig
gure 7.5.1.1: I-76 / WC
CR-53 Permeeability Claassification
The permeability
p
y results indiicated a low to very low
w permeable concrete. D
Due to the agge
of thee concrete deck
d
(40 to 50
5 years old
d) this is no surprise. Thhis also validates the low
w
chlorride contentss measured from the brridge deck ssamples thatt is discusseed in the nexxt
sectio
on.
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7.5.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

Only six 4" (10.16 cm) diameter cores were taken from the deck in preparation for
permeability testing due to the core drill breaking during the March 2011 testing. These
cores were taken approximately every 150 feet (45.72 m) in the right-hand shoulder near
the barrier. After removal of the cores, the holes were patched with standard concrete.
Table 7.5.2.1 shows the results. Figure 7.5.2.1 shows the results with the classification.
Table 7.5.2.1: March 2011 Parker Rd. / I-225 permeability results
Parker Rd. / I-225
Sample No. 6 Hour Value Permeability Class
R1 - 150 ft.
R2 - 300 ft.
R3 - 450 ft.
6016
High
R4 - 600 ft.
4486
High
R5 - 750 ft.
6248
High
R6* - 900 ft.
4638
High
R7 - 1050 ft.
7358
High
R8 - 1200 ft.
5994
High
*Note: Over-current at 2:15, test stopped.
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Permeability (Coulombs Passing)

80
000

Parkerr Rd. / I-2
225 Perm
meability

70
000

202
ASTM C12
Permeabillity

60
000
High

50
000
40
000
30
000

Moderatee

20
000
Low

10
000
0
R1

R2

R3

R4
R5
R6
Sample Identtification

R7

R
R8

Very
Low

Figu
ure 7.5.2.1: Parker
P
Rd. / I-225 Perm
meability C
Classification
n
p
y results for Parker
P
Rd. / I-225 were rrather surpriising. The reecorded
The permeability
valuees were extreemely high, especially
e
fo
or CDOT Cllass D concreete, which hhas a coulom
mb
passin
ng requirem
ment of 2000 at 28 days of
o age. This bbridge deck is over 10 yyears old,
havin
ng been consstructed arou
und 2002, an
nd should be in the low to very low ppermeabilityy
class. The high permeability results indiccate a problem with the ttest.
Theree are two possible sourcees of error th
hat could expplain these rresults. The ffirst is that
severral of the sam
mples had crracks running
g through thhem, which ccould have arrtificially
show
wn a higher permeability.
p
. Figure 7.5.2
2.2 shows saample R7 wiith the crackk.
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Figure 7.5
5.2.2: Crack
ked Permeaability Samp
ple R7
Thesee cracks werre found befo
fore the test was
w conductted and addittional siliconn sealer was
applied to the craack face. Thiis should hav
ve reduced thhe permeabiility of the saample,
howeever it seemss to have beeen ineffective, as samplee R7 had the highest meaasured
perm
meability. Oth
her samples did not havee visible craccks, but perm
meability ressults
remained high.
The second
s
sourcce of error iss hypothesizeed to be from
m the high chhloride contents of the
bridg
ge deck. Sincce the bare concrete that was tested ffor permeabiility was thee wearing
surface up until th
he installatio
on of SafeLaane, it receivved a significcant amountt of deicing
chem
micals. Althou
ugh chloridee content is shown
s
in thee next sectionn, it was higgh enough
that it may have influenced
i
th
he test resultts. There is ssome literatuure that suppports higher
perm
meability valu
ues from the RCPT can be
b a result off high chloriide contents of samples.
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It is known that admixtures themselves can affect the apparent permeability, so it would
make sense that free chlorides can as well. The free chloride would help increase the
current flow, thus showing higher coulombs passed than what actually occurred.
Half the samples are outside the standard deviation, but this is not surprising since the
RCPT has a high degree of variation, and hence why ASTM recommends that
permeability be reported as a classification rather than a specific number. Regardless, the
permeability of the concrete on Parker Rd. / I-225 is classified as high, which means a
protective overlay is all the more important.
Eight 4” diameter cores which are 100’ apart were collected at the left wheel path in the
left lane in October, 2012. The permeability tests were completed in December, 2012.
When the 2 in thick concrete slice samples were prepared, sample 2 and 8 cracked. Table
7.5.2.2 shows the results of other six samples.
Table 7.5.2.2: October 2012 Parker Rd. / I-225 permeability results
Parker Rd./I225
No.
6 Hr Value Class
1- 100 ft
1390
Low
2 - 200 ft
3 - 300 ft
1886
Low
4 - 400 ft
597
Very low
5 - 500 ft
160
Very low
6 - 600 ft
1197
Low
7 - 700 ft
1370
Low
8 - 800 ft
-

The permeability is in the low to very low permeability class as indicated in Table
7.5.2.2. However, there are big differences between this round and the previous round of
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testing. Therefore, the permeability testing was performed again in June 2013 to validate
the testing results. Another eight 4” diameter cores were collected at the same locations
on June 4, 2013. The permeability tests were completed in June, 2013. Table 7.5.2.3
shows the results of other six samples.
Table 7.5.2.3: June 2013 Parker Rd. / I-225 permeability results
Parker Rd./I-225
No.
6 hr. Value Class
1- 100 ft
4163 High
2- 200 ft
4381 High
3- 300 ft
2508
Moderate
4- 400 ft
5022 High
5- 500 ft
3570
Moderate
6- 600 ft
5337 High
7- 700 ft
4431 High
8- 800 ft
3223
Moderate

Based on the testing results, it can be concluded the permeability of the concrete deck at
the Parker Rd./I225 is in the range of moderate and high. As discussed before, it might be
caused by the high chloride contents of the bridge deck.
7.5.3

I-25 / I-225

Eight 4" (10.16 cm) diameter cores were taken from the deck in preparation for
permeability testing. These cores were taken approximately every 150 feet (45.72 m) in
the left-hand shoulder near the barrier. After removal of the cores, the holes were patched
with standard concrete. Table 7.5.3.1 shows the permeability results. Figure 7.5.3.1
shows the results and their classification.
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Tab
ble 7.5.3.1: March 2011
1 I-25 / I-2225 permeabiility results
I-25
I
/ I-225 Permeabilityy Values
Sample No.
N
6 Hou
ur Value Peermeability C
Class
L1 - 150
0 ft.
3188
Moderatee
L2 - 300
0 ft.
44
400
High
L3 - 450
0 ft.
42
214
High
L4 - 600
0 ft.
19
976
Low
L5 - 750
0 ft.
20
066
Moderatee
L6 - 900
0 ft.
28
884
Moderatee
L7 - 1050
0 ft.
28
850
Moderatee
L8 - 1200
0 ft.
2114
Moderatee

Permeability (Coulombs Passing)

8000

I-225 / I-22
25 Permeabilityy

ASTM C1202
Permeeability

7000
6000

Higgh

5000
4000

Modeerate

3000
2000

Low
w
1000
0
L1

L2

L3
L4
4
L5
L6
Samplee Identification
n

L7

L8

Verry
Low
w

Figure
F
7.5.3.1: I-25 / I-2
225 Permeaability Classsification
use Parker Rd.
R / I-225 had such high
h permeabiliity, and sincee I-25 / I-2255 was
Becau
consttructed aroun
nd the same time, it was expected thhat the permeeability of eaach would bee
similar. Howeverr, the permeaability of I-2
25 / I-225 is less, and moore in range w
with what
would be expecteed. CDOT Class
C
D concrrete was speecified for I-225 / I-225, so its results
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should be below 2000 coulombs. It is possible that the high permeability values are due
to free chlorides in the deck, similar to Parker Rd. / I-225.
Cores L2 and L3 are the only two that were outside the standard deviation of the mean,
which shows that the results are fairly consistent. The overall permeability classification
of the concrete at I-25 / I-225 is low to high, with the majority being moderate.
In the second round of sample collection, eight 4" diameter cores were taken in October,
2012 from the deck in preparation for permeability testing. These cores were taken
approximately every 100 feet at the left wheel path in the left lane. After removal of the
cores, the holes were patched with standard concrete. Table 7.5.3.2 shows the
permeability results.
Table 7.5.3.2: October 2012 I-25 / I-225 permeability results

No.
1- 100 ft
2 - 200 ft
3 - 300 ft
4 - 400 ft
5 - 500 ft
6 - 600 ft
7 - 700 ft
8 - 800 ft

I225/I25
6 Hr Value
1781
2112
1499
1363
1454
894
1469
1678

Class
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Very Low
Low
Low

In June 5, 2013, another eight samples were collected at the same locations for the
permeability testing. The results are summarized in Table 7.5.3.3. Compared to the
previous data tested in 2011 and 2012, as expected, similar permeability was obtained.
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Table 7.5.3.1: June 2013 I-25 / I-225 permeability results

No.
1- 100 ft
2- 200 ft
3- 300 ft
4- 400 ft
5- 500 ft
6- 600 ft
7- 700 ft
8- 800 ft

7.6

Chloride Content

7.6.1

I-76 / WCR-53

I-25/I-225
6 hr. Value Class
2177
High
1667
High
1519
Moderate
1964
High
1563
Moderate
1256
High
2831
High
1463
Moderate

The chloride penetration was measured using an approved CDOT chloride measurement
test. The first chloride testing was performed in October 2009 with two different cores on
the control bridge deck. For March 2011, four 2" (5.08 cm) diameter cores were taken
from the deck. The cores were taken in groups of 2, approximately 15 feet (4.572 m)
from the center of the bridge in the East and West directions, just inside the right-hand
lane near the shoulder. The holes were patched with standard concrete. The results are
shown in Table 7.6.1.1 for October 2009 and 7.6.1.2 for March 2011.
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Table 7.6.1.1: October 2009 I-76 / WCR-53 chloride content
I-76 / WCR-53, Chloride Content, October 2009
Core Number Depth (in.) Chloride Content (PPM)
0.75
24
East 1
1.25
21
1.75
13.5
0.75
12
West 1
1.25
9
1.75
0

Table 7.6.1.2: March 2011 I-76 / WCR-53 chloride content
I-76 / WCR-53, Chloride Content, March 2011
Core Number Depth (in.) Chloride Content (PPM)
0.25
7.5
East 1
0.75
0
1.25
0
0.25
7.5
East 2
0.75
5
1.25
7.5
0.25
12.5
West 1
0.75
5
1.25
3.75
0.25
15
West 2
0.75
7.5
1.25
7.5
October 2009 results show very little chlorides in the bridge deck prior to overlay
installation. This was expected since there is an asphalt wearing surface with an
impermeable membrane beneath it. The March 2011 results verify the October results. It
was expected that the March 2011 results would be similar since the waterproofing
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membrane was still in place, in addition to SafeLane. A comparison of both the October
and March results is shown in Figure 7.6.1.1.

I‐76 / WCR‐53 Chloride Content
Chloride Content (PPM)

16
14
12
10
8

0.25"

6

0.75"

4

1.25"

2
0
East
(2009)

East 1

East 2

West
(2009)
Core Number

West 1

West 2

Figure 7.6.1.1: March 2011 I-76 / WCR-53 Chloride Content
Comparing the results from both chloride tests seems to show that the chlorides
decreased in the first layer of concrete for the east side, and increased for the west side.
However, the nature of the chloride test makes consistent results at small chloride
contents difficult. For all intents and purposes, these results are close enough together,
and small enough, that the chloride content near the reinforcing steel is not a problem.
Plotting the chloride vs. permeability should show increasing chloride with increase
permeability; this validates higher chloride contents with higher permeability and is
shown in Figure 7.6.1.2.
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I
I-76
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CR-53
16

(
)
Chloride Content (PPM)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
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Very Lo
ow

0
0

500
1000
1500
Permeeability (Co
oulombs Passsing)

2000

Figure 7.6.1.2:
7
Marrch 2011 I-7
76 / WCR-533 Chloride vvs. Permeab
bility
paring the west
w chloride samples vs.. west permeeability sampples, and thee east samplees
Comp
vs. eaast permeabiility show th
hat the chloriide content inncreased witth the increaase in
perm
meability. Botth east samp
ples had a vaalue of 7.5 PP
PM, so they are both reppresented byy
one point
p
on the graph.
g
Due to
t the imperm
meable mem
mbrane at thiis site, it's noot possible too say with anny certainty
that SafeLane
S
hass prevented the
t increase in chloride content, esppecially with the
abutm
ment and refflection crack
king now preesent.
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7.6.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

Only six 2" (5.08 cm) diameter cores were taken from the deck in preparation for
chloride content testing due to the core drill breaking the night of testing. This is reflected
in the data. This was the second round of chloride testing performed at this site. These
cores were taken every 150 feet (45.72 m) in the right shoulder near the barrier. After
removal of the cores, the holes were patched with standard concrete. Figure 7.6.2.1 shows
the chloride content of Parker Rd. / I-225.

Parker Rd. / I-255 Chloride Content
14000

Chloride Content (PPM)

12000
10000
8000
0.25"
6000

0.75"
1.25"

4000
2000

R1 Oct
R1 Mar
R2 Oct
R2 Mar
R3 Oct
R3 Mar
R4 Oct
R4 Mar
R5 Oct
R5 Mar
R6 Oct
R6 Mar
R7 Oct
R7 Mar
R8 Oct
R8 Mar
R9 Oct
R9 Mar
R10 Oct
R10 Mar

0

Figure 7.6.2.1: March 2011 Parker Rd. / I-225 Chloride Content
The chloride contents for October 2009 were very high compared to March 2011. While
it is important that an increase is not seen, since that would indicated that the deck is not
sealed properly, a large decrease as seen above was not expected. A possible cause for
this discrepancy is due to the samples being tested at different locations. The October
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2009 samples were taken before the overlay had been installed and were tested by a
different technician. It is possible that they represent chloride contents closer to the
surface of the concrete than the March 2011 samples. Regardless, the chloride content
has not increased since application of the overlay, showing that it is providing good
protection against chlorides.
Figure 7.6.2.2 is a comparison of the chloride content at each location with the associated
permeability. By comparing the two, a verification of each measurement can be made,
since it is expected that the chloride content would rise with the permeability.

Parker Rd. / I-225
3500

Chloride Content (PPM)

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Low

Moderate

High

0
0

2000
4000
6000
Permeability (Coulombs Passing)

8000

Figure 7.6.2.2: March 2011 Parker Rd. / I-225 Chloride vs. Permeability
The figure shows that the chloride content is generally increasing with the permeability.
This helps to validate the results of both tests.
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In October 2012 and June 2013, eight 2" diameter cores were taken each time from the
deck in every 100 feet at the left wheel path in the left lane. The chloride testing was
done in December 2012 and June 2013. After removal of the cores, the holes were
patched with standard concrete. Table 7.6.2.1 and 7.6.2.2 show the chloride content of
Parker Rd. / I-225 tested in December 2012 and June 2013.
Table 7.6.2.1: October 2012 Parker Rd./I-225 chloride content

0.25"
0.75"
1.25"

Parker Rd/I225 Water Soluable Chloride Content (PPM)
100'
200'
300'
400'
500'
600'
700'
3100
2050
2300
3520
2910
3540
3590
2600
2220
4410
3280
4700
4110
4110
920
690
3020
1050
3900
2270
2650

800'
2420
4250
4370

Note: 1000 ppm of chloride in concrete = 2.4 kg/m3 (4.05 lb/cy) of concrete

Table 7.6.2.2: June 2013 Parker Rd./I-225 chloride content

0.25"
0.75"
1.25"

Parker Rd/I225 Water Soluable Chloride Content (PPM)
100'
200'
300'
400'
500'
600'
700'
2910
3980
3430
2820
3450
3570
3590
4010
4580
3110
2550
2570
2450
2990
1830
2910
1330
2480
770
770
1010

800'
2410
1860
440

Note: 1000 ppm of chloride in concrete = 2.4 kg/m3 (4.05 lb/cy) of concrete
Comparable results were obtained in 2012 and 2013. The chloride content has not
increased since application of the overlay, showing that it is providing good protection
against chlorides.
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7.6.3

I-25 / I-225

Ten 2" (5.08 cm) diameter cores were taken from the deck in preparation for chloride
content testing. This was the second round of chloride testing performed at this site.
These cores were taken every 150 feet (45.72 m) in the right shoulder near the barrier.
After removal of the cores, the holes were patched with standard concrete. Figure 7.6.3.1
shows the chloride content from October 2009 and March 2011.

I-25 / I-225 Chloride Content
14000

Chloride Content (PPM)

12000
10000
8000
0.25" Depth
6000

0.75" Depth
1.25" Depth

4000
2000

L1 Oct
L1 Mar
L2 Oct
L2 Mar
L3 Oct
L3 Mar
L4 Oct
L4 Mar
L5 Oct
L5 Mar
L6 Oct
L6 Mar
L7 Oct
L7 Mar
L8 Oct
L8 Mar
L9 Oct
L9 Mar
L10 Oct
L10 Mar

0

Figure 7.6.3.1: March 2011 I-25 / I-225 Chloride Content
The results are similar to Parker Rd. / I-225 in that the October 2009 values were very
high, with the March 2011 values being much lower. The reasons are suspected to be
same, namely a difference in the depths of the samples tested. Either way, the results
show that there is not an increase in chloride on the bridge.
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To validate both tests, chloride vs. permeability was plotted in Figure 7.6.3.2.

I-25 / I-225

Chloride Content (PPM)
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2000
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1000

500
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High
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2000
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Permeability (Coulombs Passing)

8000

Figure 7.6.3.2: I-25 / I-225 Chloride vs. Permeability
Chloride vs. permeability also shows much the same results as the other two sites. The
chloride is increasing as a result of the increasing permeability. While the permeability
was out of the expected range, the amount of chlorides present was higher at the higher
permeability locations.
Similar to Parker Rd./I-225, eight 2" diameter cores were taken each time from the deck
in every 100 feet at the left wheel path in the left lane in October 2012 and June 2013.
The chloride testing was done in December 2012. After removal of the cores, the holes
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were patched with standard concrete. Table 7.6.3.1 and 7.6.3.2 show the chloride content
of I-25/ I-225 tested in December 2012 and June 2013.
Table 7.6.3.1: October 2012 Parker Rd./I-225 chloride content

0.25"
0.75"
1.25"

100'
2850
2850
1070

I-25/I-225 water Soluable Chloride Content (PPM)
200'
300'
400'
500'
600'
2840
2600
2160
4010
3540
4140
3260
3330
1880
2970
1920
740
1110
420
1420

700'
3030
2980
670

800'
3900
3550
900

Table 7.6.3.2: October 2012 Parker Rd./I-225 chloride content

0.25"
0.75"
1.25"

100'
3480
3240
980

I-25/I-225 water Soluable Chloride Content (PPM)
200'
300'
400'
500'
600'
2810
3710
4580
4210
3180
3310
1830
2200
1310
2530
1790
380
630
290
850

700'
3720
3550
1440

800'
4240
3720
1950

Comparing to the 2011 results, the chloride content has not increased since application of
the overlay.
7.7

Anti-Icing Properties

The thin bonded overlays of this study present a unique case to vehicle safety. In each
case, both overlays offer anti-icing protection. The differences between these overlays are
that Flexogrid uses an active system in the form of an ESI spray system, wherein
SafeLane utilizes a passive system that stores the deicing chemical for a winter event.
The cost of these associated systems is discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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The EnviroTech Services, Inc. spray system uses infrared sensors that measure deck
temperature and then determine when to activate the spray system. The spray system has
evenly spaced spray heads along the length of the elevated flyover ramp and spray from
the high side of the structure. This allows the liquid deicing chemical to flow to the lower
side of the roadway for more complete coverage.
The SafeLane system uses a proprietary aggregate that stores deicing chemicals until
moisture is present on the overlay, in which case the chemicals are released by the
moisture. The idea is that the anti-icing properties of the overlay are activated upon first
snow, thus preventing the snow from freezing to the roadway. The anti-icing
characteristics of these sites will be evaluated with instrumentation.
The weather instrumentation at I-76 / WCR-53 is extensive and will allow analysis of the
anti-icing properties at that site. Crash data in Chapter 8 of this study provides some
insight into the effectiveness of SafeLane's anti-icing properties on Parker Rd. / I-225.
While I-25 / I-225 does not contain any instrumentation itself, it does have an automated
spray system that disperses deicing chemical based upon surface temperature taken via an
infrared thermometer. Attempts were made to link into this system to analyze the data it
collects, but these attempts were unsuccessful. The instrumentation at this site was never
completed. Since no instrumentation was installed at Parker Rd. / I-225 and I-25 / I-225,
only a cursory examination of their anti-icing properties will be looked at, including any
anecdotal or photographic evidence. Since I-76 / WCR-53 does have instrumentation, it
was the primary source to determine the anti-icing effectiveness of SafeLane.
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7.7.1

I-76 / WCR-53

Through instrumentation at the site, the anti-icing properties of SafeLane were evaluated.
Data was gathered through three deck sensors and a weather station. There are deck
sensors in the eastbound and westbound bridge decks as well as a sensor in the eastbound
approach. The eastbound deck has the SafeLane application, while the westbound deck is
functioning as the control deck.
The deck sensors record multiple data streams including, temperatures, moisture,
chemicals, and condition as indicated by the Scan Systems Inc. (SSI) programming. The
two conditions of most interest are "Ice Watch" and "Ice Warning". SSI defines Ice
Watch as "Thin or spotty film of moisture at or below freezing (32°F / 0°C)." Ice
Warning is defined as a "Continuous film of ice and water mixture at or below freezing
(32°F / 0°C) with insufficient chemical to keep the mixture from freezing." Ice warning is
the more serious of the two conditions. This is important to keep in mind since the
SafeLane acts as a sponge, absorbing moisture and deicing chemicals.
SafeLane is an effective anti-icing overlay when adequate deicing chemical is applied.
Due to the nature of the SafeLane aggregate, it has a tendency to absorb water which can
lead to problems when deicing chemicals are not applied. Figure 7.7.1.1 shows the
SafeLane deck in ice warning conditions after snowing during warmer temperatures. The
snow melted before a rapid temperature drop. Since no deicing chemical was applied
since 1/20/2011 10:00 a.m., the deck sensor reported an ice warning. The aggregate
seems to have absorbed the moisture, and then froze, leaving snow / ice on the deck.
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Figure
F
7.7.1
1.1: SafeLan
ne with Ice W
Warning Coondition
SafeL
Lane perform
ms exception
nally well wh
hen the overrlay is dry orr has minimaal moisture
prior to a freezing
g condition. Figure 7.7.1
1.2 shows thhis exact casee. Prior to thhe displayed
h bridges had
d minimal moisture
m
repo rted. As the temperaturee dropped
time period, both
below
w freezing, th
he SafeLanee overlay maaintained its ice watch sttatus, while tthe control
deck went into icce warning. The
T SafeLan
ne aggregate absorbed thhe moisture, while on thee
m
stay
yed on the surface. It waas not until ddeicing chem
mical was
contrrol deck the moisture
applied (at approx
ximately 12:30 PM) thatt both deckss became wet due to thaw
wing.
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Figu
ure 7.7.1.2: SafeLane Maintaining
M
g Ice Watch Conditionss
At neegative temp
peratures witth no chemiccal initially ppresent, the S
SafeLane deeck stays in
Ice Watch
W
condittions while th
he control deeck varies beetween Ice W
Watch and Icce Warning
depen
nding on wh
hen chemicall is added. Itt is possible tthat moisturre is freezingg inside the
SafeL
Lane aggregaate instead of
o on the surfface, prevennting the moiisture from rreaching the
deck sensor. Durring these co
onditions, vissual evidencce shows snoow builds upp on the deckk,
s
does not
n report icce conditionss. See Figuree 7.7.1.3.
even though the sensor
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Figure 7.7..1.3: Surface Condition
ns Around 115 °F on 2/8//2011 at 10::26 AM
mination of th
he sensor daata indicate th
hat SafeLanne also perforrms well if iit is preExam
charg
ged. Pre-charrging is the act
a of placin
ng deicing chhemical on thhe overlay pprior to a
storm
m. Figure 7.7
7.1.4 shows the
t effectiveness of pre-ccharging. Booth decks weere precharg
ged with deiccing chemicaal prior the freezing
f
tem
mperatures. T
The SafeLanee deck had a
reporrted 5-10% chemical
c
factor around th
he early morrning of Marrch 7, 2011. The controll
deck was reported to have aro
ound 30-45%
% chemical ffactor at the same time. Both decks
ning condition until 9 a.m
m., at whichh point the teemperature hhad raised
stayed in ice warn
enoug
gh to preven
nt ice formation. Around
d 9 p.m. on M
March 7, 20111 the tempeerature
dropp
ped significaantly enough
h to freeze th
he control deeck and placee it into Ice W
Warning.
The SafeLane
S
deck stayed in Ice Watch throughout
t
thhe night.
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Figure 7.7
7.1.4: SafeLa
ane Pre-Chaarge Effectiiveness
This sequence off events show
ws that pre-ccharging of S
SafeLane is eeffective. Thhe sensor datta
s
that SafeLane
S
is effective
e
with less chemiical present, however thiis is
also shows
debattable since th
he SafeLanee aggregate could
c
be soakking up the ddeicing chem
mical,
leavin
ng less of it to be measu
ured by the seensor.
It is worth
w
noting
g that the con
nditions the sensor
s
reporrts and the acctual conditiions at the
top of the overlay
y, where veh
hicle traffic comes
c
into ccontact couldd vary quite a bit.
Lane uses a large
l
aggreg
gate with a co
orrespondinggly large texxture depth. T
The sensor
SafeL
was installed
i
in th
he deck prio
or to SafeLan
ne, and thus is installed aat the same llevel as the
asphaalt surface. So
S where thee sensor is lo
ocated may inndeed contaain ice or watter, the top
weariing area of SafeLane
S
maay be dry, or ice free.
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SafeLane seems to be particularly effective when there is little to no moisture except
deicing chemicals prior to experiencing freezing conditions. The overlay begins to have
issues when there is excessive moisture, or when freezing and thawing cycles occur. In
each case, deicing chemicals present are washed out of the overlay, or diluted beyond
use. If this occurs with another drop in temperature, the sensor will report an Ice Warning
condition.
SafeLane does work as an anti-icing overlay provided that it is properly supported by
deicing chemicals. Proper support in this case means pre-charging, or recharging if a
particularly wet storm is present. Sensor data shows that if no deicing chemical is applied
to SafeLane, then it seems to perform worse than a traditional asphalt surface.
7.7.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

Only anecdotal evidence of anti-icing performance recorded at Parker Rd. / I-225 was
evaluated, which was provided by the Aurora Police Department (APD). It seems to point
to SafeLane being more effective than reported by the sensors on I-76 / WCR-53. APD
mentioned that the additional SafeLane overlay installed on the Parker Rd. / I-225 flyover
has reduced crashes at that location and increase driver safety. APD also mentioned
wanting SafeLane installed on northbound I-225 over westbound I-25, an area they
consider particularly troublesome.
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7.7.3 I-25 / I-22
25
Only photographic evidence exists for an
nti-icing perfformance at I-25 / I-225.. CDOT
mera providees a good
mainttains a cameera at this sitte for traffic evaluation uuse. The cam
view of the bridg
ge deck durin
ng winter sto
orms. Figuree 7.7.3 showss the post-acctivation of
pray system during a win
nter event.
the sp

Figuree 7.7.3: I-25
5 / I-225 Sprray System A
Activation ((CDOT, 20110)
The image
i
showss the spray sy
ystem nozzles dispersingg deicing chhemicals acrooss the deck
from the right lan
ne to the left. The stripin
ng pattern seeen in the cennterline is a rresult of the
ng liquid flo
owing from one
o side of th
he roadway to another. IIt is interestiing to note
deicin
that the road lanees are compleetely clear of
o accumulatted snow andd ice, and thee shoulders
are no
ot. While it appears
a
that the deck surrface is ice-ffree, this cannnot be conffirmed
witho
out knowing the deck surrface temperrature. The ffigure indicaates that the spray system
m
couplled with Flex
xogrid proviides good an
nti-icing capaability.
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8.

TRAFFIC SAFETY

One of the more important aspects of roadway safety is the surface upon which vehicle
traffic rides. It is no mystery why a smoother surface leads to an increase in crashes,
while a rougher surface leads to a decrease. Roadway overlays in general seek to at least
match, or increase the surface traction of the surfaces they replace. Thin bonded overlays
are no exception. While the surface roughness can, and is, measured; this measurement
becomes useless if the roadway sees no decrease in vehicle crashes. The only way to
determine if the roadway becomes safer after an overlay installation is to directly record,
and determine, the causes of crashes at the site of interest.
In Colorado, all reported vehicle crashes are logged by the Colorado Department of
Revenue. They file crash reports that include location, type, persons involved, and
accident factors. These reports are used more for legal matters than crash recording.
CDOT works closely with the Department of Revenue to record more traffic safety
oriented data. From this data, they determine which roadways are the most dangerous and
may warrant improvement. This data can also be used to compare the how the safe the
roadway is between improvements, or in this case, overlay installations.
Generally, it takes multiple years of data, both before and after roadway changes, to
determine if there is a net increase or decrease in traffic safety for a given section of
roadway. Due to the compressed time scale upon which this study was carried out,
minimal post-installation crash data was available to use. This period of data collection
was further decreased by the time between transferring crash reports from the Department
of Revenue to CDOT. At the time of this report, only crash data to the end of 2012 is
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available. The I-25 / I-225 ramp and the left-hand lane of Parker Rd. / I-225 were both
installed in October of 2009. Post installation crash data for the I-25 / I-225 ramp is thus
available from this date. The rest of the Parker Rd. / I-225 ramp was installed in May
2010, and I-76 / WCR-53 was installed June 2010. Thus, these two sites can be evaluated
from these dates.
There is a wealth of crash data prior to overlay installation at all three sites and this
tabulated data is presented in Appendix C. Data was evaluated by looking at weather
related, non-weather related, and total crashes. Only crashes that correspond to the
roadway bridges being studied are included for traffic safety analysis. This data can
further be filtered by weather, although crash causes can be misrepresented. Some
crashes that were double counted in the data due to one causing the other, were only
counted once for analysis. For example, one vehicle spun out, and several minutes later
another vehicle hit it. These are fairly easy to spot since they occur around the same time,
and the second crash involves a parked vehicle. The second crash skews the data since it's
usually not a loss of traction that caused it, so these data points are dismissed.
8.1

I-76 / WCR-53

Due its relatively straight alignment and short span, the I-76 / WCR-53 bridge has seen
the least amount of accidents. This is not surprising, considering it generally receives
about 10 times less traffic than the other two overlay sites. It also has the largest data set,
spanning from 1995 to 2010.
The crash data was first sorted by distance from the bridge. Crashes that were flagged
0.06 miles (96.56 m) in both directions from the mile marker of the bridge were included
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nalysis. Initially, an attem
mpt was mad
de to differeentiate weathher related crrashes and aall
for an
the crrashes, howeever eliminaating the dataa that did nott correspondd to the bridgge location
left id
dentical resu
ults. This is somewhat
s
ex
xpected becaause of the siimple geomeetry of the
bridg
ge. All the crrashes at I-76
6 / WCR-53 bridge are w
weather relatted. Figure 88.1.1 shows
all crrashes by yeaar.

Figure 8.1.1: All Crashes
C
on II-76 / WCR
R-53
I-76 / WCR-53 has a low num
mber of crash
hes that makke analysis oof traffic safe
fety with
regarrds to SafeLaane hard to gauge.
g
Part of
o the difficuulty is that thhere are seveeral years in
which
h no crashess have occurrred. Anotherr part is that there is onlyy several moonths’ worthh
of data available after the installation of SafeLane.
S
A
An examinatiion of the craash dates
show
w that the majjority occurrred between October andd March. Thhe last crash data for thiss
site was
w in March
h of 2012. For
F I-76 / WC
CR-53, no coonclusions ccan be drawnn about of
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Lane until ad
dditional tim
me has passed
d. At that pooint, there maay be enoughh crash
SafeL
inform
mation to make a determ
mination of itts effectivenness.

8.2

Parker Rd.
R / I-225

Crash
h data for Paarker Rd. / I--225 spans frrom 2002 to 2012. While this site haas the
shortest period off crash data, it has slighttly more oveerall crashes,, and slightlyy less
her related crashes. How
wever, this means
m
that in either categgory per yearr, there are
weath
more crashes at Parker
P
Rd. / I-225
I
than any
a other sitee evaluated. This site hass the added
issue of having SafeLane
S
insttalled in each
h lane, at diffferent timess. Thus the ddata in the
fter comparissons can be
yearss that SafeLaane was instaalled was spllit, so that beefore and aft
madee. Figure 8.2.1 shows thee weather rellated crashess. The dottedd lines represent the
overllay installatio
on dates of each
e
lane.

Figu
ure 8.2.1: Weather
W
Rela
ated Crashees on Parkerr Rd. / I-2255
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d upon weatther related crashes
c
only, the results are somewhhat encouraging and show
w
Based
a deccrease in crasshes after thee right-hand lane was in stalled. The 2009 crash that occurred
after the right lan
ne installation
n was a two vehicle acciident in icy cconditions innvolving a
passeenger van thaat hit a parkeed combination vehicle oover 10,000 pounds (44..5 kN). The
crash
h occurred th
he morning after
a
the righ
ht-hand lane was installedd. By all apppearances,
SafeL
Lane has red
duced weatheer related craashes at this location.
Non-weather relaated crashes corresponding to the Paarker Rd. / I-225 structurre was
mparison. Fiigure 8.2.2 shows
s
non-w
weather relatted crashes.
included for a com

Figure 8.2.2: Non--Weather Related
R
Crasshes on Park
ker Rd. / I-2225
Lane seems to
t have had no initial efffect on non-w
weather relaated crash levvels. There
SafeL
was a large spikee of crashes in
i 2012. A closer look shhows that alll the crashess in 2012
occurrred between
n June and October.
O
Oveer time, the ccrashes seem
m to dip to a low point inn
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i 2009. Thee installationn of SafeLane seems to hhave no effecct
2008, then start rising again in
on drry weather crrashes.
Totall crashes are also examin
ned for relev
vance to trafffic safety. Fiigure 8.2.3 sshows all
crash
hes that have occurred on
n Parker Rd. / I-225 withhin the studyy period.

Figure 8.2
2.3: Total Crashes
C
on P
Parker Rd. / I-225
Totall crashes sho
ow much thee same thing as non-weatther related ccrashes that SafeLane
does not seem to have an effeect on reduciing crash rattes. Since Tootal Crashes includes
both weather and
d non-weatheer related cau
uses and parrt of this incrreasing trendd is heavily
her crashes shhowed a largge increase.
influeenced by thee fact that thee non-weath
Based
d upon the liimited amou
unt of post-in
nstallation daata and the llarge spike inn 2010 and
2012 crashes, it is hard to com
me to a comm
mon conclussion regardinng the increaasing or
weather
decreeasing of acccidents due to SafeLane. Perhaps thee most imporrtant graph, w
relateed crashes, shows a decrrease over tim
me. Howeveer non-weathher related crrashes show a
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verall, matheematical tren
nds show maarkedly decrrease in crashhes, but therre
large increase. Ov
de this with certainty.
c
is nott enough datta to conclud

8.3

I-25 / I-22
25

Crash
h data for I-2
25 / I-225 sp
pans from 19
997 to 2012. Its crash ratte is slightly less than thaat
of Paarker Rd. / I-225 for a sim
milar volumee of traffic. S
Since the miile marker off this bridge
is 0, only
o
crashess up to mile point
p
0.25 were
w includedd, since past this point thhe crash wass
no longer on the bridge.
b
The entire Flexo
ogrid overlayy was installeed at one tim
me, so only
nto before an
nd after crasshes. The briidge at this loocation has a spray
2009 is divided in
m for deicin
ng, so reduceed crash rates are expecteed. Non-weaather relatedd crash rates
system
are ex
xpected to be less over time as well. Figure 8.3.11 shows the weather relaated crashes..
The dotted
d
line reepresents thee overlay insstallation datte.

Figure
F
8.3.1: Weather Related
R
Craashes on I-225 / I-225
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ogrid and thee fixed spray
y system seem
m to have deecreased thee weather rellated crashess
Flexo
at I-2
25 / I-225.On
nly two weatther related crashes
c
are rreported afteer the installaation. Prior tto
installlation, theree were severaal crashes in
n the years leeading up to the installattion of
Flexo
ogrid. Flexog
grid and the fixed spray system show
w a solid deccrease in thee amount of
crash
hes at I-25 / I-225.
I
Non--weather related crashess were also examined
e
to determine iff Flexogrid pprovides an
increase in safety
y due to its an
nti-skid prop
perties. Figuure 8.3.2 shows the non-w
weather
relateed crashes.

Fig
gure 8.3.2: Non-weathe
N
er Related C
Crashes on II-25 / I-225
The non-weather
n
r related crasshes slightly decrease aftter the installlation of Fleexogrid if thee
whole data set is taken into consideration
n. The largesst crash rate w
was betweenn 2001 and
2004, with a sharrp reduction in non-weatther related ccrashes repoorted for 2005 to 2008,
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mpanied by a small increease in 2010
0. Overall, thhe trend is toowards decreeasing crash
accom
rates.. Flexogrid does
d
not seem
m to have an
n effect on n on-weather rrelated crashhes in the
short term.
Totall crashes are shown to deetermine thee overall effeectiveness off the Flexogrrid system.
Figurre 8.3.3 show
ws the total crashes
c
for I-25 / I-225.

Figurre 8.3.3: Alll Crashes on
n I-25 / I-2225
Theree is a decrease in total crrashes since the installatiion of Flexoogrid at I-25 / I-225. Thee
largest decrease seems
s
to com
me from the weather relaated crashes which indiccates that a
d spray system
m working in
i tandem wiith an anti-skkid overlay iis effective aat reducing
fixed
crash
h rates on briidge decks. However,
H
lik
ke the other ssites, the posst installatioon crash dataa
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is short, and the site should be monitored so that a better sampling of data can be obtained
prior to reaching any final conclusions.

8.4

Comparison of Site Crash Data

There currently is not enough data to make any final comparisons about how one overlay
performs over another. However, some trends are showing. Comparing all crashes at all
sites, show that Flexogrid and the ESI spray system are performing better than either
SafeLane overlay. If the data is broken down into weather related and non-weather
related crashes, then the data seems to show a different conclusion. On I-25 / I-225 the
sharpest decrease in crashes has been those that are weather related, while the nonweather related saw an increase. On Parker Rd. / I-225, a similar trend is followed, where
weather related crashes are reduced, but non-weather related are not.
Two conclusions can be drawn from these comparisons. The first is that SafeLane is
effective in the anti-icing role, and that the same can be said for the spray system on I-25
/ I-225. The second is that neither overlay seemed to reduce crashes under dry conditions.
This is counter to the MTD and surface friction data, which indicates that there should be
a reduction in all crashes. It is possible that crashes in dry weather are being caused by
external factors to the overlays, and thus are artificially raising the crash counts related to
overlay performance.
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9.

COST ANALYSIS

Besides traffic safety, the other major factor that affects whether or not an overlay is
selected for installation is cost. Traditionally, projects such as overlays and roadwork
beyond minor repairs are put to bid and then completed by a contractor. In the case of the
three bridge sites, this was only true for the bridges in the Denver-Aurora metro area (I25 / I-225 and Parker Rd. / I-225). Due to the short length and relatively straight
alignment of the I-76 and Weld Country Road 53 bridge, it was decided that the local
CDOT maintenance shop in Hudson, CO would install the SafeLane overlay at this
location. They were supervised by representatives from Cargill. The other two overlays
were bid on as a single package. ABCO Contracting Company, Inc. won the bid and thus
was responsible for installation of the overlays at both sites.
Since the Parker Rd. / I-225 and I-25 / I-225 bridges were bid on as a single item, many
of the bid items were listed as large quantities with no distinction between how much of a
given quantity was used at which site. The exception to this is the overlay materials
which were each listed separately on the tabulation sheet. Due to this, a method was
developed to distribute the lump costs to each site in a representative manner. The most
straightforward means of doing so was to create a ratio of the areas of both bridge sites
and then multiply this ratio by the total quantity listed on the bid sheet for each item. The
area was determined from the as-built structural plans which are presented in Appendix
E. The ratio was calculated by taking the area of the bridge and dividing by the total area
of both bridges. After obtaining a representative quantity for the site, the quantity was
multiplied by the contractors bid cost to obtain a dollar value for that item. Each bridge
site was thus given an appropriate cost that could be broken down into a cost per square
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foot. Table 9.0.1 shows each bid item with the contractor cost, the full bid is shown in
Appendix F.
CDOT requires a full life-cycle cost analysis to be completed if the total paving project is
over $2,000,000. However the complete project at Parker Rd. / I-225 and I-25 / I-225 was
only $1,562,460.74. Also, LCCAs are used to account for future maintenance and repair.
Besides an occasional sweeping/vacuuming for SafeLane, epoxy overlays do not require
any short-term direct maintenance. One of the downsides for epoxy overlays is that once
they spall or crack, it is very difficult to perform repairs. Usually the overlay is removed
and replaced, which is the cost of a new installation. An LCCA for the two epoxy
overlays would be somewhat meaningless since there is functionally zero maintenance
cost, and the repair cost would be equal to a full replacement. The costs presented here
are only installation costs.
Each overlay site was evaluated on installation cost separately, including: material, labor,
and traffic control. A final cost per square foot was determined. Finally, each cost was
compared to determine the most cost-effective thin bonded overlay.
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Table 9.0.1: Bid item list with associated contractor costs

Bid Item
202-00250
203-01597
208-00002
208-00034
208-00045
208-00050
208-00070
208-00205
304-06009
409-05011
409-05100
607-53001
607-60116
614-86756
620-00020
626-00000
627-00005
627-02010
630-00003
630-00012
630-00025
630-80001
630-80335
630-80341
630-80342
630-80343
630-80344
630-80355
630-80358
630-80360
630-80380
630-85040

Rem Pavement Marking
Potholing
Erosion Log (12 in)
Gravel Bag
Conc Washout Str
Storm Drain Inlet Protection
Stabilized Construction En
Erosion Control Supervisor
ABC (CL 6) (Spec)
Thin Bonded Polymer Overlay
Anti-Icing Polymer Overlay
Fence CL (PVC)
16 Ft Gate
Anti-Icing System
Sanitary Facility
Mobilization
Epoxy Pvmt Mkg
Preform Plastic Pvmt Mkg
Uniformed Traf Cntrl
Traf Ctrl Mgmt
Traf Ctrl Vehicle
Flash Beacon
Barricade (3 M-A) (Temp)
Const Traf Sign (A)
Const Traf Sign (B)
Const Traf Sign (C)
Const Traf Sign (Spec)
Port Mesg Panel
Flash Arrow Panel (C Ty)
Drum Channel Dev
Traffic Cone
Impact Atten (T-M-A) (Temp)

Quantity

Unit

233.0
30.0
75.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
60.0
130.0
54621.0
51034.0
90.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
54.0
496.0
96.0
25.0
96.0
4.0
12.0
22.0
60.0
8.0
160.0
2.0
4.0
50.0
200.0
2.0

SF
HR
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
HR
TN
SF
SF
LF
EA
LS
EA
LS
GAL
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

ABCO Contracting, Inc. Prices
Unit Price ($/Unit)
Amount ($)
3.15
733.95
184.00
5520.00
3.70
277.50
6.85
685.00
578.00
578.00
210.00
2100.00
1314.00
1314.00
68.35
4101.00
60.40
7852.00
5.08
277535.37
7.78
397044.52
16.30
1467.00
447.00
447.00
730750.00
730750.00
1050.00
1050.00
81035.00
81035.00
67.30
3634.20
9.75
4836.00
52.55
5044.80
510.00
12750.00
21.05
2020.80
158.00
632.00
42.05
504.60
42.05
925.10
42.05
2523.00
42.05
336.40
15.75
2520.00
2103.00
4206.00
210.00
840.00
15.75
787.50
5.25
1050.00
3680.00
7360.00
Total:
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$1,562,460.74

9.1

I-76 / WCR-53

The SafeLane installation at this location was installed by the regional CDOT
maintenance personnel with supervision from Cargill. The purpose for this was two-fold.
Due to the small size, it was thought that that it would be more cost-effective to have the
overlay installed by CDOT employees. This was also a chance to determine if future thin
bonded overlays can be installed by CDOT. For this site, there is only three major
installation costs involved; traffic control, materials, and CDOT labor.
Traffic control was initially estimated at $8400 for four days’ worth of equipment and
labor by Northern Colorado Traffic Control, Inc. This also included alternate lane
closures and overnight signage. Due to speed at which the overlay was installed, only 2.5
days of traffic control were required. The final traffic control cost was only $5,654.
Since all installation equipment and labor were provided by CDOT Region 4
maintenance, the total cost for equipment and personnel came to $15,337. The materials
for the SafeLane installation were bought directly from Cargill at a total cost of $6 per
square foot ($64.58 per square meter). With the area of the bridge being approximately
3555 square feet (330.3 square meters), the total material cost comes to $21,372.12.
Table 9.1.1 shows the break down for each item and computes this down to a final cost
per square foot.
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Table 9.1.1: Installation cost of the I-76 / WCR-53 overlay

Traffic Control
$5,654

I-76 / WCR-53 Cost Breakdown
Material
Labor
Total
$21,327.12 $15,337 $42,318.12

Total per Sq. Ft.
$11.91

The final cost per square foot of $11.91 ($128.20 per square meter) is fairly high for a
thin bonded overlay for several reasons. The first is that the installation was not put to bid
as with other projects. While this showed that CDOT can install an overlay itself, it may
still be cheaper for a contractor to install for future sites. This would be especially true if
the same contractor provided traffic control. The overlay was installed by hand as well,
while on the other overlays motorized methods were used. Had motorized methods been
used at this site, a decrease in installation time would have undoubtedly been seen with
an associated reduction in cost. While this cost is not excessive for a research overlay and
is in fact close to costs that other states have reported for SafeLane. It is expensive for an
overlay that is being evaluated against other systems for use statewide.
9.2

Parker Rd. / I-225

Parker Road and I-225 is a straightforward SafeLane installation. While each lane was
installed at separate times, both were covered under the initial bid. The area ratio
determined for this site was 0.4812. Multiplying total bid quantities by this yielded a
representative quantity for the Parker Road / I-225 site. Table 9.2.1 shows the cost break
down for the Parker Road / I-225 site, including the total cost per square foot.
The total cost per square foot for the Parker Road / I-225 installation was less than the I76 installation. This was largely due to the larger area that needed to be covered which
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lowered the traffic control, and equipment costs relative to the amount of overlay being
installed. Competitive bidding also helped as well. Although $9.32 per square foot
($100.32 per square meter) is cheaper than the I-76 SafeLane installation, it is still more
expensive than the majority of overlays in use today. This cost is on the lower end of
other SafeLane installations as well. The Parker Rd. / I-225 installation costs is probably
most representative of actual cost to install SafeLane at other sites around the state.
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Table 9.2.1: Installation cost of the Parker Rd. / I-225 overlay

Bid Item
202-00250
203-01597
208-00002
208-00034
208-00045
208-00050
208-00070
208-00205
304-06009
409-05100
607-53001
620-00020
626-00000
627-00005
627-02010
630-00003
630-00012
630-00025
630-80001
630-80335
630-80341
630-80342
630-80343
630-80344
630-80355
630-80358
630-80360
630-80380
630-85040

Rem Pavement Marking
Potholing
Erosion Log (12 in)
Gravel Bag
Conc Washout Str
Storm Drain Inlet Protection
Stabilized Construction En
Erosion Control Supervisor
ABC (CL 6) (Spec)
Anti-Icing Polymer Overlay
Fence CL (PVC)
Sanitary Facility
Mobilization
Epoxy Pvmt Mkg
Preform Plastic Pvmt Mkg
Uniformed Traf Cntrl
Traf Ctrl Mgmt
Traf Ctrl Vehicle
Flash Beacon
Barricade (3 M-A) (Temp)
Const Traf Sign (A)
Const Traf Sign (B)
Const Traf Sign (C)
Const Traf Sign (Spec)
Port Mesg Panel
Flash Arrow Panel (C Ty)
Drum Channel Dev
Traffic Cone
Impact Atten (T-M-A) (Temp)

Quantity

Unit

233.0
30.0
75.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
60.0
130.0
51034.0
90.0
1.0

SF
HR
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
HR
TN
SF
LF
EA

1.0
54.0
496.0

LS
G
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA

96.0
25.0
96.0
4.0
12.0
22.0
60.0
8.0
160.0
2.0
4.0
50.0
200.0
2.0

EA
EA

Quantity
112.120
14.436
36.090
48.120
0.481
4.812
0.481
28.872
62.556
51034.000
43.308
0.481
0.481
25.985
238.675
46.195
12.030
46.195
1.925
5.774
10.586
28.872
3.850
76.992
0.962
1.925
24.060
96.240
0.962

Parker Rd. / I-225
Unit Total Item Price ($)
SF
HR
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
HR
TN
SF
LF
EA
LS
G
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

Total:
Area (Sq. ft.)
$/Sq. ft.
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353.18
2656.22
133.53
329.62
278.13
1010.52
632.30
1973.40
3778.38
397044.52
705.92
505.26
38994.04
1748.78
2327.08
2427.56
6135.30
972.41
304.12
242.81
445.16
1214.07
161.88
1212.62
2023.93
404.21
378.95
505.26
3541.63
$472,440.79
50665.2
$9.32

9.3

I-25 / I-225

A unique aspect to the Flexogrid installation at I-25 and I-225 is that the bid tabulation
included a spray system. The spray system services the flyover ramp with the overlay
was well as a tunnel beneath the flyover ramp. However the spray system cost $730,750,
which was more than two times the cost of the overlay, and approximately 1/3rd the total
bid cost. When computed into the cost per square foot, it came out to $19.95 per square
foot ($214.74 per square meter). This is an unreasonable number to use for comparison to
other overlay products, and thus the spray system was omitted from the analysis so that
usable data could be obtained. The ratio of the area that was used to determine the
associated costs was 0.5188. Table 9.3.1 shows the bid items as well as the quantities
adjusted for the I-25 / I-225 site. Table 9.3.2 is similar, but includes the cost of the ESI
spray system.
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Table 9.3.1: Installation cost of the I-25 / I-225 overlay w/o spray system

Bid Item
202-00250
203-01597
208-00002
208-00034
208-00045
208-00050
208-00070
208-00205
304-06009
409-05011
607-53001
607-60116
620-00020
626-00000
627-00005
627-02010
630-00003
630-00012
630-00025
630-80001
630-80335
630-80341
630-80342
630-80343
630-80344
630-80355
630-80358
630-80360
630-80380
630-85040

Rem Pavement Marking
Potholing
Erosion Log (12 in)
Gravel Bag
Conc Washout Str
Storm Drain Inlet Protection
Stabilized Construction En
Erosion Control Supervisor
ABC (CL 6) (Spec)
Thin Bonded Polymer Overlay
Fence CL (PVC)
16 Ft Gate
Sanitary Facility
Mobilization
Epoxy Pvmt Mkg
Preform Plastic Pvmt Mkg
Uniformed Traf Cntrl
Traf Ctrl Mgmt
Traf Ctrl Vehicle
Flash Beacon
Barricade (3 M-A) (Temp)
Const Traf Sign (A)
Const Traf Sign (B)
Const Traf Sign (C)
Const Traf Sign (Spec)
Port Mesg Panel
Flash Arrow Panel (C Ty)
Drum Channel Dev
Traffic Cone
Impact Atten (T-M-A) (Temp)

Quantity

Unit

233.0
30.0
75.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
60.0
130.0
54621.0
90.0
1.0
1.0

SF
HR
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
HR
TN
SF
LF
EA
EA

1.0
54.0
496.0
96.0
25.0
96.0
4.0
12.0
22.0
60.0
8.0
160.0
2.0
4.0
50.0
200.0
2.0

LS
GAL
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

Quantity
120.880
15.564
38.910
51.880
0.519
5.188
0.519
31.128
67.444
54621.000
46.692
1.000
0.519
0.519
28.015
257.325
49.805
12.970
49.805
2.075
6.226
11.414
31.128
4.150
83.008
1.038
2.075
25.940
103.760
1.038

I-25 / I-225
Total Item Price
Unit
($)
SF
380.77
HR
2863.78
LF
143.97
LF
355.38
EA
299.87
EA
1089.48
EA
681.70
HR
2127.60
TN
4073.62
SF
277535.37
LF
761.08
EA
447.00
EA
544.74
LS
GAL
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

Total:
Area (Sq. ft.)
$/Sq. ft.
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42040.96
1885.42
2508.92
2617.24
6614.70
1048.39
327.88
261.79
479.94
1308.93
174.52
1307.38
2182.07
435.79
408.56
544.74
3818.37
$359,269.95
54625
$6.58

Table 9.3.2: Installation cost of the I-25 / I-225 overlay w/spray system

Bid Item
202-00250
203-01597
208-00002
208-00034
208-00045
208-00050
208-00070
208-00205
304-06009
409-05011
607-53001
607-60116
614-86756
620-00020
626-00000
627-00005
627-02010
630-00003
630-00012
630-00025
630-80001
630-80335
630-80341
630-80342
630-80343
630-80344
630-80355
630-80358
630-80360
630-80380
630-85040

Rem Pavement Marking
Potholing
Erosion Log (12 in)
Gravel Bag
Conc Washout Str
Storm Drain Inlet Protection
Stabilized Construction En
Erosion Control Supervisor
ABC (CL 6) (Spec)
Thin Bonded Polymer Overlay
Fence CL (PVC)
16 Ft Gate
Anti-Icing System
Sanitary Facility
Mobilization
Epoxy Pvmt Mkg
Preform Plastic Pvmt Mkg
Uniformed Traf Cntrl
Traf Ctrl Mgmt
Traf Ctrl Vehicle
Flash Beacon
Barricade (3 M-A) (Temp)
Const Traf Sign (A)
Const Traf Sign (B)
Const Traf Sign (C)
Const Traf Sign (Spec)
Port Mesg Panel
Flash Arrow Panel (C Ty)
Drum Channel Dev
Traffic Cone
Impact Atten (T-M-A) (Temp)

Quantity

Unit

233.0
30.0
75.0
100.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
60.0
130.0
54621.0
90.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

SF
HR
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
HR
TN
SF
LF
EA
LS
EA

1.0
54.0
496.0
96.0
25.0
96.0
4.0
12.0
22.0
60.0
8.0
160.0
2.0
4.0
50.0
200.0
2.0

LS
GAL
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

Quantity
120.880
15.564
38.910
51.880
0.519
5.188
0.519
31.128
67.444
54621.000
46.692
1.000
1.000
0.519
0.519
28.015
257.325
49.805
12.970
49.805
2.075
6.226
11.414
31.128
4.150
83.008
1.038
2.075
25.940
103.760
1.038

I-25 / I-225
Unit Total Item Price ($)
SF
HR
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
HR
TN
SF
LF
EA
LS
EA
LS
GAL
SF
HR
DY
HR
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

Total:
Area (Sq. ft.)
$/Sq. ft.
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380.77
2863.78
143.97
355.38
299.87
1089.48
681.70
2127.60
4073.62
277535.37
761.08
447.00
730750.00
544.74
42040.96
1885.42
2508.92
2617.24
6614.70
1048.39
327.88
261.79
479.94
1308.93
174.52
1307.38
2182.07
435.79
408.56
544.74
3818.37
$1,090,019.95
54625
$19.95

With the spray system omitted from the tabulations, the cost per square foot goes down to
$6.58 ($70.83 per square meter). This is by far the smallest of the costs, and a much more
reasonable cost compared to other thin bonded overlays. It is on the high side of the cost
that other state DOTs have reported for installing Flexogrid, but still within a reasonable
price given the difference between DOT costs.
9.4

Site Cost Comparison

Comparing the cost between each site shows that Flexogrid, without the spray system, is
by far the cheapest of the overlays, with the Parker Rd. / I-225 SafeLane installation and
I-76 / WCR-53 installations coming after. Table 9.4.1 shows a comparison of the areas,
along with their respective costs.
Table 9.4.1: Comparison of cost per area for each site
Area
Site
I-76 / WCR-53
Parker Rd. / I-225
I-25 / I-225 w/o Spray
I-25 / I-225 w/ Spray

Sq. ft.

Sq. m

Total Cost
(USD)

3554.2
50665.2
54625
54625

330.2
4706.95
5134.77
5134.77

$42,318.12
$472,440.79
$359,269.95
$1,090,019.95

Cost per Area
$ / Sq.
$ / Sq. ft.
m
$11.91
$128.16
$9.32
$100.37
$6.58
$69.97
$19.95
$212.28

As shown above, Flexogrid is about 30% cheaper than SafeLane if the spray system is
omitted from the cost calculations. This is a fair amount if the anti-icing properties of
SafeLane are not taken into account. The Parker Rd. / I-225 cost was reduced due to
having a smaller area as well. Since a representative cost was established based upon a
ratio of the areas, the SafeLane site has a smaller proportional cost than the Flexogrid
site. The biggest difference between the two seems to the be the material cost, which is
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quite high for SafeLane. However, it is the material that is responsible for the anti-icing
performance of SafeLane.
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10.

CONCLUSIONS

Many DOTs around the United States are faced with deteriorating infrastructure. Bridges
are a critical and expensive part of any infrastructure system, and protection of their
structures ensures increased safety, and life span coupled with decreased maintenance
costs. A critical part of bridge protection is the structural deck on which all traffic is
carried. The bridge decks should be protected from deterioration by chemical attack, and
be provided with a durable wearing surface with good skid resistance and anti-icing
properties.
This study examined two thin bonded epoxy polymer overlays for the protection of
bridge decks. One product, SafeLane, is an anti-icing / anti-ski epoxy polymer overlay.
The other product, Flexogrid is an anti-skid urethane epoxy polymer overlay. These two
overlays were evaluated on several different characteristics. Overlay performance was
measured by testing the texture depth, surface friction, and bond strength. Protective
ability was measured through permeability and chloride content tests. Anti-icing ability
was determined from on-site instrumentation. Traffic safety was evaluated from crash
data over the last decade. Installation cost was calculated to determine which overlay
could provide the best protection per square foot. Results from this study are summarized
below.
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10.1

Texture Depth

The mean texture depth was measured using the sand patch test. SafeLane was shown to
have a high initial mean texture depth that dropped about 50% in the first year. Results
from the SafeLane installation over a year old, show that it holds at this reduced level.
This indicates that after the initial wearing period, the MTD of SafeLane levels off and is
expected to maintain a similar if not smaller MTD over the course of its service life.
Flexogrid has only had two set of MTD measurements. But the Flexogrid overlay
debonded twice. It will require further testing in the future to determine a wearing pattern
over the lifespan of the overlay.
10.2

Surface Friction

Surface friction was measured with the British Pendulum Tester of I-76 / WCR-53, and
with a locked-wheel test trailer on the other two overlay sites. Results from the BPT show
the SafeLane installation on I-76 / WCR-53 to be mostly maintaining its friction surface,
with some slight wear in the first year. BPN is not equivalent to any other testing method,
and thus a comparison of overlay resistance at this site is unable to be done. The
SafeLane installation on Parker Rd. / I-225 is showing very good skid numbers with both
ribbed and smooth tires, even after 2-3 years. After the first year skid resistance was
similar to the concrete deck it covered up. It is expected that SafeLane will continue to be
an excellent wearing surface for at least several more years. The Flexogrid overlay
showed similar results, although lower smooth tire skid numbers were recorded, which is
typical of the majority of wearing surfaces.
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10.3

Bond Strength

Bond strength was measure at all three sites with a device conforming to ACI 503R. I-76
/ WCR-53 had low bond strength due to the overlay being placed on asphalt. All bond
failures at this site occurred in the asphalt, with good accuracy. It is expected that no
bonding problems will occur at I-76 / WCR-53. Parker Rd. / I-225 held similar results for
the bond test. All failures occurred in the concrete substrate and were above 250 psi (1.72
MPa). The results from Flexogrid in March, 2011 were mixed. All successful tests
exceeded 250 psi (1.72 MPa), but 2 tests had a mixed failure of overlay interface /
substrate, and one failed fully at the overlay interface. While the failure modes indicate
problems with the overlay bond, the failure strengths were all exceedingly high. Error by
the testers may have contributed to the variation in failure modes. But the delamination of
the Flexogrid identified in 2012 and 2013 indicates the weak bonding strength between
the overlay and the substrate.
10.4

Permeability

Permeability of the concrete decks was measured using the rapid chloride permeability
test. RCPT values for I-76 / WCR-53 were in the low to very low classification. Values
for Parker Rd. / I-225 were all classified as moderate to high. I-25 / I-225 on average was
moderate. It is thought that the high values were potentially from high chloride contents
present in the concrete samples as literature seems to indicate concretes containing high
chloride contents experiencing higher rapid chloride permeability values.
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10.5

Chloride Content

Chloride content at all sites has not increased. At I-76 / WCR-53 the chloride contents are
in the negligible range due to the waterproofing membrane installed between the asphalt
and concrete deck, and the SafeLane overlay installed on top of the asphalt surface.
Chloride values for Parker Rd. / I-225, and I-25 / I-225 have shown a decrease since the
installation of their respective overlays. This shows that all overlays are protecting their
respective bridge deck by sealing it from moisture.
10.6

Anti-Icing Properties

The anti-icing properties of SafeLane were evaluated using instrumentation installed at I76 / WCR-53. The instrumentation shows that the ability of SafeLane to prevent icing of
the roadway surface is mixed. SafeLane requires regular intervals of deicing solution to
be applied prior to, and during events, especially when there is a wet storm. Excess
moisture has a tendency to wash the deicing chemicals off the overlay, or dilute them
beyond usefulness, and then freeze on the roadway. Pre-charging the overlay is
particularly effective. Additional testing should be completed to determine if less deicing
chemical can be used to obtain the same level of anti-icing effectiveness.
10.7

Traffic Safety

Because of the short time period available after the material installation and the relatively
small number of crashes, statistically-valid conclusions were not possible, but all sites
show a decrease in weather-related crashes at varying degrees. SafeLane has shown the
largest decrease in weather-related crashes. Flexogrid with the spray system has shown to
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decrease weather-related crashes as well. Non-weather related crash rates for both
overlays have slightly increased.
10.8

Installation Cost

Installation cost for both SafeLane sites was high, but similar to the results reported by
other DOTs. I-76 / WCR-53 was $11.91 per square foot ($128.20 per square meter),
while Parker Rd. / I-225 was $9.32 per square foot ($100.32 per square meter). The cost
for only the Flexogrid installation was $5.58 ($60.06 per square meter), also similar to
other DOTs. If the spray system is included in installation cost, the price jumps to $19.95
per square foot ($214.74 per square meter).
10.9

Recommendations

Based upon the conclusions above, several recommendations can be made:


SafeLane should be considered for use on high crash rate bridges, where its high
cost can be offset by an increase in traffic safety.



If SafeLane is to be used as an anti-icing overlay it should have deicing chemicals
applied more often, and in smaller amounts. Pre-charging should be used when
possible.



Installation of Flexogrid should not be considered on bridges before the reasons
causing the delamination are identified.



Study of both overlays should continue so that their long-term impact on traffic
safety can be analyzed.
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